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A Revelation in the Classics, 
Studies and Recreations 
The B. F. Wood Music Co's 
PROGRESSIVE 
STUDIES 
Book 1 .Primary Edition Wood, No. 851 
Book 2. Elementary Edition Wood, No. 852 
Book 3. Lower Intermediate 
n Edition Wood, No. 853 
Book 4. Intermediate Edition Wood, No. 854 
Book 5. Advanced Edition Wood, No. 855 
'Price, each 65 cents. Net, 
Containing a well-balanced representation of 
the standard studies, including those of Burg- 
muller, Czerny, LeCouppey, Bertini, Kohler, 
Concone, Devaux, Sartorio, Berens, Heller 
Lemoine dementi, Jensen, Bach, Scarlatti! 
Cramer, Moscheles, and others. 
The contents, compiled by Jules Devaux 
have been selefied with the greatest care, and 
the annotations contain suggestions valuable 
to both teacher and pupil. 
Assorted studies, arranged in progressive 
order, are coming into greater demand every 
day with the teaching profession, and it has 
been the effort and aim of the publishers to 
provide the very finest series at an extremely 
attraftive price. ' 
Consult your dialer. eAsk for catalogs 
P. JF. 2£ootJ Jflusic Co. 
88 St. Stephen Street, Boston 17, Mass. 
3 Master Keys 
50c 
Work troublesome door locks; re¬ 
place lost keys; practically as SER¬ 
VICEABLE as a whole bunch of 
ordinary keys. Used by thousands 
of houseowners, tenants, contractors, 
janitors, keysmiths, police officers! 
secret service, firemen, hotels, real 
estate men, etc. Especially service¬ 
able and convenient for household 
use. Set of three (small, medium and 
large sizes) sent postpaid on receipt 
of 50 cents (stamps or coin). Hand¬ 
some combination Key Holder and 
Key Ring included free. (Three sets 
of keys, with Holders and Rings for 
$1) Just PRINT or write your 
name and address plainly on a slip of 
paper (letter writing is unnecessary) 
and enclose this ad with remittance 
and keys, etc., will be sent you in 
plain wrapper by return mail with 
bunch of circulars describing other 
interesting bargains. Orders amount¬ 
ing to $1 or more will be sent C. O. D„ 
on request, without extra charge! 
WILSON, SMITH & CO. 
SUITE 643 
Cotton Exchange Building 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
The Fords of the Mail 
Order Business 
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The Etude Music Magazine 
Educational 
Service Department 
This new Department, organized by the Theodore Presser 
Company, in connection with The Etude Music Magazine, 
is a logical development of the service that this Company has 
been conducting for years. 
The staff of experts, now retained regularly at the home 
office of The Etude Music Magazine, includes specialists of 
international reputation, graduates of leading American Uni¬ 
versities, and musicians trained in foremost European con¬ 
servatories. 
No charge of any kind whatsoever is made for this 
service. 
The Department is distinctly not a musical correspondence 
school. It is designed for emergency information upon ques¬ 
tions pertaining to teaching problems, musical material, study 
problems in musical theory, musical history, technic, and items 
of general musical interest. It will concern itself almost ex¬ 
clusively with those problems which cannot be answered 
through the columns of The Etude. It will have the coopera¬ 
tive assistance of renowned musicians, in all branches of mu¬ 
sical art. 
It will NOT attempt to answer questions that obviously 
deal directly with examinations prepared for the benefit of the 
student, and which should be answered by the student. 
It will NOT state the relative standing of artists, teachers 
or schools; but of the last two it will supply lists of individuals 
and institutions with which the inquirer may correspond and 
then form his own opinions. 
It CANNOT undertake to choose musical instruments 
nor to state their comparative qualities. It will, however, fur¬ 
nish lists of reliable makers. 
It CANNOT appraise the value of violins, by mail. 
It CANNOT undertake to write essays or papers, nor can 
it prepare elaborate recital programs; but it will be glad to 
recommend books and former Etude articles from which au¬ 
thentic materials for such purposes may be obtained. 
Make all questions short and to the point. In requesting 
information regarding pieces in particular grades, kindly use 
the “scale of ten’’ as employed in the “Guide to New Teach¬ 
ers,” a copy of which will be sent gratis upon request. 
If possible, confine the questions intended for this De¬ 
partment to one sheet, and be sure that your name and address 
appears on this sheet. 
Questions relating to business matters, or to other interests 
of The Etude, should be placed upon another sheet. 
Notwithstanding the immense volume of our correspond¬ 
ence, it is our ambition to answer all letters with the greatest 
possible dispatch, courtesy, accuracy and completeness. 
All letters should be addressed to The Etude Music 
Magazine. 
At the top of the sheet bearing questions, place in a bold 
hand: 
Etude Educational Service Department 
This will greatly help us in separating correspondence for 
this Department from that intended for our regular business, 
and thus will insure to you a more prompt reply. 
The Educational Service Department 
THE ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE 
1710-1712-1714 Chestnut Street Philadelphia, Pa. 
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SB Make Your Summer Spare Moments Enjoyable and Profitable U4 
With These Books Every Music Lover, Teacher and Student Can Acquire “health of Musical 
Knowledge by Utilizing Available Time in Pleasurable Reading 
Books Every Music 
Lover Will Enjoy 
Great Men and Famous Musicians 
On the Art of Music 
By James Francis Cooke Price, $2.25 
Books for Pianists and 
Lovers of Piano Music 
What to Play—What to Teach 
By Hi 
Books for Followers of 
the Vocal Art 
How to Succeed in Singing 
By A. Buzzi-Peccia Price, $1.50 
sSEK ■Bps 
Great Singers on the Art 
of S 
: Principles in Pianoforte 
Playing 
&smxas3 
Descriptive Analyses of 
The Pedals of the Pianoforte 
Books for Young Music 
Students 
Young Folks’ Picture History 
of Music 
Price* $1.00 
Books of Special Inter¬ 
est to Music Teachers 
The Education of the 
Silnill 
Betty and the Syn 
Great* Stasters 
*c'4s,c,“»d4 
Child's Own Book of Great 
By Thos. Tappe^U Price, 20 cents eacn 
Ilr 1IF" gir Sr'1" 
Masters, Old and New 
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Single Copies 25 Cents 
Our Own Musical To-Morrow 
VOL. XLIV, No. 7 
Our musical to-morrow is based upon our musical to-day. 
The great problem of making America a musical nation is being 
solved faster than we realize. The responsibility for the solu¬ 
tion rests upon the students and the,teachers of America, the 
Nineteenth Annual Meeting of the Music Supervisors’ National 
Conference, held in Detroit from April 12th to April 16th, was 
a revelation to the more than two thousand teachers who at¬ 
tended the conference. It is hardly believable that that enor¬ 
mous group is the result of a movement founded less than two 
decades ago by Mrs. Frances E.. Clarke and P. C. Hayden, in 
Keokuk, Iowa. 
The long procession of. meetings, from early morning until 
late at night, made up the least impressive part of the routine 
of the convention. Remarkable as were many of these gather¬ 
ings, dealing largely witlv musical education in the schools, 
there were certain events winch stand out far above the other 
The magnificent Detroit Symphony Orchestra, under the 
direction of the eminently .able Ossip Gabrilowitsch, played su¬ 
perbly. Mr William H. Murphey, who has sponsored the orches¬ 
tra and orchestra hall for years, attended the concerts regularly. 
Quiet, unassuming and cultured, this prominent Detroit business 
man, who is also a gifted musician, has given the people of Ins 
city'one of its greatest educational blessings. Not satisfied with 
the work of providing an orchestra for the aristocratic citizens 
able to pay for seats, he engaged Miss Edith Rhetts to under¬ 
take the great task of developing the taste of young people, 
with a veiw to providing for future audiences. Thus, twenty- 
five thousand children have heard the orchestra during the 
past year, entirely without cost to the community. Miss Rhetts 
has supervised this great work and is responsible for the vast 
More astonishing than that Detroit Symphony in its edu¬ 
cational significance was the performance of the National High 
School Orchestra, composed of young high school students from 
all parts of the Union. This orchestra of over two hundred and 
fiftv performers commenced its rehearsals on April 12th, anc 
on April 16th gave a program in Orchestra Hall under the 
baton of Ossip Gabrilowitsch, assisted by Joseph E. Maddy, 
nlaving with a finish and refinement and force hardly credible 
to one who had not heard it. The First Movement of Beethoven s 
“Eroica Symphony” was one of the numbers. Mr. Gabrilowitsch, 
in congratulating the highly trained and gifted performers, 
indicated that the future American Symphony Orchestras need 
not worry about performers when America is developing such 
an astonishing group. . , ,, 
So epoch-making do we consider this performance of the 
first session of the National High School Orchestra (which can 
only be assembled at such meetings as this, when the students 
are brought together under the direction of their teachers who 
come from all parts of the United States to attend the confer¬ 
ence) that we believe the participants should have individual 
—<mition for their part in this historical event. For this 
we arc printing the names of those who played upon this 
Photograph Copyright 19J6, Speuco aoa Wyokofp FIRST NATIONAL ORCHESTRA-MUSIC SUPERVISOR’S NATIONAL CONFERENCE 
OSSIP GABRILOWITSCH, CONDUCTING; J. E. MADDV, ASSISTING 
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One Hundred and Fifty Years 
•Here we are sitting in a building on the very street in 
Philadelphia where one hundred and fifty years ago Washing¬ 
ton, Jefferson, Franklin, Hopkinson and others decided that 
the United States of America should become free and independ- 
fc array of Anglo-Saxon names. Their very 
made it impossible for them to fail to resent 
t which at that time was c 
great debt to George III, and others, because the conflict was 
not with England or the English people but with the particular 
kind of Government that England had at that time. If George 
III and his followers had seen things a little differently, we might 
all now be singing God.Save the King instead of America 
There seems to have been an impression in some parts of the 
world that our constitutional forefathers were men who lacked 
culture and education.. Quite the opposite was true in most 
instances. Washington, Jefferson, Franklin and Hopkinson 
were all very much interested in music and believed that it should 
be given a prominent place in the development of the life of the 
American people. It is fitting that, at the SesqubUentenn al 
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Why the World Needs Music 
An interview Secured Expressly for The ETUDE with the Eminent American Statesman, Author and Divine 
HENRY VAN DYKE 
The Honorable Henry Van Dyke was born at 
Germantown, Pennsylvania, November 10, 1852. 
His father, the Rev. Henry Jackson Van Dyke, 
was a well-known Presbyterian clergyman. The 
boy’s early education was received in Brooklyn. 
He graduated from the Polytechnic Institute in 
Brooklyn in 1869, and from Princeton in 1877, 
having received his Master of Arts Degree in 
1876. After graduating from the Princeton 
Theological Seminary in 1877, he then attended 
the University of Berlin, 1877-1879. This has 
been followed by a long train of academic dis¬ 
tinctions from the great universities of Europe 
and the United States. He was ordained a Pres- 
Biographical 
byterian clergyman in 1879, afterwards holding 
many pastorates, the most noted probably being 
that of the Brick Presbyterian Church, of New 
York (from 1883 to 1900). In 1900 lie became 
Professor of English Literature at Princeton. He 
was United States Minister to Holland and 
Luxembourg from 1913 to 1917. He then be¬ 
came a Chaplain in the United States Navy for 
the remainder of the World War. Dr. Van Dyke 
published volumes of essays, poems and other 
works, forming a list that in solid, fine type takes 
a large part of a column in “Who’s Who in 
America.” No American has produced uniformly 
so many works which have met with such wide 
reception from the great literary authorities and 
the public as well. His individual and distinctive 
style, radiant with warm human feeling and high 
spiritual ideals, has been a joy and an honor to 
all who revere the highest in American letters. 
This conference was held in Dr. Van Dykes 
magnificent old Colonial residence at Princeton. 
We only regret that it is not possible to transfer 
our readers in person to his genial and inspiring 
presence. Through all his life he has been an 
enthusiastic music lover and has given his serv¬ 
ices and influence in promoting the finest in music. 
Dr. Van Dyke is, without question, one of the 
leading sponsors for music in our time. 
THE PIPES O’ PAN 
Great Nature had a million words, 
In tongues of trees and songs of birds, 
But none to breathe the heart of man, 
Till Music filled the pipes o’ Pan. 
Copyright Charl8s S 
Doesn thy the 
%^ / everybody know? Do we have to point 
Y f out the beauty of the orchid? Can we 
describe the why and the wherefore of the 
fragrance of the wood violet? Perhaps in our restless 
American life some of us may be passing them by without 
taking time to enjoy these wonderful things as the 
Almighty intended us to revel in them. This much I 
know, music has always been a peculiar inspiration to me. 
Moreover, it has been an inspiration of a peculiarly practi¬ 
cal character to me. In fact many of the poems which 
the reading public seems to have received with the great¬ 
est favor have been writtten under the influence of music. 
While I did not have the advantage of a technical train¬ 
ing in music, I saw to it that my daughters were trained 
in music. It was my habit to ask my daughter, Brooke, 
neously, the words flowed from my pen and I felt in tune 
with something quite above myself. I am sure that the 
creative worker who lends himself to the bewitching 
ecstasy of music engages an impelling force quite unlike 
anything else in life. 
“Many of the poets have confirmed this. Some like 
Browning have had musical knowledge and the entire 
literature of poetry pays lavish tribute to the art. Lord 
Tennyson once told me that he wrote every strophe of his 
famous poem, ‘Maud,’ with a definite melody running 
through his mind. John Milton, the greatest artist among 
all English poets, was himself a practical musician. The 
English poets of Elizabethan times were in many instances 
extremely musical. All the poems in Thomas Campion s 
delightful book were written to music. The two arts seem 
inseparable. The poet who does not revel in music is 
likely to pass through a somewhat uneventful existence 
and produce little that mankind w'ill identify as immortal. 
“It does not take vgry brilliant dialectics to reveal 
that anything having such a potent effect upon the minds 
of creative workers as music must likewise have a most 
powerful influence upon mankind. Notwithstanding the 
extensive attention given to this phase of music, it.is 
hardly likely that the public has even yet come to realize 
its fullest significance. We accept music now as one of 
the commonplaces of modern life as we accept the air 
we breathe. If we were suddenly to be deprived of this 
great life joy, the world would undergo a kind of soul- 
stagnation impossible to describe. 
"We should not however mislead ourselves into be¬ 
lieving that all music is beneficial. The only usefulness 
I can see for Jazz is as a kind of safety valve for certain 
dispositions. Jazz is the bursting forth of barbarous, sen¬ 
suous feelings. It is the wild man, smashing through the 
veneer of civilization. Good music on the other hand 
seems to me the expression of the lofty soul, the trained 
intellect and the disciplined emotions. When I hear 
beautiful music I am carried out of myself, not into a 
region of chaos and dissolution, but into a region of beauty 
and sublimity which has a divine order. Some music 
seems to elevate and inspire me. Other music soothes. 
The Public Attitude 
14 r~vNE OF the surprising conditions of the times is 
U the difference in the public attitude toward music 
and musicians. In my youth, the cultured people had a 
respect for serious musical workers; but the average man 
and woman gave musicians their sympathy rather than 
their appreciation. Not exactly pariahs, they were looked 
upon as people apart from the rest of mankind. Possibly 
they deserved this ostracism because of their eccentricities 
HON. HENRY VAN DYKE 
and their affectations. We now seem to have an entirely 
different kind of musician. Mr. Josef Hofmann, 
eminent pianist, is a man of strong common s<-- 
exquisite feeling and the highest mentality. Paderewski 
possesses one of the most intelligent, philosophical^and 
not only a great musician, but also a great thinker. 
. “It would seem that the scope of music has extended 
so enormously in so many different directions that only 
the artist with the super-mind and the super-conscious¬ 
ness can rise to the top. Such men and women have no 
room for nonsense; and it is very delightful to see the 
old school of eccentric artists fading away. Music is 
assuming a serious place in general education. Foremost 
educational institutions throughout the world, that barely 
recognized music fifty years ago, are now erecting palatial 
buildings for music study. Music was in the quadren- 
nium of the Greeks, with mathematics. Through all 
President-Emeritus of Harvard, has urged the need of 
music in all phases of education1 for years. How for¬ 
tunate this is, because music contributes so _ much to 
the higher joy of life, the higher understanding. We 
should remember the words of the poet Wordsworth: 
“ ‘Without pleasure we really do not 
know how to understand anything.’” 
“Only a clergyman can realize what an immense aid 
music is in the service of the church. I have always in¬ 
sisted that the organist and the choir were quite as 
important in the worship of God in the church as the 
clergyman. Those who have to do with the musical serv¬ 
ices of the church should realize this in all seriousness. 
If there is no sincerity in the choir loft, there may as 
well be no preaching in the pulpit. The choir loft and 
the pulpit must be one in spirit. At the Brick Church, 
music was always a significant part of the service. I 
laid great stress upon congregational singing. This is 
often the only active participation that the worshipers 
have in the service. If the congregation sang a hymn 
dolefully or without the proper spirit I used to say: 
“Please sing with all your hearts and all your voices. 
Unless you sing heartily, I cannot preach.” That seemed 
to create a bond of sympathy between the pulpit and 
the congregation, that could not come about in any other 
way. Sometimes, however, even this did not bring re¬ 
sults; and then I used to say, “The reason why you 
sing so badly is that you are afraid of each other. That 
is nonsense. You are not singing to each other. You 
are singing to God.” 
“When I first took a pastorate I used to announce 
‘We will never sing a hymn about Hell in this church. 
If you really believe in Hell, you surely don’t want to 
sing about it. If you don’t believe in Hell, why men- 
tion it.’ . 
“The religion of fear is happily passmg from the 
churches. Many of the hymns of Watts are very beauti¬ 
ful ; but some are little more than travesties. They con¬ 
jure up veritable chambers of horrors, which in their day 
may have served to frighten the childish imaginations 
of certain parishioners. Fortunately such hymns have 
disappeared from the modern hymn books. 
“I like to have a hymn sung immediately before the 
sermon; and I want it sung heartily. Music is a won¬ 
derful opener of the heart. Music seems to relax the 
overtension and to balance between the human intellect 
_j *!.„ We learn quite as much from our 
. Many of the finest thoughts 
deliberately thought out. In 
be moved by mere physical 
but by emotions regular and controlled by 
the deep laws of melody and harmony. That is the 
peculiar function of good music distinguished from bad. 
A Ruling Passion 
4(T REJOICE THAT music has been one of the ruling 
1 passions of my life. As a boy of twelve or four¬ 
teen, I used to attend the Philharmonic concerts in 
Brooklyn, when Theodore Thomas was the conductor. 
Thomas was my ideal; and when I was at Princeton I 
used to go to New York to hear his concerts. Later it 
was my privilege to pay a tribute to Thomas with the 
following poem: 
MASTER OF MUSIC 
(In memory of Theodore Thomas, 1905) 
“Glory of architects, glory of painter and sculptor and 
bard. 
tVe come to us^; they a 
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Living forever in temple and picture and statue and 
song, 
Look how the world with the lights that they lit is il¬ 
lumed and starred; 
Brief was the flame of their life, but the lamps of their 
art burn long! 
“Where is the Master of Music, and how has he vanished 
away? 
Where is the work that he wrought and his wonderful 
art in the air ? 
Gone,—it is gone like the glow on the cloud at the close 
of the day! 
The Master has finished his work and the glory of 
music is—where? 
“Once, at the wave of his wand, all the billows of musi¬ 
cal sound 
Followed his will, as the sea was ruled by the prophet 
of old: 
Now that his hand is relaxed, and his rod has dropped 
to the ground, 
Silent and dark are the shores where the marvelous 
harmonies rolled! 
“Nay, but not silent the hearts that were filled by that 
life-giving sea; 
Deeper and purer forever the tides of their being will 
roll, 
Grateful and joyful, 0 Master, because they have list¬ 
ened to thee; 
The glory of music endures in the depths of the human 
soul.” 
Copyrighted by Charles Scribner's Sons, 
MCMXX 
“In Holland I had an opportunity to hear much 
very fine music. The Dutch are a very musical people. 
Mme. Julia Culp, the famous lieder singer, is naturally 
one of the idols of the people. Mengelberg and Van 
Hoogstraten are lionized as conductors there, or were 
before New York stole them for the Philharmonic. I 
heard some opera in Holland; but I do not care especial¬ 
ly for opera. It seems to me a mongrel form of art. 
I like my music straight and my drama straight. 
“It is easy for the writer, particularly the one whose 
pen runs toward verse, to be lured by the always seduc¬ 
tive charm of music. Music has been the subject of many 
of my works including my stories, A Lover of Music, 
The Unknown Quantity and The Music Lover. One 
section of my published poems includes several poems de¬ 
voted to music. They are Music, Master of Music, To a 
Young Girl Singing, The Pipes o’ Pan and The Old 
Flute. The Ode to Music, which has been set for solo 
voices, chorus and orchestra by Mr. Henry Hadley, is a 
poet’s attempt to catch in words some of the metres 
and rhythms of the various musical art forms.” 
Self-Help Questions on Dr. Van Dyke’s Conference 
1. What may he the effect of music upon creative 
workerst 
2. Which great English poet was a practical musician? 
3. What value may Jazz have? 
4. How has the attitude toward music changedt 
5. What may be said of the "religion of fear?” 
Unnecessary Movement 
By George Schan 
This fact may safely'be accepted: Bodily movement, 
unless applied through the medium of the fingers (or 
feet), is useless in piano playing. 
The depression of a piano key is accomplished by 
applying power, either weight (employing the weight 
of hand, arm and occasionally of the upper body), or 
muscular exertion. 
Now, since the application of weight, or the exertion 
of effort is, in depressing a key, accomplished through 
the hand and fingers, any movement of the body that 
does not directly assist the movements of the hand and 
arm structures is superfluous. 
There are always opportunities for the muscles of the 
hand and arm to relax. If the muscles of the hand and 
arm are not relaxed, other portions of the body will 
move to compensate for the varying stresses and tensions 
placed upon the hand and arm structure. 
For instance, if one does not use a relaxed and freely 
moving wrist in legato passages, the upper portion of 
the body will lean forward in an effort to produce ac¬ 
centuations which can and should be produced by wrist 
and finger movement. 
In Defense of Etudes 
By E. R. Kroeger 
THERE is a tendency on the part of many teachers, 
to discard entirely giving Etudes to pupils and to 
substitute pieces for them. Is this wise? What is 
the purpose of the Etude? It is unquestionably written to 
solve some sort of problem; usually technical. Cannot 
the result be obtained by the practice of scales, arpeggios, 
octaves, and so on? When the interest in scale practice 
ceases, it is because the work done is entirely mechanical. 
To lie sure, scales may be practiced with all sorts of ac¬ 
cents, with shadings of various kinds, with different 
touches; but even then it is monotonous work. In an 
Etude, the composer causes the practice to become much 
more interesting by supporting his scales by chords, or by 
dividing the Etude into periodical sections, or by modu¬ 
lations to other keys. It may be thus “a sugar-coated 
pill;” but it causes the practice to be more attractive. For 
instance, suppose the pupil is given as a task the A minor 
scale. He works at it faithfully in various ways, for ten 
to fifteen minutes. But if he takes the seventeenth,study 
of Czerny’s Opus 740, he finds such an interesting treat¬ 
ment of the A minor Scale that he can easily put in a 
half to three quarters of an hour on it, without being 
conscious of the passage of time. 
Scale practice may be considered to be similar to 
learning the rules of grammar. Etudes are the practical 
application of those rules to making sentences. Of course 
Etude practice can be overdone. No teacher of high stand¬ 
ing nowadays, compels a pupil to take all of Czerny’s 
Velocity Studies, or the sixty Cramer-Biilow Studies. 
But that they are of great value to the student, when 
judiciously selected, can scarcely be disputed. Here are 
a few statements on this subject made by distinguished 
authorities: “Despite the great number of Etudes that 
have been written, imagine for one moment what a 
desert the technic of music would be without Czerny, 
Clementi, Tausig, Pischna, to say nothing of the great 
works of Scarlatti or Bach, which have an effect upon 
technic, but are really great works of Art.” (Wilhelm 
Bachaus.) 
“Take the case of Czerny and Cramer. Teachers find 
themselves turning back to those able Etude writers all 
the time. Czerny was a contemporary of Hummel and 
Steibelt, and in their day, Hummel and Steibelt were 
looked upon as the equals of Beethoven. Now their 
music is largely a memory; but Czerny and Cramer are 
both used to this hour. Do not sniff at the man who 
swears by Cramer, Czerny, scales and arpeggios. He 
is dangerous only when his vision stops with these purely 
technical means to an end.” (Ernest Hutcheson.) 
“Technically speaking, Czerny and Bach are of great 
value in correcting carelessness. In Czerny, the musical 
structure of the composition is so clearly and openly 
outlined, that any error is easily detected; while in Bach 
the structure is so close and compact, that it is difficult 
to make an error without interrupting the movement of 
some other voice that will reveal the error.” (Teresa 
Carreno.) 
“I believe that this matter of insisting upon a thorough 
technical knowledge is a very vital one. The mere ability 
to play a few pieces does not constitute musical pro¬ 
ficiency. The student’s technical grasp should be all- 
embracing. Czerny is deservedly popular (in the Moscow 
Conservatory.”) (Sergei Rachmaninoff.) 
“To remedy slovenliness, there is nothing like the well- 
known Vvorks of Czerny, Cramer or Clementi. A con¬ 
scientious and exacting study of them is good musical 
soap and water. It washes technic into respectability 
and technical decency.” (Emil Sauer.) 
It is an indisputable fact that the acquiring of a mas¬ 
terly technic is an absolute necessity to the pianist who 
is sufficiently ambitious to perform the. best piano com¬ 
positions in a manner and at a speed to do them justice. 
This technic is the result of years of patient, unremitting 
effort. All artists who have succeeded state that their 
success is more largely due to hard work than to unusual 
talent. 
The composer of Etudes is usually a practical pianist, 
who is familiar with the difficulties to be encountered 
in the student’s endeavors to attain facility; so he writes 
short pieces which are helpful in mastering the problems 
which appear. Bach’s “Inventions” are nothing else than 
Etudes under another name, which enable the student 
to conquer the playing of two and three part counter¬ 
point, so that eventually he may essay the Well Tem¬ 
pered Clavichord. Clementi, a virtuoso in his day, wrote 
his celebrated Gradus ad Parnassum, a collection of one 
hundred studies, which have outlived all his other piano 
compositions, many of which were at one time considered 
to be equal to the works of Mozart and Beethoven. 
Carl Tausig, one of the world’s greatest pianists, edited 
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twenty-nine of these studies, and arranged them in pro- 
eressive order. Numbers one and two of these have 
well been called “the pianist’s daily bread; and their 
chromatic treatment of the “five finger exercises, form 
the basis for the exercises which Tausig wrote under 
the title of “Daily Studies.” 
Now, the question is, can a student of piano playing 
omit the practice of Etudes or Inventions, and substitute 
for them passages from well-known compositions which 
will secure such technical command of the instrument 
as is absolutely essential. In examining a number of 
compositions in the first, second and third grades, the 
conclusion is that the majority of them have the mam 
interest in the right hand, while the accompaniment is 
merely of an harmonic or rhythmic character, given to 
the left hand. Consequently, practice of these pieces is 
very apt to make a “one-handed pianist” of the pupil. 
The right hand acquires facility, while the left hand 
gains but little. Also, the figure work is generally 
limited in scope, both in pitch and in duration. . , 
Practice of this nature is not sufficient to attain a mas¬ 
tery of the keyboard. The keys employed by the com¬ 
posers of these compositions seldom pass two sharps or 
two flats. Very few students are able enough to trans¬ 
pose figurated passages into distant keys. Here is a 
suggestion for the advocates of no Etudes:—compile a 
curriculum of valuable compositions which will develop 
technic, and advise the public how they are to be studied, 
in order to reap the desired results. We have plenty 
of printed curricula regarding Etudes. The experience 
of master-teachers in all lands has given to the world 
the best selections of them. That they have proved 
satisfactory is indicated by the. number of artists who 
have been educated in this way. What the earnest teacher 
and student would like to know is: who has attained 
virtuosity without a systematic practice of Etudes, Inven¬ 
tions, and so on, and how has it been brought about? 
“The Keys Sang” 
By J. J. Elmer 
One of the standards of Victorian novelists was to 
"make the piano sing.” As a matter of fact the piano 
cannot sing, since it is a percussion instrument depend¬ 
ent upon a very short-lived tone. Even in the best 
instruments the tone dies after a few moments. Legato 
is achieved by a very dextrous exchange of one tone 
for another. This in turn is brought about by fine fin¬ 
ger articulation. The tones' must meet for an infinitesi¬ 
mal part of a second. If the meeting is too short, there 
is no legato. If the meeting is too long, there is a blur. 
Dr. William Mason’s plan of having the pupil play very 
slowly, and having the finger sustaining the note just 
played lifted very rapidly at the precise moment that 
the succeeding finger strikes “key-bottom," is about as 
good a way as possible to insure perfect legato. The 
slower the exercise is played and the more rapidly the 
finger exchange is made (without amateur jerkiness), 
the better the result. 
This, however, is not what the average layman under¬ 
stands when he says that some performers “made the 
piano sing.” What he doubtless means is that the 
player has introduced elocution in his playing. He 
means that the player has talked through his fingers. 
He mqans that the player’s fingers have employed accents 
and rhythmic patterns, bringing out the musical idea 
just as a finely trained actor might say a line of Ibsen 
so that it would have ten-fold the meaning of the same 
line said by the average brainless barn-stormer. Try 
talking with your fingers. Don’t just play a phrase; 
but play it as though it means something. 
This is something which can be developed by under¬ 
standing. Even the pupil without a teacher can make 
an investment in such a book as the remarkable “Prin- 
ciples of Expression in Piano Playing” by Christiani 
eaSt-Wn enaWe °ne *° make the fineers sing and talk musically and intelligently. 
The musician knows these things instinctively and 
p ays with great ease. Schubert once said: “I played 
a sured me0tthl!thr fW S°™e of ^s assured me that the keys sang under my hands like 
&~£&xr,Ttr‘ * *?** 
S3SWT? l“r°‘ ■* 
—Francesco Berger. 
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Beethoven’s Piano Sonatas and How to Teach Them 
By PROFESSOR FREDERICK CORDER 
Of the Royal Academy of Music, London, England. 
No. 8 (Pathetic), Op. 13, in C Minor I AM omitting No. 7 for the present, 
as I know you will be impatient to hear 
about this very favorite Sonata. Why 
is it so very favorite, do you ask? Well, 
the more obvious the character of a 
piece of music the more popular is its 
appeal, and pathos being a quality most 
easily expressed in serious music, it can be 
appreciated by all, especially when we are 
told beforehand what to expect. By the 
way, it is worth while delaying awhile, 
to consider this matter. The number of 
sentiments that music can definitely paint 
is surprisingly small. Pieces are named 
for the most part quite arbitrarily, and 
you have to be satisfied if there is noth¬ 
ing in the music that distinctly jars with 
the title. But, a piece low-pitched, minor 
in key, slow in pace, at once disposes the 
mind to ideas of sadness; and when this 
is streaked with moments of pure beauty 
the mood which we call pathos is ir¬ 
resistible. Nor need these characteristics 
be continuously in evidence. It is more in 
accordance with human nature to endeavor 
to cheer up in our moments of keenest sor¬ 
row, every return of the emotion giving 
it fresh strength. The art of music lends 
itself peculiarly to this intermittent form 
of sensation; you will not expect to find 
Beethoven’s Sonata equally pathetic 
throughout. Even Tschaikowski’s Pathetic 
Symphony, the last movement of which is 
almost unbearably grief-laden, has its 
moments of smiling beauty. And now to 
business. 
This sonata commences with an Introduc¬ 
tion, which is a piece of music so contrived 
as to lead on and on, never making a com¬ 
plete cadence, or close, in its own key, 
until the moment when it plunges into the 
movement to which it is the prologue. So it 
it is like one long sentence, or stanza of 
poetry. 
Annoying Notation HERE we have a particularly annoying 
specimen of the old-fashioned nota¬ 
tion which composers, particularly Bee¬ 
thoven, used to employ for music of this 
nature. I believe the idea in their minds 
to have been that if the language in which 
music, was written down were too simple 
the reader would undervalue it. But, the 
fallacy of this is obvious. Musical nota¬ 
tion is merely the orthography—the spelling 
—of music, and no possible end can be 
served by puzzling the eye, which is just 
the sense which has no concern in the 
matter. I have never yet found the human 
being who could interpret these hieroglyph¬ 
ics at sight, so why write one thing when 
you mean another? What the composer 
means to say can be perfectly well indicated 
by normal means; yet people persuade 
themselves that something is gained by 
writing four quarter-notes in a measure 
where in fact you are playing eight beats. 
Every pupil that ever lived has started by 
playing this opening at least twice too fast; 
why then not write it thus? 
Yet if one altered it what a Vandal he and 
would be thought! It would be like notes 
phonetic spelling, which sensible people try than 
vainly to get adopted, but which 
can endures 
That is probably so, but the top 
they stand sound, I think, better 
the other (inverted) position; so 
will have them unaltered. At 52 you 
will find it most natural to put the left 
The trills at 177, 185, and so forth, have 
to be very short; there is not time for 
much more than a turn. About like this 
will do. 
“Wel’C the upshot of it all is that when the right hand; but this causes quite^a 
Beethoven says Grave or Adagio, or Largo, momentary confusion whfle yc^ d angle 
and the page looks very black, you will yourself. Pass the left hand und r the 
c_ __ __nnA 1 how much easier it is. have to count two, or four, or even some¬ 
times eight to a quarter-note before you 
can get at what he means. Silly, but so 
Another thing: in such long, slow meas- before and others 
ures the ear fails—now this is your fault 
—to retain the sounds which have to be 
indicated by accidentals. How often have 
I been distressed by hearing a pupil play 
Bb instead of Bb in that opening measure! 
This is really inexcusable; if you know jatter ;s 
what a minor key is you should not be able 
to play Bb in such a 
accidental be there or 
are liable to be misled by your eye, what 
is the matter with marking in the b ? 
I hope at least that you would not—could 
not—be so earless, or careless as to play 
Cb at the end of the sixth measure, though, 
again, I have often heard this done by 
people who will not listen to what they 
are playing. Notice, please, that the ca¬ 
denzas, as they are called, in measures four 
and eleven, are no 
of notes as they look to be, and instead of 
getting impossibly fast, as their tails 
would seem to indicate, really die off in 
an exhausted kind of way, as such pas¬ 
sages always do, and as a singer would 
sing them (if she could, that is). Cadenzas 
have no time-value. 
The Dot Marks ON REACHING the Allegro,we find 
ourselves with two minims (or half¬ 
notes) in .1— -- 
speed of one sixteenth-note of the Introduc- 
right a d feel i r it is. 
what we save you! as the advertisements 
Some people play the Mordents at 58-89 
’ ■'on the beat: 
Ex 2 
according to rule, but at 
, , the rapid pace is apt to degenerate into a 
situation, whether the sioven]y 
not. But, if you 
Ex.3 
With the fingering here given the notes 
can be played with certainty and crispness. 
At 94 I think it is clearly intended 
to have a melody in half-notes right up the 
ui u m $ca)e_ Consequently the dots here also 
such wild scrimmage Simils 
i dot 
as accents, not as staccato marks. Similarly 
in the left hand. The smooth pair of pas¬ 
sages at 111 and 118 I shall leave you to 
finger for yourself, merely advising you 
not to shirk using the fifth finger. 
The movement is presently most dra¬ 
matically and effectively interrupted by an 
unexpected reappearance of the, Introduc¬ 
tion. It starts in G minor, but after two 
measures and a half seems to falter, and 
with an ingenious modulation gets into the 
the measure, each of about the unrelated key of E minor. And I want 
you t0 watch that modulation and under- 
The composer has carefully marked stanc] jt clearly, because otherwise you will 
on the head of every quarter-note and g|ve y0urself away by playing dreadful 
every half-note. They can hardly wrong notes. If you dare to play Of in 
oerwise than detached at this pace, ^ middle of 139, I will murder you, if I UC UUKfinmi. Liio.il WL.LOV.I.V.V* V.V -- I- UUUUiC X. *****-- J . 
but Beethoven was accustomed to employ have to cross the wide Atlantic to do it 
the dot to indicate a slight accentuation of 
the notes. It is rather superfluous. 
Make a very big dccresccndo and a ral¬ 
ien tando also, as you come to the pause, ic t a i , ju r-—> 
you play with the left hand held very -p^e sudden Allegro which follows is made 
loose, or the. tremolo octaves will sound 
clumsy, besides proving very tiring. 
At measure 31 the right hand has 
up of the first phrase of the former Allegro, 
alternating with a phrase so very like the 
principal phrase of the Introduction that .~—— - - « m ac uiv «.*.*/« viiv*. w* 
unusual interval, FS-Ab. Don’t be misled j should not mind if you increased the 
oloirinfv ottlior nf tlio A k’e QC A b Tt __L1 __flip tVlfPP flllJirter— playing either of the Ab’s as /lh. it 
has been suggested that at 41 and 45 the 
short compass of the piano then in use was 
the reason why the course of the right hand 
resemblance by playing the three quarter- 
notes slightly rubato: not quite like this, 
but very nearly. 
So Liszt used to do, and he rarely took 
is checked instead of continuing up to Ab liberties with Beethoven. 
Ex.l Maestoso M. M. J=r> 
fp. j—^~T~ 
An Unusual Educational Opportunity 
Thousands of Etude readers arc reviewing and studying the 
Beethoven Sonatas through this extraordinarily fine series of ar¬ 
ticles by Professor Cordcr. It is our pleasure to announce to 
our readers that the great virtuoso pianist, Wilhelm Bachaus, 
has prepared a special lesson upon the “Sonata Pathetique 
(First Movement)” which will be presented in The Etude 
for next October, The Combination of the analysis presented 
in this number by a great musical savant, and by the lesson by 
Mr. Bachaus, to be presented, offers our readers an unusual 
opportunity. 
In the Recapitulation there is little to re¬ 
mark, as there are no alterations except in 
key. One single change has been made by 
an editor, Von Billow. In 114 the first note 
was G, and in 280 he makes it Eb, to match. 
But Beethoven certainly wrote C and the 
passages, though nearly parallel, are not 
quite so; therefore it is not worth while 
altering it. , o 
Again the conclusion is interrupted Dy a 
crash, and again the dirge-like Introduction 
recurs; but, its first chord having been an¬ 
ticipated, its place is left empty. You will 
never have the nerve to wait these three 
long rests correctl * Count steadily “One, 
two, three, four” to each quarter-note; that 
is, counting in sixteenths. Eighth notes are 
no good; they are too slow to count evenly. 
Also bar 301 is slackening its pace all 
through. You cannot be too broad and 
solemn in this portion. That over, you may 
race away with the last eleven measures al¬ 
most as hard as you can tear. One warn¬ 
ing : not quite’as hard as you can tear; you 
must always keep a bridle on your Pegasus. 
The last two measures must be very, very 
slightly pulled hack, to make the impression 
that you are dealing the piano a smashing 
blow—a thing no real pianist ever really 
does, you know; but tine has to pretend, 
sometimes, and that is how it is done. 
The Adagio THE VERY lovely Adagio is often 
played by the unskillful under the 
impression that it is easy. Nothing in 
any of the Beethoven Sonatas is easy; 
this will always sound beautiful, however 
poor the player, but that is quite a different 
thing. 
Just play the first measure two or three 
times—not straight off the reel, but pausing 
after each time to criticize your playing. 
Have you 
1. Made the melody sing out really like 
a voice? 
2. Kept the middle part soft, even and 
really legato? 
3. Made the bass in exact proportion to 
the melody? 
Finally, can you be sure of doing these 
three things undeviatingly throughout the 
movement? If you could you would be 
the world’s finest player, and consequently 
you have not yet been born. Try your 
utmost in all these directions and it can still, 
be done better. I cannot go over every 
phrase with you, as I should at an actual 
lesson; but there is hardly a measure with- 
cut some irregularity of fingering, or trans¬ 
fer of notes from one hand to the other, 
in order to avoid breaking the legato. Like 
this, for instance: 
Ex 5 
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When we come to 9, and the music is at 
the extreme reach of both hands, we shall 
be driven to all sorts of unfair devices, 
such as covering up a gap by a momentary 
use of the pedal. Without a frequent and 
very skilful employment of this trick, in¬ 
deed, the piano cannot be made to really 
sing. When the little episode (17) is 
reached try to alter your style so as to 
make a nice relief. The left hand should 
play its play, its easy, repeated notes and 
chords, in an unobtrusive, shy sort of man¬ 
ner, to allow for the timid melody in the 
right hand making its best effect. One 
would very slightly improve the pace here, 
imperceptibly slackening again at 20, in 
order not to hurry the grace-notes in 21 
and 22. These are by no means easy, and 
if this difficulty is betrayed the piece is 
spoiled. That at 21 comes immediately 
after the left hand has played its 6th chord, 
but that at 22 is quite different; it is best 
learned in these separate stages, first omit¬ 
ting the turn, 
Now, as to the Rondo. Here Veethoven 
is inconsistent in the treatment of his 
grace-notes. He usually places them upon 
the beat, but it is clear that in 5 and 6 they 
are meant to come before it, as the half- 
notes bear so strong a place in the melody. 
Similarly the trill in 16 must commence 
with the lower note, for the same reason. 
But if you have been playing either of 
these the other way, do so; it does not mat¬ 
ter much. 
People are unaccustomed to see a chord 
written so low on the treble staff as at 22. 
Don’t let it make you play wrong notes. 
At 30 the notes lie rather awkwardly for 
the right hand. Play the middle Eb with 
the thumb of the left hand while you disen¬ 
tangle the right, turning its thumb under 
to C, and you will find it a considerable 
relief. I think Beethoven would gladly 
have made the scale at 36 start from Ab 
had he been able. It certainly sounds bet¬ 
ter, and only means 3 lots of sixteenths 
instead of triplets. Take care to feel the 
swing of the time at 41; people are apt 
to go wrong here. And again, don’t get 
too fast at 79, and don’t play the three pre¬ 
ceding eighth-notes as a triplet. Another 
place where your time is liable to get 
shaky (or wonky, as a young friend of 
mine calls it) is at 107. Mark the alter- 
quarter-notes G’s and play these six 
measures a few times replacing the right- 
hand G’s by a group of four sixteenths and 
you will soon get it steady. 'Had the pas¬ 
sage been written: 
Ex.11 
Make Friends of Your Instruments 
By Rena Idella Carver 
with a slight stress on the c; next adding 
the turn, but with the left hand, so that 
you may feel the correct rhythm; 
Lf ra- 
and finally it should be played, 
Ex-9 Correct Rhythm 
all trouble would have been avoided. 
There is little else in this Rondo to warn 
you against. At 1S1 (and, of course, the 
corresponding measure 41 before), having 
been playing triplets for so long, the sud¬ 
den change to ordinary eighth-notes is apt 
to trouble those whose sense of time is not 
strong, but this a common Beethoven dif¬ 
ficulty. Similarly at 193, when you sud¬ 
denly change to a new rhythm, the same 
difficulty occurs. A nice, unexpected end¬ 
ing ; it makes you think of an animal escap¬ 
ing from a cage. It can hardly be described 
as pathetic; but no matter. You could 
make up a story to fit it, and so play it all 
the better. 
All students should be inspired to_re¬ 
spect and reverence their instruments. How 
often books and pencils are placed inside 
the violin case with the violin 1 Who has 
not seen pianos laden with story books, 
coats and hats, pictures and vases? 
An understanding of the mechanism of 
an instrument will create an admiration 
and love for it. This information may be 
given during private lessons; but it is often 
advisable and enjoyable to make it a part 
of the class meetings or the regular class 
lessons. 
In this work the instructor should have 
a definite plan. Suppose he has pianoforte 
pupils. He should first tell them about the 
mechanism and construction of the modern 
piano, illustrating this by properly labeled 
pictures of its many parts. A little theory 
—such as the laws of the stretched string, 
etc.—will be necessary. (The player and 
reproducing actions may also be discussed 
here, if desired.) 
This should be followed, by photographs 
of great artists, showing from various an¬ 
gles the proper position and relation be¬ 
tween the body and the instrument. Spe¬ 
cific rules for the correct position of the 
body at the piano, with the reasons' should 
be given. A lucid, concise explanation of 
the different fundamental touches and their 
relation to the keyboard and the mechanism 
of the piano will be most valuable. 
Attention should then be called to the 
proper care of the piano—tuning, atmos¬ 
pheric conditions that hurt the instrument 
and what may be done to help overcome 
them, the position of the piano in the 
room, securing the proper light upon the 
music, and the ways of judging a piano 
before purchasing. This will furnish them 
with a graphic and intelligent resume of 
the practical side of this instrument. 
Let the teacher next provide them with a 
brief illustrated history of the piano from 
the zither and the early claviers, which 
came into use first as substitutes for the 
organ, and all the precursors of the mod¬ 
ern piano. Pictures should be selected 
showing the dulcimer (from which the 
clavichord was derived), the clavichord 
with a thorough description of it, pictures 
of the psaltery and its derivative, the 
harpsichord, and other instruments of this 
species—all these should be carefully ex¬ 
hibited. 
Paragraphs should be devoted to the 
early makers of these quaint instruments 
and to the players, teachers and composers 
of that day. 
The invention of the pianoforte may 
now be treated. Its makers, superiority of 
the piano to the earlier instruments, im¬ 
provements and equal temperament, the 
pedals, modern improvements, and the 
pianola and reproducing features may be 
discussed. Then conjectures about the fu¬ 
ture of the piano, the mention of experi¬ 
ments with the circular and Janko key¬ 
boards may be in order. 
Composers will be given a section and 
biographical sketches of players, virtuosi, 
and teachers of the present will be attrac¬ 
tively presented. Accounts and programmes 
of recitals and concerts attended will be 
entered here. Then a list of the great 
pianists of the past and present anct a sum¬ 
mary of piano literature and composition 
with a list of the past and present com¬ 
posers of each country should be added. 
It will require much research and time 
to obtain this material and information. 
The teacher will use many books and 
magazines. The necessary pictures or 
photographs will have to be made or pur¬ 
chased. A duplicating machine and type¬ 
writer will assist in making the collections 
attractive. 
Catalogues of standard makes of pianos 
may be obtained from firms and piano mer¬ 
chants. Students who possess Steinways 
will take special interest in the work, if 
they are given pictures of these instru¬ 
ments and those who practice upon Chick- 
erings will be greatly pleased to study their 
construction. All the material should be 
placed in loose-leaf note books so that new 
sheets may be added from time to time. 
The instructor should secure the services 
of a reliable practical piano tuner and 
repairer for some of the lessons, so that 
the students will have expert information. 
If living in a city which has a piano fac¬ 
tory, the teacher should make arrange¬ 
ments for the class to visit the factory and 
see the actual work of construction. 
This work will furnish interesting mate¬ 
rial for quite a series of lessons, if care¬ 
fully outlined. The same plan may be used 
in helping students to secure an intimate 
knowledge of any other instrument. 
The trouble here lies in keeping the six¬ 
teenth notes of the left hand steady in 
time, in whatever variety of matter the 
right hand indulges. This accomplished, 
there is not much more to worry about. 
When we come to the second episode (37) 
the chief difficulty consists in subduing the 
triplet chords, which even at 42-3, must 
never be allowed to become noisy. After 
each sf the remaining five must be sub¬ 
dued, in spite of the general crescendo. At 
the climax (50) it is a pity to have to 
spoil the bass through having no note lower 
than F. No one could object to your play¬ 
ing the Fb and Eb as octaves. 
The third repetition of the chief melody 
requires the right hand’s fifth finger to do 
its utmost, and consequently the now ex¬ 
tensive accompaniment to be subdued to 
the utmost. Listen, listen, here, till your 
ears are ready to drop off, and at 67 and 69 
keep that left hand loose, whatever else 
you do. And if you really cannot play the 
four in 67 evenly against three, why, you 
must play it as we were taught to do in 
olden days. 
Ex.lO 
Self-Test Questions on Mr. Corder’s 
Article 
1. Why is this Sonata so popular? 
2. What change would improve the nota¬ 
tion of the Introduction? 
3. For zi'hat purpose (no longer in 
vogue) did Beethoven place dots over 
4. What three particular qualities should 
be observed in playing the Adagio? 
5. In the Rondo, hour shall Beethoven’s 
grace-notes be treated? 
“Let’s Pretend” 
By Lucile Collins 
Those of us who teach children know 
that the kind of piece preferred by them 
is the one with the imaginative title. They 
are delighted with little pieces that “tell 
a story.” So why give them ones with 
meaningless titles ? Asa help in this direc¬ 
tion my little pupils have a "Let’s Pretend” 
Book, an ordinary composition pad, in 
which they write little stories of the pieces 
they study, such as The Fairies’ Carnival, 
by Anthony, and Jolly Darkies, by Bechter. 
By “making up” the incidents themselves 
they not only gain more interest in the 
pieces themselves but also learn to interpret 
them in a more musical way. 
When You Play That Piece 
By B. H. Wike 
If a person were to stand off and hear 
himself play he might be surprised at the 
effect. However, unless he has played for 
reproduction, he has no such privilege. He 
must depend upon his own “close-up” 
hearing or else take criticism from well- 
meaning friends. 
Monotony in tone should be avoided. 
Any composition with good editing will 
have sufficient guide marks to represent 
the composer’s intentions, but to interpret 
them lies with the performer. A good 
speaker does not give a recitation in a 
dull sing-song. Neither should music be 
rendered so. The individual viewpoint has 
much to do with the playing of a piece. 
No two people play exactly alike; ,nor 
should they. Imitation does not develop 
individuality, though masters of the art 
can give valuable suggestions. Not the 
stealing of another’s viewpoint but the 
investigating and applying it is justifiable. 
For instance to raise one’s hands far in 
the air above the keyboard for no other 
reason than that someone else has done so 
is both stupid and inartistic. 
It is necessary to be always on the watch 
for mistakes. A mistake left uncorrected 
forms a habit which becomes harder and 
harder to overcome. Playing wrong notes 
in a composition is not what the composer 
expected and will quite likely play havoc 
with the harmony. 
A splendid idea is to return to a piece 
after it has been laid away for a while. 
Taking it up with new determination often 
leads to drawing out something fresh and 
striking which may have been missed in 
former readings. 
It is well to be careful to use only good 
editions of the pieces played. Poor edit¬ 
ing very often changes the composer’s 
viewpoint more or less and causes the 
player to court wrong interpretation. The 
instrument, also, must be in tune. Other¬ 
wise it is impossible to do anything in tone 
work. Liszt once did wonders with an 
old piano which he admitted at the time 
sounded like a tin kettle. However, not 
everybody is a Liszt! 
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Great Men and the Power 
of Music 
By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE 
Famous American Music Enthusiasts 
{From Great Men and Famous Musicians) 
THOMAS JEFFERSON 
WHEN the ubiquitous father of 
our country was visiting the 
delightfully quaint Salem Col¬ 
lege, in North Carolina (at what is now 
Winston-Salem), the Moravian professors 
with their innate love for music naturally 
asked him to hear one of the charming 
young lady students play upon the spinet. 
General Washington listened with the 
greatest apparent interest, watching the 
girlish fingers fly over the ivory keys. 
When the music ended, the professors 
waited breathlessly for his comment. 
“Young lady,” remarked the General 
casually, “I know of something that will 
remove all those warts from your lovely 
fingers.” 
Just how much music Washington really 
knew seems to be a much-disputed point. 
He is reported by some to have played 
the flute. At Mount Vernon we may still 
see the music room with its instruments. 
Furthermore there are pictures of our 
first President playing with the intensity 
of a virtuoso. But, if we must trust his 
historic veracity, we will credit a letter 
.to Francis Hopkinson in which he wrote, 
“I can neither sing nor raise a single 
note.” Possibly this was professional 
modesty. There seems to be no doubt 
that he was very fond of music and fre¬ 
quently attended musical entertainments. 
He at least thought enough of the art to 
present his daughter, Nellie Custis, with a 
harpsichord imported from London at the 
cost of one thousand dollars. 
Inspirational Music THAT MUSIC has been an inspiration 
to many great leaders in the past is 
widely recognized. The late Louis C. 
Elson, who persisted in seeing this merry 
world through rose-colored glasses, once 
made a fascinating list of great musical 
amateurs, a list that has afforded the 
writer many important suggestions. He 
commenced his inventory with Ptolemy 
Auletes, father of the bewitching Cleo¬ 
patra. Auletes signifies “flute lover.” He 
was perhaps the only monarch of the past 
who actually had music attached to his 
name. Shakespeare doubtless knew of this 
when he had the Nile Queen say, 
"Give me some music, moody food of 
us, that trade in love." 
A Collection of Flutes AULETES died 51 B. C., leaving a 
record of glorious paternity and a 
prized collection of flutes, doubtless long 
since passed into dust. But, insofar as the 
primitive history of music is concerned, he 
was really a modern. The Chinese, the 
Hebrews, the Arabians, the Indians, the 
Babylonians, the Assyrians, the Egyptians, 
and notably the Greeks had been 'making 
music for centuries before. When these 
ancient nations sought to preserve their 
national histories in pictures on stone they 
took precious care to see that music was 
frequently represented. The stone hewed 
panorama of “The . Procession of King 
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN 
Assurbanipal,” in the British Museum, 
displays clearly the old triangular harp. 
The imperial music lovers of remote ages 
were legion. When the Camarvon-Carter 
expedition went down into the Valley of 
the Kings and at the end of fifteen years 
of excavation and exploration broke into 
the gorgeous tomb of Tut-ankh-amen, they 
found among the three-thousand-year-old 
relics two sistra, primitive musical instru¬ 
ments which were doubtless known to the 
children of Israel during their captivity. 
A sistrum is an instrument about ten 
inches long with a bronze or an iron loop- 
shaped frame supporting lateral bars, upon 
which were suspended metallic rings. A 
handle enabled the player to jingle it in 
rhythm with the music much after the 
manner of a baby’s rattle. Specimens of 
sistra may be seen at the Metropolitan 
Museum in New York and in other large 
collections. These date from the Roman 
players of the first century after Christ. 
Indeed, in a great spectacle dealing with 
the life of Nero, presented by a modern 
circus, the performers marched around the 
sawdust hippodrome to rhythms marked 
by numerous players jingling sistra ex¬ 
cavated from the trunks in the tent of 
the circus property man. 
A Fascinating Story 
I N all the long and fascinating story of 
music in its relation to humanity, there 
is no more absurd figure than that im¬ 
perial clown Lucius Domitius Ahenobar- 
bus, later known as Nero Claudius Cxsar 
Drusus Germanicus, born at Antium, 
Italy, 37 A. D. He spent thirty-one years 
in tragic and ridiculous cruelties and ex¬ 
travagances, concluding with his one 
patriotic act, that of committing suicide 
near Rome. 
Nero’s official list of murders includes 
the poet Lucan, his teacher Seneca, his 
wives Octavia and Poppaea, his stepfather 
Britannicus, and his own mother Agrip¬ 
pina. It is a trifle difficult to defend music 
as a moral force when considering the 
career of this assassin whose chief joy 
Nero took meticulous care of his voice. 
It is reported that in order to improve his 
breathing he spent part of the day ly¬ 
ing upon his back with a sheet of lead 
balanced upon his imperial stomach. 
(How could this excellent bunkum have 
disappeared from “the old Italian meth¬ 
od?”) His diet was especially prescribed 
for his voice. If his tones did not satisfy 
him he would resort to emetics. He once 
WASHINGTON IN HIS MUSIC ROOM 
Although there has been much dispute as to whether Washington actually did : 
Flute, the artist has not hesitated to represent it so in this picture. 
FRANCIS HOPKINSON 
sang an ode to Niobe that lasted for 
hours. Desiring to be recognized as a 
professional rather than as an accom¬ 
plished amateur, he is said to have ac¬ 
cepted private engagements for huge fees. 
Mr. Elson relates that he was once of¬ 
fered as high as one hundred thousand 
sesterces, possibly equaling one hundred 
thousand dollars to-day. 
Nero’s Audience NERO demanded a respectful audience 
under penalty of death. He posted 
sentries at the doors to arrest those who 
attempted to escape his marathon arias. 
They who failed to applaud the imperial 
caterwauling were chastised by soldiers in 
the audience. He is reported to have em¬ 
ployed a claque of some five thousand of¬ 
ficial applauders, who were distinguished 
by elegant dress and long curls. When 
Rome burned, Nero, according to the tra¬ 
dition, went to the tower of Macaenus and 
celebrated the event in song. 
Perhaps some day a new “super-mir- 
acledyne” radio may reach back into the 
endless past and pick up the long-lost 
vibrations of the imperial pagliacio of the 
first century, and we may know what kind 
of music went with such a monster as 
Nero. 
Minnesingers IN the Middle Ages many of the Min¬ 
nesingers and the Troubadours were the 
foremost men of their day. Alfonso X 
of Castile William IV, Count of Poitiers, 
and Richard I of England were royal 
musical amateurs. King Canute (994- 
1035) is credited with having written a 
boat song which remained popular for 
three centuries. The words are: 
Muric sungen the muneches binnen Ely 
Tha Cnute Chung reu ther by 
Rowe, cnihtes, naew the land 
And we thes muneches saeng. 
In modern English: 
Merry sang the monks at Ely 
As King Canute rowed thereby 
Row, men, near the land 
And hear we these monks sing. 
On the continent, Charlemagne was an 
intense lover of music. His influence 
upon the establishment of the Gregorian 
chant is valued highly by historians. 
Daily he is said to have directed the sing¬ 
ing at his court. Henry VIII of Eng¬ 
land was an able amateur who composed 
music of great historical and some musical 
interest. Queen Elizabeth spent a great 
deal of her spare time at the virginals and 
is said to have played excellently. She is 
quoted as having said that she found 
music a kind of antidote for melancholy. 
Louis XIII of France was an accom¬ 
plished amateur. He is often credited with 
having written a graceful piece known as 
Amaryllis (which really came from the 
pen of Baltazarini), doubtless because his 
Majesty had composed a four-part song 
with the same name. To one of his citi¬ 
zens, however, America owes a very great 
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debt. -Few know that this citizen was 
for many years a music teacher. His 
name was Pierre Augustin Carno, the son 
of a Parisian clockmakcr. Later in life 
he assumed the name of de Beaumarchais. 
As an inventor, a financier and as a 
dramatist and polemic writer, he stands 
among the immortals of France. His “Le 
Barbier de Seville,” later translated into 
music by both Mozart and Rossini, is one 
of the great classics of the stage. Small 
wonder that the famous music-lesson 
scene is so deftly handled by a former 
music teacher. During the American War 
of Independence he sent America a fleet 
loaded to the gunwales with ammunition 
and weapons. This was a most important 
acquisition for our struggling forefathers. 
Unfortunately their descendants were so 
slow in showing their gratitude that 
Beaumarchais spent his last two years in 
poverty. 
An Imperial Flutist THE case of Frederick the Great is 
unusual in many ways. His erratic 
father demanded that the boy become a 
soldier and is said to have been frantic 
when the son took to flute playing. He 
even threatened to break the flute over 
the head of the son and hang’the teacher. 
Once, when the irate father was heard 
approaching the lesson room, the teacher, 
J. J. Quantz, was so scared that he 
gathered up his flutes and climbed up the 
chimney. 
Marie Antoinette had unquestionable 
musical gifts and was devoted to the art. 
Her teacher was none less than Christoph 
Willibald von Gluck. Many sovereigns of 
modern times have been excellent am¬ 
ateurs. Albert Edward, the English 
Prince consort, played effectively as did 
Victoria in her youth. The writer once 
ran across a copy book in Kensington 
Palace which was said to be in the hand¬ 
writing of the little Princess Victoria. 
In this she had carefully copied many 
musical compositions, indicating the 
thoroughness of her musical training and 
the thrift of her royal parents. 
Possibly the most distinctive figure 
among the notable men of the past who 
was also a professional musician was the 
Abbate Agostino Steffani (1654-1728). 
A choir boy in his youth, he became a 
famous organist, a noted composer of 
church music of his time, an eminent 
diplomat, Bishop of Spiga and Papal 
Prothonotary. He was one of the out¬ 
standing diplomatic personalities of the 
seventeenth century. Incidentally he found 
leisure to write numerous operas. 
Flutists of Degree 
TN Germany many men of high posi- 
-*■ tions in various walks of life did far 
more than merely acknowledge the power 
of music. Schopenhauer “loved” to play 
the flute. With Nietzsche music was a 
passion. His virile views had a notable 
effect upon Wagner’s career. He is said 
to have known enough of music to do a 
little innocent composing. Both Goethe 
and Heine were music amateurs and both 
provided the music makers with immortal 
stanzas for their songs. 
The present system of harmony, by 
which certain chords are definitely marked, 
although in a sense an evolution, was not 
put iflto tangible form until Gottfried 
Weber issued his book on harmony in 
1817. Incidentally Weber was a lawyer 
of renown and Procurator of the State. 
In more modern times in Germany many 
distinguished men have been musical ama¬ 
teurs. Phillip Spitta, who wrote the fin¬ 
est life of Johann Sebastian Bach, was 
originally a professor of theology. The 
two men who influenced the work of 
Robert Schumann perhaps more than any 
others, were both men of eminence in 
other callings, who at the same time were 
famous for their musical achievements. 
Jean Paul Friedrich Richter (1763-1825), 
humorist, author, essayist, was also a 
gifted musician whose music for the stage 
was really unusual in volume, if not in 
quality. The other man to inspire Schu¬ 
mann was the genial and benign Anton 
jFriederich Justus .Thibaut (1774-1840), 
Professor of Jurisprudence at Heidelberg 
University, who wrote valuable works upon 
musical .esthetics. The former Kaiser 
prided himself greatly upon his musical 
ability, but Mr. Hohenzoltern’s highest 
achievement in the tone-world was a 
“Song of Agir,” warlike in the extreme 
and alive with the very spirit of blood and 
sword which he attempted to lay at the 
door of others when defeat came to his 
own. Germany’s greatest modern scien¬ 
tist, Alfred Einstein, he of the inscru¬ 
table theories, is a violinist of widely 
heralded ability. Many have said that if 
he had not been a great scientist he might 
have been one of the great fiddlers of the 
century. 
Noble Musicians of England 
TN England numerous men of renown 
have also been exceedingly fine mu¬ 
sicians. Among these can be recalled. Earl 
Balfour, whose enthusiasm inspired him to 
write excellent books upon music, a fine 
avocation for one of the foremost British 
statesmen of our times. Sir Pomeroy 
Burton, American-born journalist and 
leader of the interests of the late Lord 
Northcliffe, is an accomplished pianist. 
Possibly one of the most unusual instances 
of a great man who also became interested 
in music and did very great service in that 
field, is that of Sir George Grove (1820- 
1900), a noted engineer, an authority upon 
the Bible, who also gave the world its 
most famous musical dictionary and ency¬ 
clopedia of music, ’The Grove Dictionary.” 
In Russia thf number of famous mu¬ 
sicians who were originally trained for 
other careers makes an interesting chapter 
in itself. Alexander Dargomyzhsky was 
a state officer. Cesar Cui was a lieu¬ 
tenant-general. Alexander Borodin was a 
surgeon and chemist. Modest Mussorgsky 
was a soldier. Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakoff 
was a naval officer. Alexander Tanieiev 
was director of the imperial chancery. 
Peter Ilyitch Tschaikowsky was a lawyer. 
Many of these men abandoned their pro¬ 
fessions for their larger work in music 
somewhat early in life. It is not until 
recent years, however, that Russia has 
been training its men of talent in music 
in their youth. Arensky, Rachmaninoff, 
Skriabin, Medtner, Stravinsky, received 
their first musical instruction in their 
youth and soon thereafter determined to 
become professional musicians. 
In America a review of the notables who 
made a study of music in their spare time, 
crowded from tumultuously busy lives, 
would prove a surprise to many of our 
European friends who cannot think of 
America in any other terms than dollars. 
The first musician of note in America was 
Francis Hopkinson, a signer of the Dec¬ 
laration of Independence, Judge of the 
Admiralty Court in Pennsylvania, and a 
member of the memorial Convention of 
1787, through which we derived the Con¬ 
stitution of the United States. His songs, 
dedicated to George Washington, are pref¬ 
aced by the unassuming statement, “I 
cannot, I believe, be refused the credit of 
being the first native of the United States 
who has produced a musical composition.” 
Jefferson and Franklin 
'T'HOMAS JEFFERSON is reported 
to have been a devoted lover of the 
violin, playing the instrument with more 
than ordinary skill. Benjamin Franklin, 
while not professedly a musician, took a 
deep interest in the art and invented an 
instrument known as the harmonica—a 
series of bowl-like glasses, graduated in 
size, mounted upon a rod revolved by a 
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, . .. A list of notable Americans who are also 
treadle. The bowls were tuned to the musidans w0Uid amaze the ordinary 
degrees of the scale and played by pe They are to be found in cities 
formers who touched the glass surfac ' n ver tbe country. In 
nr dampened fingers- Beethoven and towns^ ^ ^ philadelphia he 
the 
2? zursrtd 
According to ,11 .ccoon.o «* effect «po» M J thi, 
the nerves of the players was so destruc ^ p Braun> manufacturer and 
tive that no one could ptayAe ®str«- ^ ^ ^ plished wife, 
ment for any length ot time witnour * Braun, has given numerous 
physical injury. We are all famihar w, h Professor Felix 
the “excruciating’’ nerve thrill whic ^ » head of the Department of Eng- 
comes when we draw a, knife across a <,r • 
china plate. Possibly some similar effect hsh ; m at the University of Pennsylvania 
mpllow but none (brother of Ernest Schelling), an able 
the*~less°trying, vibrations of tire “har- pianist and composer of many charming 
monsca.” 
M 
pianoforte compositions. Ralph Modjeski, 
famous engineer and builder of the great 
Delaware River suspension bridge, spent 
years in the study of the piano with the 
the life in the White House m many prospect of becomjng a virtuoso pianist, 
administrations, but was given over al- ■LT—T TJlir manacpr ni one of Phila- 
White House Music 
USIC became a significant part of 
-- — ---- „ „ Herbert J. i y, ge of  
- entirely to the ladies of the official delphia»s iargest department stores and 
household. It was not until the election ;dent of the National Retail Dry Goods 
„r t_ n fViof nan a _ _ . . r _ of Warren G. Harding that - Merchant’s Association, for years played ° r i- ivi naiiL naauuauwu J w r 
President who was proud to boast ot ms ^ organ reguiariy in church on Sundays, 
early musical acquirements. It appears condu“ted a department store chorus of 
that the first money he ever earned was superior excellence, served as president of 
applied to the purchase of a “shphorn, the Philadelphia Music League, arranged 
which enabled him to rise to the heights and conducted huge festivals, and com- 
of the Marion Silver Cornet Band. How- poscd excenent music for church and 
ever crude this musical beginning, Pres- chorus_ He has the degree of Mus. Doc. 
ident Harding never failed to do every- {rQm Villa Nova College. Albert N. 
thing in his power for music during his jjoxje? a business man who has handled 
administration. large transactions for years, is now leader 
In Congress many men have been proud of thg exceIlent Philadelphia Civic Junior 
of their musical accomplishments. With Band and Orchestra. Thomas Tapper, a 
the opening of the Coolidge admimstra- writer musical educational subjects 
tion in 1925 we were confronted with the pf ;nternational note, is now one of the 
unusual condition of having the presid- executive heads of a vast mercantile enter¬ 
ing officers of the House and of the Sen- • e M literary men are also accom- 
ate both highly accomplished musicians. lished musicians. These include such 
The Hon. Nicholas Longworth has long na]ities as Robert Hichens, John 
been a devotee of the art, and General Luther Long) author of Madame Butterfly, 
Charles G Dawes Vice-President, is not and Louis park noted British dramatist 
only a gifted violinist but has composed s 
Kreiskr1113 "Mel°dy” * ^ ^ Enormous Expenditures 
’ It seems only yesterday when men in (")NE °f the significant evidences of the 
America hesitated to confess their love for interest taken by public men in music 
music with the fear that they might be is that up to 1925 some one hundred mil- 
thought “effeminate.” Now many of our lions of dollars have been given to musi- 
foremost men proclaim the inspirational cal educational philanthropic purposes in 
benefits they have received from the study America. Men and women of the public- 
of music. Music is becoming recognized spirited type of Augustus Julliard, George 
as one of the great forces in education. Eastman, Cyrus H. K. Curtis, Henry 
Yet in the “Who’s Who of 1925” there Harkness Flagler, Edward Bok, Mary 
are at least a dozen public men listed who Curtis Bok, James Loeb, Cora Dow, and 
have given a very significant number of many others have given with a liberality 
years to music study, who gladly declare which as yet can hardly be appreciated, 
their belief that it has helped them in their 
development, but who are in no way con- Possibilities of Music 
nected with music in their printed biog- T T is hoped that business men and ed- 
raphies in this celebrated collection of 1 ucators may be influenced to realize 
American life stories. “Who’s Who” more deeply the possibilities of music in 
should do music the justice of altering life. No American has done more for 
these biographies in later editions so that music in this respect than Dr. Charles E. 
these men may receive recognition for their Eliot, who throughout his entire life, par- 
.i ““'1“ ticularly during that period when he was 
President of Harvard University, realized 
the great significance of music in educa¬ 
tion, and made many historic utterances 
which are of vast value in helping those 
who are giving their lives to the promotion 
f musical interests. 
The following quotations from the writ¬ 
ings of eminent men and women have been 
selected from hundreds. 
musical achievements. 
Music Appreciation Universal 
T T would be stupid indeed to even inti- 
A mate that material success is related ir 
every instance to an appreciation of muSit 
and its development. Countless men have T “W s:v,.“8 c,,clr 
succeeded without music and will continue ° _muslcal mferests. 
to succeed. Only recently the writer had 
a conference with a great American capital¬ 
ist who had just gi?en some eighty mil¬ 
lions for college education. When asked Musical Mosaics 
his opinion upon music in education he re- i i TTTOULDST Turn’ , 
plied laconically, “Music is all right for ,, 1 ■? 
girls but the hoys ought to work.” Evi- laws be Zed or L7 c 
dently he would not call learning a Saint- ,h* “ 
Saens Concerto work! Here was a great -'mL t , Z•I ■ ■ 
industrialist unfamiliar with the fact that bodv”-~Platl° ^ °S “ ‘° K 
in the cases of thousands of men, music , ‘ 
is giving them one of the worth-while UtttZL T'd a‘ ,C°St ,"W ° 
things which incites them to higher and s6^P[read a 3°°d p°ent and gase upon 
higher efforts. He would doubtless be smZbTZd Speak * ^ 
surprised to learn that the most discussed <‘rt Z1 - - ,, , 
symphonic composer of present-day Amer- ,? 9, °J muslc'a"s are able to 
lea, John Alden Carpenter, is also one of COndili°"S °f ° 
the foremost business men of Chicago. 
(Continued on page 531) 
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Fascinating Journeys in Music Land 
By the Noted American Composer 
CLAYTON JOHNS 
Professor of Pianoforte Playing in the New England Conservatory 
Thi# interesting series will be continued in later issues of “The Etude Music Magazine. 
TTAVING BEEN a frequent con- Musical Predilections wh^rT^n^wchestra^S^ TlL, taSSSTT^ftetoS themThe^l 
M tributor to the Etude for more npHERE I LIVED for eighteen years, root" where an orchestra play . , matter what was 
ttan ten years, the “patient reader’’ T f« of the „e o. «he? «« riSt “ ”,S stroE 
MTStlttSSrS oTpVb,.hr^,,.gy—,.d, ing the fur of^a cat die right Rich- 
a Musician!” . own wish was to study music; but as one swimming pool. 
I was born on the 24th day of Novem- of my elders said: “Clayton, I don't want _ After a happy voyage, : landed in 
Liverpool at about 10 o’clock, P. M. in 
broad daylight. As our “daylight sav¬ 
ing” had not been invented, the English 
: reached the Adelphi Hotel 
ber, 1857, in New Castle, Delaware, on you to be a fiddler or a dancing master, 
the Delaware river; a little below “Mason therefore a compromise was made 
and Dixon’s Line.” Not like Topsy, who favor of architecture which I pursued for —= ~ ' , - 
“growed,” New Castle never grew before, three years in the office of Mr. Theophilus ^p^a^,pgrearheff 118 • - q - 
or after my time. It is still a quaint, old- p. Chandler in Philadelphia. Then, being ’t,mP r*ac e 
fashioned town, with a population of about 0f age, I followed my heart’s desire, go- 
2,000. There were no factories, and there ;ng to Harvard where I studied com- 
was no business. It was said that the position with John K. Paine for two years, ''‘°70„T 
inhabitants couldn’t bear the sound of an(^ ^ Same time, the piano with 
i hammer. New Castle being the county wiIliam H Sherwood. At the end of the 
the streets were brilliantly lighted. The file Somg 
ter, like Joachim, had a very big head and 
body. They both had many offers to come 
to America,* but always refused. Joachim 
feared the sea, and Richter, perhaps, be¬ 
cause “he had so many children he didn’t 
know what to do.” I once, saw a whole 
of his young ones, walking in single 
seat, the courts ' : there. The old > years I moved, from Cambridge t 
friends, with whom I was traveling, had 
engaged a courier in advance. When we 
rrived at the hotel, the corridors were 
blaze of light. Rows of servants stand- 
g, “bowing and scraping,” unaccustomed 
: told i ; that they were 
numbered because he couldn’t remember 
all their names. 
square houses were of red brick with Boston where j lived for one n,ulCj 
gardens, something hke the Salem Houses cwtinu; t0 stud the iano with sher. 
m Massachusetts, but not so good. wood 
John Knowles Paine, 
At Bayreuth 
simple American ways, annoyed and TTEFORE the performance began, the 
at the same time amused us. We felt -*-* trumpet theme was blown from the 
sure that the manager of the hotel must outside gallery. I am told that the same 
have thought he had caught a real Amer- effect is now-a-days produced at the Bach 
Oueen Anne’s Service u in those days, ican gold fish. The next morning we Festival, in Bethlehem, when a choral is O r „CTr,„ 1881, was the leading American composer, breakfasted on sole, muffins and Dundee played by trumpets from the church 
N °NE ,fIDE, of the to''’n’, waf. a He was at the head of the music depart- marmalade, all delicious, after the ship’s tower. Now let us imagine ourselves in 
Battery with trees and benches ^ Qf Harvard University. His ..First>» fare. the Bayreuth theatre, where there was an 
which formed a promenade where the ^ h.g „g „ s honies were Leaving Liverpool, we went to Chester, awe-inspiring silence. The sound of the 
A^^on^loim ago butTrememberf^The formed by Theodore Thomas’ orchestra, getting our first thrill of antiquity; the hrst notes of the Prelude, rising out of 
«£; "onto-” His music for . Gr.sk pl,y. .he Wall "King Charles’ ^£go”en'’ T£ ”h3”.”toS 
as was the “Village Green” around which “Oedipus Tyrannus was produced under Tower the quaint; old houses and all the ^ ^ ^ ^ first perform- 
stcx)d the court house, school house, the auspices of the Classical Department rest of it. My literary traveling com 
jail and the church, the tower of which of the University. Mr. Paine was a genial panion, being a Wordsworthian, we steeped 
bears the date of 1689, and to which Queen companion, with a keen sense of humor, ourselves in Wordsworth’s poetry, mean- 
Anne presented the Communion Service. Having been teacher and pupil, we became ing to tramp through the Lake Country, 
In the church yard are some characteristic good, and I may say, intimate friends. and to stop at the various places mentioned 
tombs: one of the 18th century. On the by Wordsworth^ but as a fact, ■ 
marble slab is depicted, or sculptured, a most of the time, owing t 
rock, on which a large mother, or father First Vogage to Europe showers which are apt to oc< 
duck has got to heaven, while three duck- TUNE 28th, 1882, I sailed in the “good region, 
lings are climbing up the rock, hoping ship” Scythia, which, at that time was 
one of the best Cunarders, having nearly Wordsworth’s Desk 
S;°00 ‘nlthe ^,eat o'16?- n°w ,hav® more AT HAWKESHEAD, Where Words- the most'unsightly costumes, each of us 
than 50,000). The Scythia had only one wortb studied in his youth, a young- being given a candle, we entered a hole in 
“the whipping post,” where criminals deck, on which we lived and had our be- ster showed us the desk on which Words- the ground. The guide placed us ‘Via 
got their deserts? In the jail yard it mg.” Everthmg happened on that deck. worth>s name wa9 carved, as the boy said: double runner,” on an inclined plane slide 
stood and on either side of it were places There was no roof over the deck, only an «.It musf have ^ done by him) because 0f wood, smooth as glass. On the right 
for the hands of the criminal bound to awning, rolled hack when it didnt rain; ;n those days every lad carved his name s;de 0f the slide was a rope which we 
the post. On a platform, at the top of when it did rain, the awning was very on h;s desk.” Rain or shine the landscape grasped with our right hands, protected by 
the post, was the pillory, where, the victim leaky. Shuffle board and other sports was jovdy and we pursued our way with pieces of leather. The guide being the 
standing, perhaps, for an hour, with the took place on the one deck, where, also delight as far as Ullswater, where we jast man, holding back the others, gave 
head and hands confined, received an ex- the unwell passengers sat and took their spcnt Sunday, and where I met Mr. Ed- a signal, crying- “Let go!” then, “lickety- 
tra punishment, before the whipping. The meals. The only resort excepting a small ward Hechti an English musician, of spit,” We went like “greased lightning.” 
smoking room, was the saloon, where vvhom I shall have more to say, at another The candles, of course, went out promptly; 
time. As it is not my purpose to emulate down, down, downer—we were left in com- 
to get there. 
Having spoken of the jail, ,why 
mention another feature of the old town, 
since, but never equal t 
ance. 
After leaving Bayreuth we went to 
Munich, passing several days there, getting 
another taste of beautiful pictures and of 
ti e gQod Municb beer. Salzburg being not 
rov far from. Munich, we spent a day or two 
there, also seeing a snow mountain. Salz¬ 
burg is filled ’with Mozart memories, to 
which I duly paid tribute. As the salt 
mines were near Salzburg, it seemed worth 
while to go to see them. Rigged up i 
frequent 
Mark Twain’s “Innocents Abroad,” let me p]ete darkness, until we were held up 
simply say, that we traveled along the “stock still” at the bottom of the slide, 
west coast of England, stopping at inter- Having made the first descent, we crossed a 
esting places as far as the Scotch Lakes and gruesome lake, like the infernal regions. 
Edinburgh, then down along the east ci 
number of lashes, with the cat-o’-nine-tails, 
was varied, sometimes thirty, sometimes we were fed, and where 
forty or more, on the bare back, often games and made music. There i 
drawing blood. The authorities of Del- upright piano at one end of the saloon 
aware maintained that the whipping post which was in frequent use, whether i 
was a corrective against crime. It was liked music or not. Supper, at about 
also commonly believed that an offender ten o’clock, was the order of the evening, ___ _ __ _____ 
was never brought to punishment a second when little groups of passengers sat about, stopping at abbeys, cathedrals and univer- 
time. Some years ago the court house, chatting, eating “grilled bones” and sar- sit}es> arr;v;ng finajiy jn London, where v 
jail and whipping post were removed to dines, and drinking beer and lemonade. rema;ned for a fortnight and where I go. 
Wilmington. The evening meal was a pleasant occasion. another tbrill fronl seeing the -0Id Mas- 
Reverting to the courts and the judici- Not having crossed the ocean before, ters» ;n tbe National Gallery, 
ary: only a few of the states had a everything was new and interesting, flying 
chancellor; Delaware was one. The fish, porpoises diving before the ship’s 
chancellorship, coming down from old prow1, whales spouting and an iceberg lhe Lontment 
English tradition, was the highest office; (not on speaking terms, fortunately). A FTER CROSSING the channel and . . , . , 
the chancellor ran king above the chief The trip lasted for ten days. going through Belgium, we went up Havng spent the mornmg m the bowels 
justice. All my “people” were either judi- This simple account of a sea voyage the Rhine to Frankfort, Heidelberg and of the earth, we spent the afternoon going 
cial or ecclesiastical, as were most of the is just to show the difference between Nuremberg, the “gateway” to Bayreuth, up to the end of the Komgsee, that lovely 
good people of the town, therefore the “then and now.” Then, there was a small Having arrived in Bayreuth, we climbed kke! Being Sunday, the peasants were 
society was cultivated and genial. There state room, with two or three bunks, up the hill to the theatre feeling like pil- wearing their best Tyrolean costumes, 
was a bookish library at one end of the Non’, you can have a suite of rooms, if grims approaching Mecca. “Parsifal” was dancing and singing their prettiest songs 
village green, near the church. In later you want to pay for it. Then, everybody being performed for the first time, and making a picturesque foreground, while 
years, New Castle began to lose its dis- ate the same simple sort of food. Now, Materna and Winckelmann, were Kundry the lake and snow mountains made a beau- 
tinction. The old people died, while the there is a Ritz restaurant, like New York and Parsifal. Hans Richter was the con- tiful background, 
young people sought a more active life, or Paris, where food may be orderd and ductor. Hans Richter was the greatest of 
elsewhere. So, like Ichabod, “its glory has paid for accordingly. Then, there was all orchestral leaders, not c _ 
departed.” a little upright piano at the end of the operas, but for symphonic music. The 
Passing through more galleries and by 
ascend. Having 
reached the highest point, we were mounted 
a real double runner with wheels. The 
guide cried out: “let go!” and again, for 
miles, as it seemed, we were shot with 
lightning speed into daylight. We then 
had ourselves photographed in our droll 
•Mr. Higginson offered n 
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“Practice Won’t Wait,” Said 
Rubinstein 
In her “Musical Memories,” Alice M. 
Diehl tells the following story of Rubin¬ 
stein as a youth, traveling on a Rhine 
steamer, where he attracted the attention 
of a fellow passenger who was a London 
professor. 
‘it was the height of summer, and the 
sunlit river with its beautiful vine-clad 
mountains was being gazed at from the 
deck by most of those on board. The 
cabins were deserted, except for a thin, 
grim-faced boy with a broad, overhanging 
brow and close-shut, unchildlike lips, who 
sat at a table hour after hour alone, prac¬ 
ticing finger exercises with stoical patience 
on one of those folding keyboards—‘dumb 
pianos’—more used abroad for students, 
than here. 
“Something about the pale, peculiar¬ 
looking. boy touched the professor, who 
was a German; who himself endured the 
unsuspected agonies of studentship not so 
many years back, and was tender-hearted. 
He could, not enjoy his beloved Rhineland 
while that silent boy was wearily plodding 
away at his dumb piano alone in the 
heated cabin. He went backwards .and 
forwards, up and down, until at last he 
summoned courage to speak to the boy and 
to ask him to spare himself for an interval 
—at least to go on deck for a few minutes 
and glance at the beauties of the river. 
“But the boy was proof against per¬ 
suasion. Shaking his shaggy head, he 
glanced at his dumb piano with an in¬ 
scrutable smile. 
“ ‘This won’t wait,’ said Anton Rubin¬ 
stein quaintly; ‘the other will.’ ” 
* the etude 
Practical Educational Notes Upon The Etude Music m This Issue 
Prepared by Edgar Alden Barrell 
[For many years "The Etude” presented monthly valuable Ware Orem, 
each issue. These notes, which were greatly appreciate >™eJep™, fe in many directions it was found im- 
Music Critic of “The Etude.” With the expansion of Mr Orem 9 ^ ^ Jm 
possible for him to continue these notes. They will be pr p _ PVbCnenced teacher of piano and voice, 
cently fLd tlw editorial staff of our publication Mr. *J"*^'*» ^ " /Dr, Arthur de 
and"an ^ist as well as a composer. He is a graduate J/y suggestions and in- 
Guichard and John Hermann Loud. Our readers may look forward to profitme y jj 
formative biographical and musical comments in this department.] 
My Days Have Been So Wondrous ”“Uand 
Free, by Francis Hopkinson. tant’ fehcltous> 
unhesi- composer 
Three Dances, by Cyril Scott. 
idensation an.d choice of m 
h De- 
and of Pennsylvan: 
,y that he was 
1 in signing the 
i Thursday he 
Cyril Scott has been called the “Englis ^ 
The resemblances and contrasts in the writings 
of the two composers would make an interesting 
topic, but the conclusions reached would be likely 
to be fallacious; for whereas the composer of 
PelU'as is dead, Scott is very much alive, and 
scarcely in mid-career as yet. Much of his most 
commanding and enduring work is doubtless still 
all, the Aeoline (Aeolina) : 
5 slowly and with 
ry last measure of 
ty replace the Vox 
Declaration of Independence; 
a new method of quilling the harpsichord; and 
perhaps on Friday his pen would be scratching 
along on a satirical poem, which wbuld thrust 
very keenly, you may he sure, at the object of 
his invective. Those were the days of 
keep 
Francis Hopkinson’s song, My Days Have Been 
So Wondrous Free, is said to be the first musi- 
P - (Incidentally, if Hopkin- 
,e waltzes are in the typical Cyi 
Scott ventures successfully on th. 
tity, but he is always wise enough 
atonality and stupidity 
day is looked down upo: 
being “not quite nice,” is not despised by Mi 
Scott. And therefore, since melody ever and ir 
evitably determines the life of a musical comp'os: 
tion, Cyril Scott’s music will probably outli 
Torch Dance, by W. Berwald. 
This is admirable third-grade teaching 
especially interesting for the shift! 
melody from one hand to the other, 
ill-marked rhythm 
taterial. 
bf the 
Strong at- 
The Clown, by A. P. Risher. 
The Clown will fool you—as clowns ai 
it of m :t of his contemporaries 
rs!) It v 
Do You Listen ? 
By Elmore Hoppox 
A beginner, musically speaking, is like 
a smooth surface. What is written on that 
surface should be carefully done. 
With the up-to-date teacher there are 
certain preliminary proceedings for the 
pupil to get the “tools” (fingers) ready 
and occasionally to try them out on the 
keys to see if they are getting easier to 
manage. 
When those ten fingers start parading on 
the keyboard is the time for the teacher 
to be on guard. That is the time when 
the beginner has that tremendously im¬ 
portant feeling of “see-me-do-it.” That 
is also the time when he summons his 
arms to assist his weak fingers and they go 
merrily along pumping up and down. 
The experienced teacher knows it is but 
a passing episode. Like the measles they 
all get it. With some it lasts longer than 
with others; but it must be quietly and 
persistently watched and corrected. 
Strange, is it not, how, as soon as they 
can find their way around, they love to 
hammer away with a clang like the village 
smithy? However, this passes. A most 
talented pupil had the habit for awhile; 
then during a lesson, she turned quick¬ 
ly and said, “I don’t like to play my pieces 
so loud any more.” 
After all, that is the teacher’s greatest 
reward—to direct pupils toward the light 
and then to watch them going. The first 
step to develop in the pupil is to listen; 
and second step is—to listen; and every 
step thereafter is—to listen. Lessons are 
not more satisfactory because there is too 
much playing and too little listening. 
A pupil should be taught at the begin¬ 
ning that to listen is of as much impor¬ 
tance in the game as to play. 
When a pupil—young or old—begins to 
listen he becomes his own critic, eases his 
teacher’s task and helps to build a solid 
foundation. 
1759, but was never published. In writ 
song, Hopkinson doubtlessly employed tl 
cal short-hand called “figured bass,” for 
sought—and successfully, ■ 
My Day: 
_ nal i 
■e Been So Wondt 
with g 
lelody bf 
e is flow- 
lighteenth 
repression, taking 
done very slowly 
and softly. 
Gigue, by Galuppi. 
Acdording to all present records, Baidas 
Galuppi never wrote a toccata such as is n 
tioned in Robert Browning’s poem, entitled - 
Toccata of Galuppi’s.” Nevertheless, since Brow 
ing is said to have played occasionally a comp’o 
tion of this name on the organ of the convi 
chapel in Florence, and since his poem bears tHH^ 
heading, it is possible that the toccata once ex- (and none o: 
isted. will be needs 
A toccata is a “touch” piece. So also is the Its harmonic 
Gigue from Galuppi’s Sonata in D, which is pub- melodic 
lished in this issue; and the poet may easily have Mr. 
the eighth- 
Ay-Ay-Ay. 
This swaying, hauntingly-lovely tune is of 
Creole origin. In Paris, London and New York 
it has become “all the rage,” and an excellent 
record of it has been made by Schipa, of the 
Metropolitan Opera. Ay-Ay-Ay must be made 
extremely rhythmic, and must be performed with 
the utmost, care for pedalling and expression. 
The piano arrangement published in this month’s 
Etude is remarkably felicitous and playable. 
■“I® Ay-Ay-Ay is a serenade. Hence to play it 
’ with the greatest understanding you must vision 
a Southern night, and a lover gazing upwards at 
an iron-grilled balcon where stands his fair one, 
beautiful as the night, silent, ambrous. . 
’ Love’s Perfect Song, by Bernard Ham- 
blen. 
again, which will make the rest 1 
Strive especially for freedom of a: 
Gavotte Rustique, by N. L. Wright. 
A graceful, stately dance; a fine study i 
touch. Do not hurry the tempo. The little m 
sette is particularly pleasing. 
On Horseback, by W. Renk. 
The wris 
should be very flexible for the staccato r 
, rhythmic numl 
 
terlocking section 
and ii 
e himself. . 
o have 
•e of e£ 
irtistry must he peeking but!) 
he interpretation of this song, 
structure is highly pleasing and its 
rve most grateful for the voice, 
lblen is an Englishman by birth. He 
:sides at present in New York City. 
Build up to the climax very carefully. 
thm steady am 
is too long t( 
e the first two 
"0 Galuppi, Baldassare, t 
me deaf and blind; 
But although I take your 
Honey Chile, by C. C. White. 
The composer of Honey Chile, Clarence ' 
fon White, has been pre-eminent in the sv 
rhythms. He has caught up into his mus 
full measure of pathos and beauty that lim 
Colored song. The present example is amoi 
Summer Dawn, by Williams. 
This is a good recital piece, and also excellent 
training in arpeggi. It must be carefully phrased. 
In Jolly Mood, by R. Krentzlin. 
Play the runs very smoothly and evenly. 
Splendid teaching material. 
Andrew Jackson, by Dorothy G. Blake. 
A fine little march. Mrs. Blake’s books am- 
compositions have in the main been concerned 
with teaching piano to children, but she has also 
Sunset Musings, by Leo Oehmler. 
A study in expression in general, and pedalli’ 
In Camp, by M. L. Preston. 
In Camp is a military march in 2/4 time. It 
is very effective. Keep the rhythm absolutely 
steady. 
Frolicking March, by Voorhies. 
is, wherf the 
ith rings!” 
Valse Triste, by Sibelius. 
Most waltzes are tinged, at least, with a feeling 
of melancholy—and this is true of the Valse 
Triste of Jean Sibelius, the Finnish composer 
whose symphonies and symphonic p’oems (es¬ 
pecially Finlandia) are so often performed by our 
American orchestras. Observe the tragic gesture 
of the preludial theme. All the sadness of in¬ 
evitability lies lurking in this 
Just a Little Waltz, by C. W. Cadman. 
An ingratiating number by the composer of ”ana nlaterial- 
“At Dawning,” “From the land of the Sky-blue 
Water,” and many other songs, operas, oper- Fanfare Triumphale, by Armstrong. 
„A fine °rgan fanfa,e’ full organ. 
7 f f htarng^the^m ^ d ^ temporarily Theatre organists will find this very useful, 
insistently in his ears. This waltz is splendidly u i*j i r* 
rhythmic and graceful, and is equally service- Hollday, by Gaylord Yost, 
able for recitals or teaching. An easy melody for embryo violinists. Scan 
Play this composition rather rubato, to have the phrasing carefully, 
effective; and observe very carefully the 
icellent 
ore light- 
what has 
phra: 
Pastorale, by J. H. Rogers. 
The whole Miniature Suite from 
Pastorale is taken, is highly attraci 
The Lord Is My Shepherd, by Phyllis 
Fergus. 
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THE ETUDE 
The Education of the Average Student in Music 
By DAVID STANLEY SMITH 
Professor of Music at Yale University 
David Stanley Smith, widely known as organist, teacher and composer, 
was born at Toledo, Ohio, July 6, 1877. At Yale he studied music mostly 
zvith Horatio Parker, receiving his Bachelors degree in 1903. Later he 
was two years abroad, studying under Thuille and Widor, in Pans. He 
became a teacher in the Yale School of Music in igo3; professor, in 1916, 
and succeeded Horatio Parker as Director in 1920. In 1912 he also suc¬ 
ceeded Prof. Parker as conductor of the New Haven Symphony Orchestra 
and of its Choral Society. He has to his credit a large list of composi¬ 
tions for solo instruments, for .voices in solo and combination, and for 
orchestra. 
THE QUESTION is frequently- 
asked of the director of a uni¬ 
versity school of music: “how 
many geniuses have you among your stu¬ 
dents?” The answer is almost always 
“nolle.” Genius is rare in any country, at 
any time. Furthermore the man of genius 
but rarely finds his way to a university. 
One of the temperamental eccentricities of 
genius is the undervaluing of any line of 
work that is not an immediate accessory of 
the one great gift. The musical genius 
does not gracefully submit to a course of 
general study; he is an isolationist. The 
highly gifted pianist or violinist is likely 
to underrate the usefulness to himself of 
studies in theoretical music. All he wants 
is to practice his instrument. The very 
great genius may do without these other 
pursuits; but the lesser genius, or the one 
who is not surely a genius, would better 
fortify his talent with work in fields not 
immediately related to his prime interest. 
In these days the one-sided man has a hard 
time fitting into practical life unless that 
one side be illuminated to a very high 
degree of brilliancy. 
Schools of music are fio worse off than 
other schools in their lack of brilliantly 
endowed students. Literary or scientific 
genius is almost as uncommon as artistic 
genius. If our universities accepted only 
first-rate poets and essayists into the course 
in English, only distinguished research 
scholars into the classes in science, they 
would be indeed intimate little communities 
of great men, gifted elbow rubbing with 
talented elbow—and not always in a 
friendly manner, for the elbow of a great 
man is usually sharply pointed and de¬ 
signed by nature to serve as a combative 
instrument like the horns of an ox. 
Ordinary Minds Predominate SINCE GENIUS GOES unwillingly to 
school, our colleges are in fact com¬ 
posed of a majority of ordinary people, 
with a fringe (or nucleus, as the case may 
be) of marked men and women. Teachers 
must learn this, and overcome a tendency 
to discouragement when they find most 
of the minds under their care to be of 
only average rate. I mention these mat¬ 
ters, for schools of music in particular 
are sometimes criticized for not “turning 
out” graduates who fill the world with 
fame. Their critics are disposed to pass 
over without remark the fine influence ex¬ 
erted by many of these graduates who may 
yet fall short of what is called notable 
achievement in music. 
The profession of music has become so 
professionalized, and even commercialized, 
as to compel those within it to expect re¬ 
ward only for work which arouses the 
thunder of publicity. There is not much 
amateur music in America. Most music 
is composed with an eye to a concert per¬ 
formance. Rehearsals always lead to a 
recital with a ticket-taker at the door. 
The public regards quartets and orchestras 
as worse than useless unless they are of 
thft first class, on the same theory as that 
of the egg that is all bad if it is bad at 
all. 
Many teachers seek to train their 
charges solely for life within the profes¬ 
sion. What is true of individual teachers 
is true also of schools. The success of 
a school is measured by the number of 
celebrities that go forth from it. The 
higher authorities of universities are only 
too likely to use this type of measuring 
rod. What well-known pianist has Mr. 
So-and-So trained? Has any pupil of 
Professor What’s-his-Name won distinc¬ 
tion as a composer? Such questions are 
likely to frighten our teachers into a feel¬ 
ing of uncertainty concerning the dignity 
of their own work as musical mission¬ 
aries and into the bad practice of inculcat¬ 
ing within their students a professional 
spirit which puts success above art, ex¬ 
pediency above conscience, and which 
fosters a low order of ambition that more 
often than not races on to a tragic disap¬ 
pointment. 
What is Professionalism? 
PROFESSIONALISM in the teaching 
of music means ignoring the student 
of average ability and concentrating on 
the occasional man who stands far above 
the average. It means also waste—eco¬ 
nomically speaking—of the teacher’s en¬ 
ergy, for, if I am right in my assumption 
that genius among students of music is 
rare, almost non-existent, who is there to 
be taught? 
I recognize the delight of teaching a 
first-rate student; it is a pleasure to watch 
the development of a fine gift and satis¬ 
fying to feel that I may have been help¬ 
ful in guiding it into proper channels. 
So far as concerns the man at the bot¬ 
tom of the ladder, I do not believe in en¬ 
couraging the wholly unfit candidate. The 
teacher's duty is to inform him of his un¬ 
fitness and so save him from his inferior 
self—and incidentally save the teacher 
from the premature whitening or total 
disappearing of his capillary adornment. 
This paper is no defense of the low-aver¬ 
age man. But I do believe in the useful¬ 
ness of instructing the good average stu¬ 
dent of music. 
Talent Tells 
SHEER TALENT counts for very 
much in the fine arts. Study for a 
lifetime is no substitute for lack of a 
genuine native gift or for an inborn sense 
of beauty. He whom I call the average 
student has an adequate endowment of 
these things, not enough to push him to 
the top, but enough to make him a power 
for great good in his community. I have 
faith in him. If he is at all aggressive 
he can lift up his voice in favor of true 
art, he can organize and direct groups of 
people eager to get from under the weight 
of a dull existence. Almost everyone 
longs for proof of a reality that is 
spiritual, something different from the 
world we perceive through our senses. 
This longing explains the rush for the 
better class of movies (that is as far up 
as some minds can go) ; the interest in 
religion; and, when the inquiring intellect 
is yet too timid to face the problems of 
religion, it accounts for the compelling 
appeal of the fine arts. Spiritual reality 
moves close to us in beautiful music. 
There are no intellectual barriers, no ques¬ 
tions of creed and theory, to hold it off. 
.The man of moderate attainments in 
music, provided his capacities be trained 
to their highest possible point, and pro¬ 
vided he have a sensible and wholesome 
theory of life, may do important work in 
the world. 
The School’s Problem NOW WHAT can our schools of 
music do for the good average stu¬ 
dent? And what is the best system of in¬ 
struction for him? 
In endeavoring to answer these ques¬ 
tions I shall confine myself to general 
principles and shall not discuss matters 
of detail such as methods of teaching har¬ 
mony, counterpoint, or pianoforte technic. 
In the first place, I believe that a course 
of study in music should emphasize the 
intellectual element in music and do all 
that is possible to cultivate the student’s 
intellectual capacities. There are several 
reasons for this. One is that the intel¬ 
lect is much more easily trained than the 
emotions. The good student usually has 
a good mind, though he may lack the en¬ 
thusiasm of a high and noble emotion, 
the thing that transmutes talent into 
genius. 
Another reason is that the schools 
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must combat the prevailing popular notion 
that music is an entertainment, a .good time 
—nothing more. There is much in mod¬ 
ern life to give help to this notion—the 
terrific success of men of no brains but 
with a pleasing voice or a “knack” for 
‘‘composition;” the entertaining quality of 
almost all the music that the phonograph 
record is making immortal; the vast 
amount of music served with your meals; 
and the fear with which even some teach¬ 
ers of music regard music that calls for 
a little analysis and study. 
The University School 
A THIRD REASON for stressing the 
intellectual in our teaching of music 
applies especially to schools incorporated 
in universities. Here we musicians are on 
the defensive. We have constantly to 
meet the criticism that music is not on a 
level of dignity with other intellectual 
pursuits. The statement is not usually 
made in so bald a form, for university 
people are a polite lot, but I think we afl 
feel that our beloved art is generally rated 
much lower than the subjects taught in 
the schools of science, history or the clas¬ 
sics. But this would not be the case if 
it were generally realized that the study 
of music offers a wonderful field for intel¬ 
lectual prowess. This is so not only in 
composition, an excessively difficult sub¬ 
ject, but in the- department of applied 
music, in which the intellectual element 
takes the form of comprehending the 
music to be performed. Much playing 
and singing that we hear shows the lack 
of just this intellectual background. 
I have no sympathy with the views of 
some critics of our system of teaching 
music, views which have their root in the 
false aesthetic which I have just men¬ 
tioned, namely, that music is an entertain¬ 
ment, nothing more. These critics are 
quite ignorant of the very great part 
played by the intellect in the producing 
or reproducing of music. Ally sugges¬ 
tion of “midnight oil,” “the professorial,” 
or “die academic” fills them with horror. 
The study of harmony only dries up the 
springs of inspiration. In a word, away 
with mental discipline so far as music is 
concerned. 
Masters’ Midnight Oil THE PEOPLE on the inside know 
better. They know that the works of 
the greatest masters simply reek with mid¬ 
night oil, and that many of the greatest 
masterpieces, such as the B Minor Mass 
of Bach, the Jupiter Symphony, the Ninth 
Symphony, the Messiah, Parsifal, and 
Franck’s Prelude, Choral and Fugue are 
terribly “academic.” And the men that 
wrote these pieces knew well the grind 
of contrapuntal discipline. 
Probably the native inspiration of our 
American composers is as abounding as 
that of most of the French composers. 
But the Americans fall in the rear of the 
French on the intellectual side, the sheer 
mastery of the craft. To cure this 
deficiency our schools should strengthen 
the course of study that leads to this 
mastery. 
One of the ways in which the schools 
can bolster up their bulwarks is to lead 
their students into an intimate acquaintance 
with the great musical classics of the older 
and present generations. It is a recog¬ 
nized fact that' the American _ student, 
whether of music oy of any other subject, 
may master work that is assigned, but shows 
little spirit of adventure into the domain 
of the not required. He plays nicely the 
Beethoven sonata that his instructor picks 
out for him, but it does not occur to him 
to read over the sonatas printed just be¬ 
fore and after the one he is studying. 
He listens carefully and appreciatively to 
the Prelude to Die Meistersinger, and raves 
about Wagner, but it never occurs to him 
to find out what happens after the cur¬ 
tain goes up. It is important that our 
graduates realize the very great necessity 
of a background for work they do m 
music, whether as performers or as teach¬ 
ers. Every musician should have.scraped 
at one time or another a bowing acquaint¬ 
ance with the great literature of music. 
Without this his teaching will be only half 
effective. Most people are very narrow 
in their taste and knowledge. We all 
know of the traditional warfare between 
the organ and the piano. We know how 
little the singer cares for orchestral or 
chamber music. Now the professor of 
music may do much • to combat this ten- 
didate for the Ph. D. inEnglishre- 
ciuired to know his Shakespeaie, his 
Milton, and others. Why should not the 
candidate for the Mus.B. know hm Bach 
and his Brahms, his Beethoven, Mozart 
and Wagner, and have some acquaintance 
with William Byrd of the older period 
and Debussy or Strauss of the re=ent;era- 
The strength of the students mtell- 
lectual power should be built up from an 
acquaintance with music from the inside. 
To quote Horatio Parker: “the best way 
to understand and appreciate music is to 
make it.” Even if a student may show 
promise .of doing important composi- 
.1 ... • _ fruininP’ for Df3.C“ 
DAVID STANLEY SMITH 
Professor of Music, Yale University 
dency to narrowness. He may bring the 
pianist into a knowledge of the great 
organ music of Bach and Franck, lie may 
teach the violinist the wisdom of knowing 
the pianoforte sonatas of Beethoven, and 
he may even (but this is indeed difficult) 
do something toward illuming the long 
solemn countenance of the organist into a 
sunrise of smiles by convincing him that 
The Mikado and the Blue Danube 
Watts are good music even if they do 
r,ot happen to be fugal or contrapuntal. 
This is an intensely practical matter. 
Students should be required to study a 
vast number of scores of all sorts and to 
submit to examination in a very broad 
field of musical literature. 
The School’s Opportunity OUR SCHOOLS are iii a position to 
do much toward the improvement of 
the taste and effectiveness of the grad¬ 
uates, and through them of the general 
community, by insisting on this very study. 
It is not enough that our teachers and 
performers know only a few “old-time 
favorites.” They must know also the 
more recondite compositions of the great 
masters, which are after all the basis of 
the whole structure of music. The can- 
tical work as a musician than to go through 
a course of composition of the fugue, the 
sonata, and smaller forms, and, under 
favorable conditions, to do work in or¬ 
chestral writing. The man or woman of 
average ability, the person I am writing 
about, can do this thing with surprising 
excellence. And as. for the player or 
singer, the superior intelligence with which 
he attacks his problems may be gained 
to no small degree from his first-hand 
knowledge of the mysterious process of 
composition. 
The Modern Music Problem 
T HAVE IMPLIED my great respect 
for the old masters in certain of my 
remarks. What should be the attitude of 
the teacher toward modern music and 
what attitude should he encourage in his 
pupils? In the first place, it is salutary 
for a certain type of ultra-conservative 
student to receive an occasional jolt from 
a real piece of modern music. A harsh 
dissonance is good for him. So much 
mellifluence issues from the horns of our 
phonographs and from the sweetened 
mouths of our public singers as to arouse 
a craving for the sour, lemon taste of 
present-day dissonance. Whenever roman- 
the etude 
ticism becomes sentimentality, when ex- 
*°dgo”pei of The 'stravinskis^A^weaker 
point inVir practice is the forsaking of 
S'-hobTe emotion for either no emo¬ 
tion’at all (pure rationalism and cynic- 
rreat cities. -Vi'’ *. 
The student should be taught not to 
fear modem music, but to discriminate 
between a healthy growth of a new form 
of expression on the one hand, and on 
the other hand a caricature .of all that is 
held lovely. The conservative must not 
group all modern composers under one 
head of decadent and revolutionary, and 
heap them all in the waste basket. Many 
modernists shock and anger us, but others, 
like Charles Martin Loefflet and Arnold 
Bax, show us how to carry on into the 
future the fine thought of our God-fear- 
Njng and beauty-loving musical ancestors. 
The Experimenters MUCH MODERN music is frankly 
experimental. But the public is led 
to believe that these experiments are al 
ways successful, and the experimenter 
feels injured if he is adversely criticize: 
People who live near chemical labora 
tories, however, know better. They often 
hear strange rumblings, and now and the 
they see the laboratory carelessly blow t 
self up, so perilous is. its existence wi: 
a band of raw students inside mixii 
they know not what ingredients. I ha\ 
a similar fear when I enter a concert-lr l 
with a program of modern music Ahead 
me. What if the unsympathetic vibrati. 
of a terrible compound of . tones sin- 
wreck the building?—say six trumpets a -1 
four trombones sitting hard on as many 
different notes within an octave? 
One of the striking forms which und¬ 
ent “lively art” has assumed is i > 
Here we have a delightful diversa a 
new instrumentation of great, clew a.. 
and attractiveness. The unfortunate a 
about jazz is that its allurements have led 
many people (thoughtful and thoughtless, 
alike) to herald it as a great Amen ran 
contribution to musical art, indeed the 
only real contribution. Here the music 
beats in time with the pulse of American 
life, so Ve are told. But the falla : in 
the argument lies in the incompleteness 
of the jazz artist’s vision of An: rica. 
To him America is Forty-second - ret, 
glittering expensive hotels, cabarets mus¬ 
ical comedies, fine clothes, taxis, banquets, 
and all the show and pomp of mom and 
money getting. All this finds its iaith- 
ful portraiture in jazz. But the jazz 
artist is rarely found roaming among the 
hills of Vermont; he is not often discovered 
absorbed in a view of golden wheat 
stretching for miles over a prairie. The 
quiet, idealistic, religious America, the 
America of good books, of great pictures, 
—this America is a blank to him, or at 
the most an unspeakable bore. 
The Jazz Problem 
TAZZ SHOULD BE admitted into our 
^ schools and colleges for what it is 
worth, for there are times when it is 
more appropriate than a Bach fugue. 
Furthermore, one should not quarrel with 
the humor that is in it. But its charm, 
delightful and fresh at first, soon begins 
to injure. Its monotonous rhythm, as un¬ 
varied as the chug-chug of a steam engine, 
enslaves its practitioners within a formula, 
and induces in composer, performer, and 
listener a stupor of mind and emotion. 
We have heard the remark, “a good 
PleCe ?,f ’azZ is better than a dul1 sym" 
phony.” In a certain absolute sense this 
is true, but if we make a comparison of 
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Romanticism in Music 
By HERBERT WESTERBY 
A Distinguished English Author Discusses the Emotional Sense of True Beauty in Music 
THE ELEMENT of the Romantic style. Sense and style are the criteria in 
is one that has always been dif- all musical and literary art. 
ficult of definition. It is a term The methods of employing these ele-, 
which is applied principally to literature ments of sense and style (matter and man- 
and music. The Oxford Dictionary ner) in musical art vary considerably 
defines a romance as “A tale in verse according as the appeal is directed mainly 
embodying the adventures of some hero to the intellect or the emotions and 
of chivalry,” or, in prose, a narrative in worjc js intended for the young c 
which “the scene and incidents are very for tjle dullard or man of intellect. 
Taking the matter, however, by itself. 
composer and, without the power 
the hearer, it is valueless; like poetry 
belongs to the inner life. 
Two Types of Beauty 
rpHERE are, however, two types 
arts, and is therefore ever progressive. 
The romanticism of to-day is not the 
same as that of two hundred years ago. 
The romanticism of Bach is not that of 
f Schonberg and Bela Bartok, and two hun- 
remote from ordinary life.” On the other 
hand, the word Classic which is usually 
opposed to the word Romantic is variously 
defined as “A work of the first rank.” 
Ruskin stipulates in addition for the qual¬ 
ities of “Taste and Restraint.” 
J. C. Fillmore comes nearer the point 
when he. says, in relation to music, “In 
classic music beauty of form is first and 
emotional content subordinate. In roman- 
o the in- 
u.v. -- , . . dred years hence, what is left of the 
old, A emotional beauty; the characteristic romantic;sm Df to-day, will surely, by survi- 
and the ideal. vaj 0f the fittest, yield the classic of that 
Characteristic beauty is denoted by an agg «All romantic art is a swan song,” 
intrinsic attribute. Just as every instru- and «The art history of every civilization, 
ment has a character of its own, so every viewed collectively, is the progress from 
musical composition has a psychological ciass;c t0 romantic value.” It follows that 
bearing, though perhaps an unconscious t[ie true interpretation of romanticism is a 
one. Its title and form afford a descriptive comparative one, and one ever progressive, 
clue, but to possess characteristic beauty 
it must “ring true,” be in accordance with 
life. Hence in all these forms of char¬ 
acteristic or descriptive music, such ; 
A Distinguishing Feature THE distinguishing feature of roman¬ 
ticism is its emotional stress, and, 
would say that it 
1. Make sense; that is, appeal 
tellect. 
2. Develop its ideas sentence by sentence. 
3. Give an idea of definite form, of unity. 
A. Key relationship must prevail. 
B. The component parts of the com- 
.v,..™. position as a whole must be related. 
tic music emotional content is first and works entitled “Dawn,” “The Fountain,” since music ;s undoubtedly the best 
form subordinate matter, or materials, of the structure. “Pastoral Scenes,” “Berceuse,” ‘Barca- preter 0f the emotions, “the romantic move- 
Emerson says, with regard to poetry, rones » “Hunting Scenes,” we expect some- ment attains its fuller expression, in music. 
“It is not metres, but thought so passionate Intellectual Appeal thing not easily described but quickly But it is as incorrect to infer that roman¬ 
ce ofTts 'own;” by whkh we^derstand gO S ^ iLTa^re” 
sa^e^r^r^ beyond work has made a successful appeal to the in the.Jdivine arU’ ^the^Wof 
that Romanticism „i|-£* TdeT'or symbolic beauty appeals to a breast; it Is not “specifically musical,” but 
sense higher than that of form or aescrip- intrinsically human. oyilll. ui X UCUJ) ollu u o ’ , . 1_ 1 * 
posers have been romanticists. j™™*T  is symbolic of is surely7claiming too much for 
Romanticists si sympathetic, religious, tragic’, humor- deeper feelings, of somethmgbeyondjn music to say that literature and pamtmg 
rx^HIS seems to imply that classic com- ous meditative and dramatic. This list, the regions of the sublime ; and the com- express the values of the. miAic of the T posers, as distinguished from the ro- though not all-inclusive, gives some of the monest of forms, can be idealized by the period. On the contrary it is better to 
mantic school are not good, or not so good ngredienis of style in composition, assisted divine breath of inspiration. point out that the arts of any period express 
Ettjr*' “ — Msrarsyis anifssffWs 
1 To pursue the matter further, Pater has sentimentality of Tschaikowsky and the after which comes a decline. So in art, who SOught by sheer eccentricity to attract 
10 ?ursu.e tne. . ‘ J!_I;_:__ . -L .r ',i_ here is gradual progress to a climax in/ that attention which was rightly denied to 
said that the spirit of Romanticism goes iangorous tracery of Chopin, all are 
beyond the desire of mere beauty, and adds stances of this, 
charm, or wonder, the element of the new 
and bizarre. If this be true, then the Ro- Emotions of Poetry and Music 
manticism of one generation may fail to jjg- BOTH poetry and music the emotions 
move the next; and it is admitted tha are or should be aroused, and the suc- 
what we call beauty is, after all, a matter ^ ^ which this is accomplished is the ^ --- w ^ ... 
■ of tas.te- „ r • n ;n the defi- measure of thelr beauty of style; and , r garded indifferently by the twentieth merged musical art. Seeing the endless confusion m the den real]y it is thjs feature of beauty of style, ■ * , *t. .u_ 
^ ^ oriMICO tllD AmfltlG»TT Q wVl 1 f*Vl 
_lifestation, be it formal, character- technical incompetence or by men who, in 
istic or ideal. Musical art may begin with obedience to ephemeral vogue, were not 
a warble and end in a choral symphony. ashamed deliberately to abuse a genuine 
In accordance with man’s limited but pro- talent.” From the time of Strauss to the 
gressive powers, the conception of beauty present day the same wave characterized 
must likewise broaden and ascend. What by excruciating and meaningless discords, 
may arouse ecstasy in primitive man, may has been passing over and has almost sub- 
‘ * ''  
. .- No doubt the movement i- —- 
. foundations ot the mat- .s Power to arouse the emotions, which ThUSi we come to the inevitable con- tent a revolt against old-fashioned and 
a f r;d of these shifting sands of Is the determining factor in both classic dugion that there is only one standard of out-of-date rules; but only students are 
r and ge ° and romantic music. Without it no classic beauty, a progressive one, and that stand- bound by these and the discipline is bene- 
uncertamty. succ;nctly stated, a is worthy of the name nor would it live ard is both romant;c and classic, romantic The less we hear of mere technical 
T ? P , r , 1, can distinguish long etl0USh *° be rightly so-called. In jn the present because it is new and daring, trickery and the more of true beauty, the 
question o y ' , , ljv their enjoying a classic the beauty of style thg latest manifestation of beauty, and better is the average hearer pleased. It can- 
styles on ait™^al PTT;nt;n„q comes first, and the microscope afterwards. ciassic ;n tbe past when its beauty has not be denied that he is the greater artist 
“A thing of beauty is a joy forever^ become almost a commonplace, and yet has wbQ can fling aside his chains and soar on 
nition of Romanticism, will it not b 
ter to examine the foundations of the mat- 
power to call forth various emotions. 
The problem of Romanticism as distin- whethe|.-it be classic 
guished from Classicism is a psychological ^ 1v,ine. s0 are not 
romantic; and, 
yvaiow^ ^ Q. f£ these terms parti- 
and the distinction applies to literature statements of the same thing? 
We have now considered the deciding 
both classic and romantic art 
be beauty of style and not beauty of 
form, yet the terms are to some extent 
and music, both of which, in themselves, 
are processes of thought or the result of , 
thought. On paper one is expressed in 
letters, and the other in various shaped 
-~*es. Both use the medium of sound, 
: through the irregular vibrations of 
proved the evolution of the fittest. 
MR.-; 
the wings of inspiration. 
We are now back to the foundation and 
An Hypothesis are entitled to conclude that: 
CECIL GRAY in his powerful 1- Romanticism is the latent and <“ 
‘Survey of Contemporary Music” pre- progressive n 
the hypothesis, “Romanticism is the serjseJ?^ t™e beauty. 
inifestation of the emotional 
2. The Romanticism of the present ulti- n Ter i u c -.. .. ... . • , „ T, ■ , 
seated—the vital point—are, however, not ,a[?Crize ;tP apart from subordinate statement that, “All romantic art contin- thus Mendelssohn has been fitly termed 
sHxSt 
t is minds of Schumann, Chopin, Liszt and 
To others. He chose the older models: 
both cases they must be organized. 
Process of Composition 
pressed and the 'absence of the merely That being so, it is surely confusing 
prosaic, the merely intellectual. present one art m terms of another 
r)V ORGANIZATION of either words "In poetry” savs Mr. Aldis, of what- a” pthl4eclficil^sculoturalUart *in was the conservative mind that looks out 
. 
intelligibility. tender, fantastic and wild or earnest and that . ; f . musi ;ts composers who, like Lot’s wife, still look 
- This definition of litera- him;” and, as music has been termed the emotions, can belong also to tne otner 
I his detin on^ ^ ,<poetry of sound» we look also for that 2. The arts are complementary, or 
; that it make same beauty of inspiration in music which the other, not competitive. 
There is an- we find in poetry. Music, as the chief of appeal 
to convey sense, 
ture applies equally well i 
first requisite in music i: 
sense. But that is not 
other necessary element;' this we call the arts, belongs to the realm of emotion, senses. 
progress by 
looking backwards. Neither should the 
“new wine” of Romanticism be poured 
.. Each makes its into “old bottles” to result in cubism or a 
way through the various blatant succession of fifths. Then, instead 
of poetry wc behold “broken pottery.” 
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Practicing Versus Playing 
By Reginald W. Martin 
The average piano student would not 
think of approaching an academic study in 
the same desultory and inconsequential 
' manner he does his piano practice. 
Practicing is not playing one piece after 
another (with an occasional popular “jazz” 
piece thrown in), or even in the repetition 
a given number of times of a piece, a 
study or exercise. The study hour at the 
piano must be approached with a purpose 
entirely removed from that of trying to 
strike so many keys, or play so many 
pages. 
Primarily, practicing means training the 
mind. The mechanical phase is quite sec¬ 
ondary. 
One may obtain good results by reading 
the music away from the instrument, learn¬ 
ing the notes, the fingering, the expres¬ 
sion and so forth. This requires concen¬ 
tration. 
Here are a few good rules : 
Never play a wrong note; play slowly 
enough that you do not make mistakes. 
Never use the wrong, fingering; if you 
use the wrong fingering twice you have 
formed a habit which you will have to 
break, hence your time is worse than 
Think of what you are doing; do not 
play first and think afterwards. You 
would not dream of trying to learn trig¬ 
onometry by seeing how fast you could 
read through the text-book. 
Do not play a piece at all until you 
know it. Practice it. Take each measure 
or phrase and practice it slowly and pa¬ 
tiently until it is fixed in your mind. You 
will thus save yourself much time and con¬ 
siderable distress. 
Musicians and Their Hair 
By Emil A. Bertl 
Musical sounds, and how they affect 
the growth of hair may seem an incredible 
subject. 
But M. Henri de Parville, the French 
physicist, has advanced the- following 
theory, after research and general statisti¬ 
cal surveys. 
He claims that eleven per cent, of all 
musicians are bald, through the result of 
undue exposure to the wrong musical vi¬ 
brations. 
His theory is that the well-known action 
of music on the nervous system affects the 
nutrition of the bodily tissues and thus 
has an influence on the hair, and he claims 
that observations support this view. 
The influence, however, is not always 
the same. 
All male pianists have a wealth of hair, 
and it is found that playing the piano and 
violin have an especially beneficial effect, 
as do also, in a lesser degree, the violon¬ 
cello, the harp and the double bass. 
Players of the flute and clarinet get 
much less hirsute stimulation, their Iocks 
showing a very perceptible thinning by the 
age of fifty. 
The harm done is among players oi 
brass instruments, and those who make 
much use of the comet and the horn ad- 
vance rapidly toward baldness; players 
of the trombone lose at least sixty 
per cent, of their hair in about five years. 
Oboe players, through intense exertion 
in the blowing through a small reed, are 
also amongst those who become bald. 
This, of course, should not be taken 
too seriously when contemplating the 
study of the various instruments; as cli¬ 
mate, as well as the conditions of water 
used upon' the head, combined with the 
effects of the various soaps and sham¬ 
poo oils, have an equal effect upon the 
individual’s hirsute appearance. 
The Game of Listening 
By Leonora Sill Ashton 
The Student “Takes Stock” 
By W. A. Smith 
Accomplishing a work is overcoming 
the resistance it involves. And where 
is the greater part of this resistance ? 
Is it in the piano? Is it in the clumsy 
fingers? Is it in the notation of the 
printed page? Perhaps partly so. But 
is not the greater part of the struggle in 
the overcoming of the inertia in one’s 
self? 
Music is not a thing to amuse its stu¬ 
dents. It is a fine art. As such its dev¬ 
otees must become its willing servants. 
Self must be overcome and the best of our 
efforts laid on the altar of music. 
To do this it is well that one “takes 
stock;” and for this purpose the follow¬ 
ing questionnaire is proposed: 
Do I love my ways better than the ways 
of music? 
Am I ready to meet and overcome my¬ 
self? 
Can I do unpleasant tasks pleasantly? 
Just pleasantly, no scowling? 
Can I take strong criticism graciously? 
Do I know the meaning of constancy? 
Can and will I listen to the instructor of 
my choosing instead of to what other 
people say? 
Am I willing to set aside my likes and 
dislikes, my feelings and excuses, that I 
may learn the real spirit of music? 
Do I know how to appreciate a faithful 
instructor ’when he does not do my way ? 
Do I need a strong, energetic teacher 
to direct my efforts, to lead my ways of 
thinking, to guide my practice; or am I 
satisfied to amuse myself with an art many 
times larger than I? 
Do vou know that there are lessons for 
the ear, as well as for the eye, which must 
be taught to read, and for the hands 
which must be taught to write, and play 
upon musical instruments? 
These lessons are to teach the ear to 
Now one can hear you laughing and 
saying that is one thing you do not need, 
that you can listen without being taught. 
Well, let us see. 
Here is a very simple little melody. 
Of course, by just looking at it you 
can read the notes well enough for your 
hands to play them at once. 
But suppose you had never seen the 
notes and somebody else played them, could 
you tell me what kind of notes they are, 
in what time the little piece is written, 
'how far apart the notes are, and whether 
they go up or down? 
When you can do this, then you will 
have learned to listen; but in the mean¬ 
while, suppose we make a game of this 
and play it just as we play anagrams to 
learn how to spell, and authors to teach 
us the names of writers and their books. 
When there are a number of you chil¬ 
dren together, choose a leader and have 
that one sit down to the piano. The others 
must sit with their backs to it, so they 
cannot possibly see what the leader is 
doing. 
Then strike one note. Strike it again 
an octave higher; then an octave lower; 
and see who can tell what the difference 
in pitch should be named. 
After this strike two notes together and 
see who can tell how many are sounding. 
Then strike C, follow it with E, and see 
if they can tell how far apart they are. 
The more you learn of music, the more 
interesting this game will become. I would 
suggest that you take your lesson each 
week, make a game of it with your 
friends, and all see if you can hear the 
musical sounds that are played, as well 
as you can see the signs which stand for 
them on the printed page. 
Professional Etiquette 
“Before all things this is an age of ex¬ 
periment, of preoccupation with technical 
resources; and synthetic products of the 
laboratory are as common in music as 
they are in commerce." 
—H. Sydney M. Lewis. 
That music has reached high recognition 
in the professional world is evidenced by 
the fact that it now is on the curricula of 
many of our large universities and that its 
theory and practice is taught even in the 
grammar and high schools throughout the 
country. To maintain this standard will 
require a careful study of common prac¬ 
tices and the observance of clean profes¬ 
sional ethics, by those within the teaching 
In the profession of medicine the doctor 
refuses to accept the patient who has been 
under the treatment of another physician, 
till the first has had an honorable dis¬ 
charge, except as it be for consultation. 
But how about the music teaching profes¬ 
sion ? In general, the student changing 
teachers is not only warmly welcomed but 
also is regaled with the idea that all his 
former instruction has been along lines 
quite unsuited to his needs. 
As an example of the ethics in practice, 
a young man had been studying with 
prominent teacher for ten years, till 
became a fine exponent of his metho 
After maintaining for some time a stu. 
of his own, he sent one of his best pu; 
to his former teacher, for advanced wo 
This pupil met with nothing but lively c( 
demnation of his former instruction 
he mentioned the name of his fo’rn 
teacher. The older man had thrown 1 
boomerang and was left helpless- 
course, as he deserved, losing a desiral 
pupil, as well as others who would b 
followed. 
With the more enlightened conditic 
developing from the wider-spread musii 
culture of our days, the far-sighl 
teacher will drop all practices calculal 
to deter the advancement of fellow-pr 
fessionals and will devote his time to for 
fying his artistic and business methods 
uprightness and high ideals in all his de; 
ings with both pupils and the public. 
TEE ETUDE 
One Key at a Time 
By Charles Knetzger 
Some pupils, after several years’ les¬ 
sons (I do not say music study), are 
still unable to tell key signatures. The 
The fault may be due to an unsystematic 
arrangement of instruction books which 
take up the keys in an irregular order, 
one key here and another on the next page 
remotely related, a jumble of flats and 
sharps. 
One key ought to be thoroughly under¬ 
stood before another is taken up. They 
should be introduced in the order of rela¬ 
tionship, major and relative minor through 
the circle of fifths, including the study of 
scales, the tonic sub-dominant, and domi¬ 
nant triads, and the corresponding arpeg¬ 
gios. 
After the pupil has a thorough grasp of 
scales, chords and arpeggios, he should 
arrange his practice so as to devote one 
week to a major scale, the next to its rela¬ 
tive minor, and so on until he has the twelve 
major and minor scales at his fingers’ ends, 
Such a drill will give the pupil a thorough 
knowledge of key signatures and a control 
over the keyboard that cannot be acquired 
in any other way. 
Indoor Relay Race in Scales 
By La Von Edsell Kirby 
A race of any kind always appeals to 
children, and to arouse scale enthusiasm an 
indoor relay race is a happy plan for the 
teacher as well as for the pupil. 
Have nine pupils, who have a knowledge 
of the major scales, to enter the race. Di¬ 
vide these pupils into three groups, with 
three in each group. 
The children form in three lines, the 
same distance from the blackboard. The 
teacher has already prepared three slips of 
paper, upon which she has written the key¬ 
notes of three scales. She gives one slip 
to the first child in each group; this child 
does not look at the name of the scales he 
is to spell until he walks to his place at the 
blackboard. 
Now the race has really started. Each 
of the three pupils at the board wi ites the 
first scale which is named on lii- dip of 
paper and returns rapidly to hi- roup. 
He gives the slip to the second child in his 
group, who goes to the board and writes 
the second scale. Then the third child is 
given the slip of paper and he writes the 
third and last scale for his group. 
The group which first completes the 
writing of the three scales is the winner 
of the relay. Those of the class who are 
not eligible to enter the race may be root¬ 
ers for their chosen group. 
Sometimes the scales may be spelled on 
a staff, the pupil placing the correct signa¬ 
ture, and then again, merely writing the 
letter names of the scales in order and 
placing the desired sharps or flats before 
the letters. 
Unused Faculties 
By Hope Stoddard 
have brains, eyes, fingers, vocal 
,t°r S’ what n°t; but the question is, are 
. pu t0 use^ William James estimated 
hram"1311 U5es onIy a sma11 fraction of his 
effort capac\ty- ^ takes determination and 
the will° rTg^°n<;’S. SeH in subiectio11 t0 
of no The !dea 1S t0° often a Nirvana 
inertia W°rk’ p enty of food and constant 
comemnS’OUgh * be far fro™ Peasant in 
thoughts even^h makC -‘he hands’ the 
the hoWt • . ,magmation slaves to 
THE ETUDE SELF-HELP, as a name, is self-explan¬ 
atory. Its practical application, espe¬ 
cially in reference to the music student, 
is the phase of it that we shall consider. 
Except for the brief time spent each week 
with the instructor, the student is his own 
teacher. Hence it is evident that for the 
much greater part of his time the student 
is thrown upon his own resources. What 
are these resources? Briefly, they are 
native intelligence, acquired knowledge, and 
perseverance. 
Native or inborn intelligence is a very 
much over-rated faculty. Experience has 
shown that the person who learns quickly 
and easily frequently fails to measure up, 
in the long run, with his slower but more 
persevering comrades. This is in accord 
with the “easy come, easy go” principle well 
known to all. Therefore, speed in acquir¬ 
ing knowledge or skill is no evidence of 
ultimate success. 
There is only one characteristic upon 
which reliable hopes of future success may 
be placed and that is the largely self- 
acquired one of accuracy. To many people 
associated with the arts this may seem too 
mechanical a term. But can it be gain¬ 
said that1 the essence of art is accuracy in 
projecting emotional and sometimes intel¬ 
lectual phases of life? It seems safe to 
say that the degree of success attained by 
a work of art is in direct proportion to the 
accuracy with which its projections impinge 
upon the senses of the observer or listener. 
The Student and Accuracy FORTUNATELY for the student, ac¬ 
curacy, as I mentioned before, is 
largely self-developed. Temperament, col- 
or, nuance and similar artistic devices may 
be copied or imitated; not so accuracy. 
The habit or practice of it may be copied 
from others; but the thing itself must come 
from one’s own volition. So that the first 
item for consideration in the development 
of self-help is the degree to which ac¬ 
curacy functions when the pupil is cut off 
from the espionage of his teacher. 
It is a commonplace among teachers that 
ninety per cent, of the errors exhibited at 
lessons by pupils could (and should) have 
been removed by the pupil during practice. 
For instance, mistakes in fingering, where 
the fingering is marked in the music, are 
unpardonable and the time devoted to cor¬ 
recting them during the lesson is, from an 
economic viewpoint, absolutely wasted. 
The same applies to errors in time and 
notes. Notes, fingering and time are purely 
mechanical. They require the expenditure 
of neither ingenuity nor imagination. Yet 
they are bedrocks upon which artistic 
reproduction of music rests. 
The pupil who sets himself to _ learn 
daily a very limited amount of music, but 
to learn it with absolute accuracy has 
acquired the first general principles of self- 
help. The amount of music learned is of 
no consequence; energy and intelligence 
must be concentrated upon the accuracy 
with which it is learned. 
The Minute Waltz 
BY WAY of example, let us take the 
Chopin Waltz Op. 64, No. 1, (“Minute 
Waltz”). We will assume this to be the 
pupil’s new assignment. I set myself in 
the pupil’s place. I glance over the first 
page. At the end of the twentieth measure 
I see a double bar, evidently the end of 
the first section of the piece. I decide then 
and there that it is upon those first twenty 
measures that I will turn my energy. 
A glance at the key signature, five flats; 
key of D flat, a comfortable scale under 
the hands; that is satisfying and pleasant 
to think of. A look at the time signature; 
three-quarter time, waltz time; also pleas¬ 
ant to think of. I glance along the left 
hand stave; four measures rest; good news 
there. Beginning with the fifth measure, 
I note a pec’uliar circumstance; the second 
and third counts of measures five, six, 
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more times through, still very slowly, and 
I am ready to step out with it a bit. In 
less than a half hour’s practice I have the 
first twenty measures of a musical master¬ 
piece pretty well in hand. That is self- 
help in practical application, evidently 
nothing more or less than slow, painstaking 
accuracy. 
Economy and Study NOW, for a glance at the economic 
side, let us suppose that a pupil, 
instead of taking this Chopin waltz thus 
accurately learned to his teacher, takes it 
to him in such shape as to require fifteen 
minutes for corrections. If he is paying 
the teacher at the rate of three dollars for 
a half-hour lesson, the pupil has thrown 
away one dollar and a half cold cash; or, 
should the teacher’s rate be higher or 
lower, a proportionate amount. Nor does 
this take into consideration: (1) the loss 
of time which the pupil wasted while 
supposedly practicing; (2) the loss of the 
time which the pupil will have to devote 
to practicing the same piece before the 
next lesson; (3) progress lost during the 
wasted time; (4) the loss of advance 
knowledge which the teacher would have 
imparted to him during that part of the 
lesson that had to be used for correcting 
mistakes; (5) the loss to the pupil of that 
very valuable feeling of confidence that an 
accurate learning would have instilled and 
which would have acted as a kind of 
inspiration for future work; and (6) the 
lamentable loss of interest on the part of 
the teacher toward the slip-shod work of 
the pupil. Of these, the last is probably 
the most costly. 
Specific Advantages 
Self-Help in Music Study— 
What It Is—What It Does 
,nn r/nrrMTV musical literature, the concert hall, musical 
By RICHARD KUUJY1L studios, art galleries, movies, theatres, 
, ... r dradio and the phonograph should be seized 
Mr. Kountz is a well-known musician and critic of Pittsburgh, rennsyt and studied with the same slow 
vania. His “Sleepy Hollow Tune" and other compositions have been excep- accuracy_ jn this way, and in this way 
tionally successful. His article upon “Self-Help in Music Study” is both on]y> is progress made. When all is said 
inspirinq and practical. It will help both the student and the amateur. and done, the teacher can only guide. 
„__ The pupil himself must search, discover 
seven and eight are exactly alike; more eleven and twelve which, with so ry ^ tbe fruits of his own industry 
good news. Furthermore the whole of little changes, are the same as measures ^ ^ 
the left hand part of measures five and seventeen, eighteen, nineteen and twenty. Continuing this consideration of the 
- as Well as of six and eight are Within ten minutes of actual Practice l al phase of self-help, it may be well, 
have learned the left hand part of my 8 » the maxim that exactly the same; still more good news. have learned the lett nanci pa x , y at this point, to lay down the axi  that 
Seated at the piano, I lay my left hand alloted twenty measures; fair progress w£U ninety-five per cent, of what we 
upon the chord that occupies the second learn ;s iearned by imitation. The amount 
count of measure five, A-flat, D-flat and The Right Hand 0f absolutely new knowledge brought to 
F; thumb on F, second finger on D-flat y NCW turn my attention to the right ught by even the outstanding intellects of 
and fifth finger on A-flat; feels comfort- 1 . - • -• • ” 
able. I try the third finger o 
note; feels still more comfortable. I 
glance back at the first count of the meas¬ 
ure occupied by D-flat. Obviously the 
fifth finger will go there. 
I O t r tt ti t _ - . _ 
hand part and find, playing through the the world is comparatively negligible. The 
the middle grst four measures very slowly, that they overwhelming majority of their efforts a" 
lie very comfortably under the hand with- devoted to reorganizing such knowledge as 
out a single change of position. I continue js already well known. Its apparent new- 
on to the end of measure seven where I ness in the form in which it comes from 
come upon a steep ascent straight up the them is due only to the novelty of its 
staff. Obviously it is the D-flat major scale, application or to the peculiar forms in 
Saving Motion I go back to the beginning of measure seven which the knowledge has been organized. 
T TRY out the first three counts of the and play it and measure eight over a few The fundamental need is for them to 
1 measure and then I note that I can times, still slowly, to get the “feel” of this acquire as much knowledge as possible and, 
save myself considerable motion by spread- change of figure. Having gotten this to later, to experiment unceasingly and untir¬ 
ing the fingering a bit, that is, by using my temporary satisfaction, I continue on jngly in finding for it a new application of 
the fifth finger on the first D-flat and, through the next two measures. it or a new form in which its component 
reading upward the fourth, second and Measure ten, offers (with its mordanted parts may be organized. Thus it is evident 
first fingers on the chord. I try it over a E-flat) the first real nut to crack. No less that the need of the music student is for 
few times • very good. I move on to the than twenty-five playings (at first very constant and careful study with the object 
next measure and find only one new fea- slowly) of this measure with its tricky Qf acquiring a foundation of both general 
ture the first note; fifth finger again and fingering will satisfy. The same applies and technical knowledge and later of re- 
the ’same fingers for the chord. I play to similar measures twelve, eighteen and organizing it to meet the demands of his 
these two measures over, one after the twenty. Wearying a little of this right individual needs or to mold into concrete 
other some fifteen or twenty times as a hand business by this time, I refresh my- form the abstract images created in his 
continuous exercise. self by going through the left hand part imagination. ’ 
Relaxing a bit, by changing the mental from measure four to measure twenty-one; 
focus, I glance over the left hand part of then back to the right hand part, beginning Dissipating Popular Superstitions 
the first twenty measures and find that I with the tricky measure number ten, then T WILL probably be just as well here 
have already learned the left hand part of the other tricky measures, twelve, eig een J t0 dissipate two popular superstitions, 
measures five, six, seven, eight, thirteen, and twenty; then back to the beginning ^ first q{ these -s the bei;ef that a man 
fourteen, fifteen and sixteen, or a full half and through the whole right hand par . wbo ;s an outstanding figure in his own 
of the left hand part of the first twenty A farewell glance through the left hand ^ q{ WQrk .g enerali a booby in prac- 
measures; more good news. I continue in part and then very slowly both hands to- 
the same style with measures nine, ten, gether from the beginning; two or three (Continued on Paged 
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Opportunities for Teaching Music in the Public Schools 
By George L. Lindsay 
THERE IS NO field of public service 
that is more interesting and satis¬ 
fying than that offered by the 
teaching of' music in the public schools. 
The professionally trained musician often¬ 
times proves to be the most resourceful 
type of teacher, and his services are in 
great demand. The professional musician 
with suitable academic qualifications will 
find in this field a real opportunity to de¬ 
velop in the coming generation a love for 
vocal and instrumental music not alone 
through the medium of that wonderful in¬ 
strument—the human voice—but in addi¬ 
tion through the medium of class lessons 
in the study of various instruments. A 
definite time has been set aside also for 
lessons in music appreciation, in order to 
develop a love for music as an art given to 
man for pure enjoyment. 
It is our purpose to tell how to qualify 
for public school music positions and also 
to point out the fact that there is a real 
opportunity in this field for those who 
wish to enter this great profession. Pub¬ 
lic school music has long been recognized 
as one of the important subjects in the 
regular public school program. The mod¬ 
ern educator recognizes the fact that the 
teaching of music requires the services 
of a capable music teacher and also that 
the average grade teacher is already 
carrying a big enough assignment when 
she teaches all of the so called “three 
Rs” in elementary education. 
The Platoon School 
AN.Y progressive communities have 
formers; as the former have an asset 
technically which admits them .to the 
higher circles of artistic and cultural life. 
Even though one cannot express deep and 
beautiful thoughts verbally, he can com¬ 
mand attention because of instrumental 
skill. 
The ideal public school music teacher 
should have a cultural background. He 
should have an inherent love for the 
beautiful in all things and also possess 
factual and artistic knowledge in order 
to see clearly with broad vision. One’s 
social instincts should be well developed. 
Active participation in music and civic, 
clubs affords opportunities for individuals 
to grow in self-expression. It has been 
said that the greatest study of - man is 
man. Might we not add that the. greatest 
study of man is that, of investigating and 
discovering the hidden capabilities of one’s 
own self. Confidence in one’s ability is 
developed by participation in dramatics, 
chorus and solo singing; and there is 
nothing more helpful than the practice of 
leading community singing for breaking 
up a bad “inferiority complex.” The 
artistic musician will find by “taking stock” 
that he already has most of these qualifi¬ 
cations. He should seek opportunities to 
round-out his general cultural equipment. 
Preparation 
THERE IS no sharp line of differea“ 
in the preparation of the public 
school music teacher and the professions 
“general practitioner” in music, that is, 
the musician who can play and teach piano, 
and also direct orchestras and choruses, 
and sing and teach voice. The public 
school music teacher should have adequate 
training in school music methods. There 
are normal courses in methods given by 
various state approved institutions and 
minimum standards of required prepara¬ 
tion have been established for supervisors 
of music in elementary schools, junior high 
schools, senior high ■ schools and for 
teachers of instrumental classes in ele¬ 
mentary and higher schools. 
The preparation of the supervisor is 
concerned largely with methods in all 
fields of school music teaching, whereas 
the preparation of the school music teacher 
is more specialized, in that the school 
music teacher must present intensive music 
courses and handle pupils directly. The 
supervisor follows up the music work of 
the regular grade teachers who teach music 
in the daily school program, supervises 
the work of the special music teachers 
and is responsible for planning and carry¬ 
ing out a broad scheme of music educa- 
M I introduced the platoon school idea. 
The platoon school is the type of elemen¬ 
tary school in which certain special sub¬ 
jects such as music, physical training, 
shop, domestic arts and other special 
subjects are taught by special teachers in 
rooms adequately equipped for the partic¬ 
ular subjects presented. The wide-spread 
adoption of the platoon school idea has 
created a demand for teachers of music 
who are professionally trained for this 
work. While it is quite possible and prac¬ 
tical to use the services of regular element¬ 
ary teachers who can qualify to teach 
music in the earlier grades, there comes 
a time, however, that is, in the fourth and 
later years of school, when the progress 
of the children demands the use of special¬ 
ists who are capable of leading the pupils 
into broader fields of musical experience. 
Qualifications Wanted THE EDUCATOR is looking for the 
music teacher who can sing and sight- 
read acceptably and play the piano capably 
whenever called upon to do so, either as a 
soloist or an accompanist. One must love 
to sing to become a singer. It is not the 
breadth of tone but the breadth of vision 
and imagination which makes' the pleasing 
singer. Vocal study and the study of public 
speaking or expression brings out person¬ 
ality and this surely is the key-note of suc¬ 
cess. The development of capable piano 
playing calls for intensive application and 
thoughtful practice for many years. 
Those who have superior ability on the 
piano or organ, have a great advantage 
over those who are only mediocre per- 
GEORGE LeROY LINDSAY 
George LcRoy Lindsay ivas born in Ashbourne, Montgomery County PennsvL 
vama, January 23 1888, and received nwst of his education in Philadelphia. ’ He holds 
the degree of Bachelor of Music and Bachelor of Arts, and has been an instructor in 
public school music methods at the American Institute of Normal Methods in Chirm,n 
and Boston, and also at Temple, University, Philadelphia. ® 
PI? Mr- Linds°y teas elected an assistant to the Director of Music of the 
Philadelphia Public Schools. He organised and trained the remarkable chorus of 5(tt) 
children who sang the difficult four-part music of “The Children’s Crusade” by Piernr 
m conjunction with the Philadelphia Orchestra and the Philadelphia Choral Society’ 
Under the direct supervision of Mr. Lindsay, the development of music in the senior and 
junior high schools has placed Philadelphia in the front ranks of the large cities offer 
ing worth-ivhile opportunities in all kinds of music study. u 
In June, 1925, Mr. Lindsay was elected Director 'of Music of the Philadelphia 
r" ” " ’ H nf tile elementary 
tion fitted to the needs of a given com¬ 
munity. The music teacher must be 
trained in general pedagogy and have 
intensive training in the particular field 
in music which he selects to teach. The 
requirements for music teaching in many 
places are surprisingly low. This light 
requirement is often over-balanced by 
heavy academic requirements. This has 
had a tendency to favor the trained school 
teacher who is musical, and ha-, been the 
cause of much inadequate music teaching. 
There are places where professional mus¬ 
ical training is required; arid here the 
professional finds his opportunity. 
The “Professional’s” Chance 
THE PROFESSIONAL musician will 
be found most useful in teaching 
music in the junior high school, senior 
high school, and in the special field of 
teaching piano, violin or other instruments. 
If professional training is accepted by the 
school authorities in lieu of normal train¬ 
ing, then one can secure preparation for 
music teaching by taking a few specific 
courses in school music methods and soon 
enter the school music teaching fit-id. 
The high school graduate who wishes 
to teach school music may enter a normal 
course for two, three or four years’ train¬ 
ing. The student who has had two years 
of intensive public school music training 
may begin as teacher in the elementary 
schools. It is wise to secure a degree of 
Bachelor of Public School Music, oi 
Bachelor of Education in Music, or a 
similar degree; and with four years of 
preparation, the graduate is eligible either 
to teach or supervise. The person who 
holds a degree has a commanding position 
in the eyes of the school world, and is 
thereby considered the equal of the teacher 
of any other subject. 
Music in the Elementary Schools 
r I 'HE TEACHING of music in the 
elementary grades is extremely in¬ 
teresting. A great variety of the factors 
necessary for the child’s musical educa¬ 
tion are covered. Let me list some of 
these. Songs are presented by rote or 
imitation, for the joy of singing and for 
establishing a background of musical expe¬ 
rience. Music reading is developed. The 
study of the three “Ts”—tone, time and 
theory—is presented. Individual singing 
r.nd the correction of the so-called “Mono¬ 
tone” or defective singer receive attention. 
Ear training is not overlooked. As¬ 
sembly singing gets its share of attention. 
Glee clubs and small orchestras are de¬ 
veloped. The modern elementary school 
covers the first six years of education. 
Junior High School 
I'HE JUNIOR HIGH school consist 
of the pupils in the early adolescen 
years, that is, in grades seven, eight am 
nine. The music teacher finds that th 
interest in drill work in general musi 
education has diminished, and that a nev 
tu , "1 mus'c must be exploited, namely 
at of massed part singing for mixei 
musical direction, one of the leading, Philadelphia churches gained the''distinction1"1! tv*8- 8S1-W^ as *or unchanged voice? 
having the largest regular attendance in the world, at a mid-week service. 1 n'S Is beginning of the desire fo 
(Continued on page M7) 
Public Schools. In September, 1925, the 
schools was revised and on February 1 
placed in operation. 
Mr. Lindsay is a pianist, organist and composer of standing. Under his Personal 
usical irecti , one nf the leadincr. ila el ia churches named t . j. 
1 °  S,tud,y in mUSY i- —
1 standard course m school music i 
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Class Lesson 
vise me what to teach in class 
lessons on the rtootto^ginners.^Is there 
wnrk"1UHowPman?shonW there be in each 
'to make it profitable to each one . 
Personally, I have never found class les¬ 
sons in piano playing very satisfactory as 
substitutes for individual training Per- 
haps their most valuable use is in the culti¬ 
vation of sight-reading, to which purpose 
quartet playing (four performers on two 
pianos) especially tends. Some schools 
are offering class instruction to groups of 
as many as ten pupils each, who are taught 
to read music with considerable facility. 
For a study of such work as carried on in 
the Minneapolis schools, for instance, I 
may refer you to T. P. Giddings book on 
Piano Class Methods. . 
If one wishes to accomplish genuinely 
individual and thorough work, however 
the number in a class, to my mind is best 
confined to two or three pupils of the same 
grade, who take turns at the keyboard, 
while the teacher explains points that ap- 
nlv to all of them alike. Ordinary instruc¬ 
tion books may then be used, in which 
identical assignments are given to each of 
j the pupils. . . 
As in all piano instruction, there is an 
advantage in having two pianos available, 
although these are not necessary for so 
small a class. 
The above remarks do not apply to kin¬ 
dergarten work, which may be given to 
groups of as many as ten or twelve pupils. 
There arc a number of good books on this 
subject, of which I may especially men¬ 
tion Musical Kindergarten Method, by 
Daniel Batchellor and Charles W. Lan- 
Extra Stems. The Una Corda Pedal 
Extemporization 
T l tn mv reouest for data on this gins unbelievably easy—has been progress- 
In reply to my request . ; Keyboard harmony furnishes the fin- 
subject, I have received ^ J fo do the work, and composi- 
terest ng letter from Mrs Ann H ™n g^ ^ ^ form. They go 
Hamilton, Field Worker m the JI ^ ^ jn hand When the preliminary 
partment of the Mi?sou studies are completed, the various posi- 
Music Clubs. She says. , ; tions of the chords are used, and the illus- 
“As I alwa^ been interested Beethoven and other masters 
this department of music study, 1.cannot . ^ studems tQ some realiy good 
refrain from accepting your mvi Work • for still after every illustration 
«*£• "T ’«"« original work ,h. Aboard ™d- 
-— 
tetrachords, rente tonic chord, in, five*- work ,e»,at 
'".L nilTr “hT. alphabet or ,h, nrn.tipiic.ion table w,U. 
PROF. CLARENCE G. HAMILTON 
The Pupil’s Interest 
means 
find th 
dents, 
adept : 
ecome Quite monotonous, capcLian.i 
alder pupil. Can you suggest some 
of keeping a inter- 
i the subjec 
in me nicuiiici lwo.1. -- 1 
fingers act. So far there has been- 
portunity for originality; but now come il¬ 
lustrations that show how the chords are 
used in actual composition. The first il- 
. lustration uses only the tonic chord, in 
period form. As soon as this has been 
played in every key, the pupil makes up a 
similar period. The next illustration uses 
1-V-l; the next 1-1V-1, and so forth, and 
after each illustration the pupil extempo¬ 
rizes one with those particular chords. 
“While this has been going on, work in 
composition for beginners—which also be¬ 
lt is obvious that with such a foundation 
the embryo musician can advance as far 
as his talent and application will urge.” 
Mrs. Hamilton also encloses a copy of 
the Federation booklet which outlines the 
contests for juniors and prescribes lists of 
materials for work on various instruments 
and in general musicianship. The latter 
field includes tests for the ear, in harmony, 
invention, sight-reading and transposition. 
She adds, “We hope to be able to add Ex¬ 
temporization before long.” 
Hand 
how to make n pupil 
his hmuU upJ^I tell 
ud tip th( 
hold* the outsid 
they * wer eV old tag a ball, ana u m«- 
towards the thumb, instead of letting it 
enonKh'to'do1 this^but the others (' 
gard what I say. Perhaps yon can t 
S. M. LbG. 
Position 
directly over the little fingers. With the 
second note of each pair, however, both 
hands should rotate decidedly inward, till 
they stand on the thumbs, as it were, with 
the fifth fingers now in the air above the 
thumbs, and the back of the hands to¬ 
gether. Hold this position for several sec¬ 
ond's before proceeding to the next pair. 
(1) Such extra stems are occasionally 
inserted to show that the notes w ic 
they stress have especial significance. Gen¬ 
erally suclt notes form in themselves an 
important melodic progression. Often 
staccato marks or accents are also added. 
More or less stress should be given these 
notes, according to their value m relation 
to the general structure. 
(3) Una corda means to depress, and 
tre corde to release the soft pedal. When 
this pedal is pressed down in the grand 
piano, the entire action moves slightly to 
the right, so that each hammer strikes 
theoretically on one string (una corda) 
instead of the customary three strings (in 
corde). Actually, when the soft pedal 
If one lays the hands carelessly in the 
lap, the natural position is with the little 
finger down and the thumb above it. Hence 
to secure a properly balanced position on 
the keyboard, one must hold the hand ro¬ 
tated about half way over toward the 
thumb. 
As a means toward this end, let the pu¬ 
pil practice the following exercise each 
day. In playing the first note of each 
pair, let the hands rotate outward, the 
right hand to the right and the left hand 
to the left, until the thumbs are in the air, 
Of course, the proper position for gen¬ 
eral use is about half-way between these 
two extremes. Note that it will help to 
attain this position if the pupil be taught 
to keep her wrists somewhat above the 
level of the hand. 
To be effective, music study must be 
backed up by enthusiasm, and one of the 
most important functions of the teacher 
is to devise means for arousing and retain¬ 
ing such an attitude. 
Of many devices for this purpose, I 
mention two—the one general and the 
other specific. The. first consists in pupils 
recitals, group meetings, or any other kind 
of team work that will induce a whole- 
some emulation and interchange of ideas. 
The second device consists m appeals 
to the imagination. Give the pupil music 
which lends itself readily to this end, such 
as MacDowell’s little genre pieces, Men¬ 
delssohn’s “Fantasie,” Op. 16, No. 2; 
The Trumpet Vine, Grieg’s Lyric Pieces, 
and the like. Let the pupil fabricate stories 
about these pieces, and then proceed to ex 
pi ess their details in his playing, in such 
a way as to present to the hearer the pic¬ 
ture which is in his mind. 
Finally, keep up your own personal en¬ 
thusiasm for the work, which must have 
its due reaction upon the pupil. Be up-to- 
date in new music, new ideas about teach¬ 
ing, new perspectives over the whole field 
~ of musical endeavor. Never rest satisfied 
in the thought that you have solved all 
your problems, that your system of technic 
and interpretation is the last word; for 
one of the greatest joys in the musical 
profession is that it is a living issue, and 
that there are always new depths to sound, 
that there is a perpetual freshness in its 
daily expanded beauties. 
A Left-Handed Pupil 
idod pupil who persists 
left w 
d playii 
ie right. 
MacDowell’s Shadow Dance, Op. 39, No. 8 
.misses- permit a freer use of the damper pedal 
Shadow Would otherwise be the case. Hence, 
........  ms vuc iuiv ■»*■» depress the damper pedal in measure 25, 
• bass that must be sustained? _ .' , • i t-. — 
differentiate Between 1 
the keyboard (above ..... 
C). Her reading at lesson 
possible, due to this comph 
ith the left, and tl 
t first she could m 
the up and do’ Middle 
is aimot im- 
Will you please give me so! 
tions as to how MacDowell - ... 
Tiance should be rendered? Shout 
peZl be held down during the h 
in the h stain^, p. Q 
mbs .u. v, u. and afterward quickly raise and lower it 
Measures 25-44, iu whte suited 
SSLS' .TLeTa pSdjS d<S 38, 41, and .** nre.sure, a. Or 
continuously. This extreme lightness will as measure 45. 
I measure my words when I say that rived from the 
not the most profitable transaction of my my early y^ ^ triZerf,* 
In assigning a new lesson, have the pupil 
practice it solely with the hands separately, 
so that the two parts cannot become mixed 
in her mind. At the following lesson, let 
her play the left-hand part while you play 
that for the right hand, and then reverse 
the process. If she can do this well, she 
may be permitted to put the hands to¬ 
gether during the ensuing week—other¬ 
wise they must be kept separate for a 
while longer. For the present, whenever 
she reads over new material, let her do it 
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NOT GUILTY, BUT DON’T DO 
IT AGAIN 
Piccini cut such a poor figure in the 
famous “Gluck-Piccini Opera Fight” in 
Paris in the days of Marie Antoinette, 
that we are apt to lose sight of the fact 
that he was an excellent musician even 
if inferior to Gluck. In ‘‘Great Italian 
and French Composers”, George T. Ferris 
tells us something’ of his childhood in 
Naples. 
As a boy- he was admitted to the Con¬ 
servatory, and growing impatient of his 
studies, attempted to -compose a mass. 
The great Leo, chief of the conservatory, 
‘‘sent for the trembling culprit,” says 
• Ferris. 
“‘You have written a mass?’ he com¬ 
menced. 
“‘Excuse me, sir, I could not help it,’ 
said the timid boy. 
“ ‘Let me see it.’ 
“Niccolo brought him the score and 
all the orchestral parts, and Leo im¬ 
mediately went to the concert-room, 
assembled the orchestra, and gave them 
The Musical Scrap Book 
Anything and Everything, as Long as it is Instructive 
and Interesting 
Conducted by A. S. GARBETT 
MOZART’S “SHIVER MUSIC” 
A brief but interesting analysis of It is the rarest event t< 
THE ETUDE 
TSCHAIKOIVSKY’S “FOURTH 
SYMPHONY” 
Tschaikowsky wrote his Fourth Sym 
phony while recovering from the effect 
of his diastrous marriage. He dedicate 
it to Nadejda von Meek, the strange and 
generous woman who endowed him iwith 
an income of $3000 a year without having 
met him personally, her wish being that 
he be free from financial difficulties so 
that he could compose in peace. 
Mine. Von Meek was the widow of a 
Russian engineer to whom she was faith¬ 
ful during a long period of poverty from 
which he rose to fame and fortune. After 
her husband’s death she went to live in 
Moscow where she heard some of Tschai¬ 
kowsky’s music and recognized his great 
, iiu ui .. . , , 
the parts. The boy was ordered to take we. baIanced 
his place in front and conduct the per- great 
__ „ _ find a light i _^ 
Mozart’s peculiar genius appears in “Vari- prano who can sing this at all ; it is 
ations on the Theme of Music,” by W. certain that we shall never have it sung jjow much Tschaikowsky appreciated' 
J- Turner,'a book of musical essays chiefly so as to do full justice to its startlingly ^ js sh0Wn in his letters to her while 
of interest to English readers. Mr. Turner cold-blooded ferocity. Yet the aria has tbg Symphony was in progress. From 
finds Mozart’s genius many-sided, and the smooth, glassy surface of a mere bit yenjce ke wrote: So one of my or- 
say about of coloratura virtuosity;, but it is the cilestra] pieces has cost me so much labor 
surface of ice beneath which is the no have j work(:ll with , 
r.a.1_1 Li 1 Th.e „,V.JcfAr am- , , . °UUI 
love and devotion. At first I was 1 
among other things has this t 
astonishing that a mind 
as Mozart’s should show 
m i-vi- of hutnor- In this he sm- i-w -t™-- ,— ;—.-,. to an end, ana tnen i grew more and more 
through with passes a11 other composers, and since the power of striking the imagination which q{ the task aiK, now , , nUQt , 
sense of humor is essentially intellectual, he shows in the music which announces . 1 
it is natural that Mozart, the most intel- and accompanies the entrance of the A a j ;n . 
lectual of composers, should be the great- statue at the dinner-party in the last act ^ . £ m^h* j , , , e" 
est master of comic opera. But what is of ‘Don Giovanni.’ This is the most y . , . . ' -about 
altogether unexpected is his power to make famous of Mozart’s dramatic touches, and ftVsver"have*1 been linn ■'*^ ,'°t’ 
fathomless black water. This sinister am¬ 
biguity of much of Mozart’s music is a by the wish to bring ^ s 
. - .. . ^uah:y 1ulte apart fr°m.the more fam‘ha" , d h I  £ ormance which he - < « • . nSSfiM all ntllo** /'Ameinnavn n—Zt.. nAnrA« nf IritlA- tllO Itm mnotinn whirn . 
great agitation. 
“ ‘I pardon you this time,’ said the grave 
maestro at the end; ‘but, if you do such a 
thing again, I will punish you in such 
a manner that you will remember it as 
long as you live. Instead of studying the 
principles of your art, you give your¬ 
self up to all the wildness of your imagina¬ 
tion; and, when you have tutored your Queen of Night 
ill-regulated ideas into something like 
shape, you produce what you call a mass, 
and no doubt think you have produced a 
master piece.’ Just as Tschaikowsky was able to give Through this sudden change in his father’s w.eI1’ but ,*“*•,*® you 1,1 
“When the boy burst into tears at this hls t,me to composing symphonies the position Glinka found himself relieved of glve ”J>’self wholly to my work and I be- 
rebuke, Leo clasped him in his arms, told world of music could ill spare because any necessity of following a remunerative "eve that I have written music which can- 
him he had a great talent and after that Mme- von Meck endowed him with an calling, and threw himself into what has not fal1 lnto oblmcm- y et n possible 
took him under his special instruction.” income, so Glinka, the founder of modern been described as a life of ‘frenzied dilet- that 1 am wronK: " >s the peculiar habit 
After such teaching it is no wonder Russian music, was able to write “A Life tantism.’ of a11 artists to wax enthusiastic over the 
Piccini grew up-into a timidly conservative for tbe Czar” thanks to a sudden acces- “He joined his friends in a series of y°unSest of their production: 
s flesh creep. 
“Nothing has ec 
truly diabolical v 
there is not a more thrilling moment than 
r been written of such this in the whole of Wagner's ‘Ring,’ or 
ve as the aria for the indeed in any opera that has ever been 
a ‘The Magic Flute.’ written.” 
GLINKA’S GOOD FORTUNE 
'When I was in Moscow and thought 
that my end was about to >-I wrote 
on the first draft, ‘If 1 should die, please 
send this to N. F. Von Meek.' 1 wished 
the manuscript of my last composition to 
your possession. Now 1 am not only 
musician quite unable to match the bold, sion of fortune which made him 
untrammelled genius of Gluck. ’ °f independent means. 
__ “In the spring of 1827,” Montagu- 
In the nrtc r , , Nathan tells us in his life of Glinka, “a 
largest rewards are thn u T highIy placed acquaintance, aware of a 
them UaTnnd who deserve desire on the part of Glinka’s father to 
Alfred Kalisch ^ *” m°S‘ 0udly'~ improve his financial resources by means 
of speculation, advanced a considerable of tbe Household Cavalry; on the prow 
musical revels of which he gives the full¬ 
est particulars in his ‘Memoirs.’” 
,, Montagu-Nathan describes one of these «Our best musicians too of: use for- 
revels. Glinka and his friends “em- eign languages, whereas our -t mush 
barked in boats decorated with Venetian can just as zvcll be set to the be si English.” 
lamps. On one they carried the trumpeters —Eleanor Everest Freer. 
n of money—apparently on the security of another i small piano at which 
s conductor.” Glinka’s BACH’S BURIAL PLACE of ‘an unblemished reputation’—and was Glinka presided as "
As most musicians well know, the body able to rePay himself handsomely when friends sang solos and the trumpeters HAYDN'S VISIT TO HF.I CHEL 
of Mozart lies in “an unknown grave” in tlle time arrived to share the proceeds, played flourishes between numbers. SlR William Herschel, di verer of 
a Viennese cemetery. Not many know the planet Uranus, was also a musician, 
that until quite recently the exact where- Haydn, when in London, paid h .u a visit 
abouts of the grave of Johann Sebastian GRIEG AND THE DRAMA which he described in the following quaint 
Bach^ditdalTuIv28n0|7Sn w u a Two great Norwegian dramatists played have been literally ‘executed,’ for the com ^“rw 
Dlacedin ttJ Ak2-8’ 17S°\ H’S °Tdy was a great part in the development of Grieg’s poser relates that he suffered suchtortu™ c, °n, JuT 15 1 went fro'» Windaor to 
bit ow n, to { f C6m^ery a‘-Le,pzig‘ genius‘ Ibsen’s invitation to Grieg to when Hammer who wasTgood a to h § Dr‘ Herschel- "here I saw the 
but owing to transformations this burial write the incidental music to “Peer Gynt,” gan to sin, that he would L “if ‘ great telescope. It is forty feet 1 :g and 
wTsUniostndeitWmii^ei,OCati0n °f h‘S,grave and the music itseIf brought lasting fame to hide himself, and instinctively he bem ^ 'liame,c'- The machinery is 
during Ws liLr LS remembfed that to the young composer. Hardly less sig- over more and more, cowerffigt hi stt Vaat>. b»‘^enious tha, a single man can 
w£obscure ^0^^ S^ ^ttidS S ^ ^ ^ ^ 
e the works of the grand old Cantor quotes Grieg himself as saying: “The “Nevertheless thP • guineas for them. 
beconT^parent1 ' Mean d me,' Imwit? t/iumph.and ate ‘he performan^ 4 s St ^ J0!*** days Dr. Hdrschel' was eantime, however, Theatre after such a short preparation P"formance the in the 
grave nau iosi Its identity. that I was allowed only eight days to write two authors went to Bjornson’s and ^ the seven-yea" war ht d and 
"jJZ !,"l.Td’eSrt;at!.lem"sic- B«.? ^d the “ 1i°“e„ ^ °>d cheese.’ “me to England. For many years he sup- 
“Johann Sebastian Bach, the Organist,” eH^Rity Tf Tou^ d h we, t ” ^ The children, too, ^“n, TxclaiX ^hiSwi/m ?****” * ”»[ 
.0, “i—st 
official ceremony of reinterment in a -1 - -‘ — gave'?' We V***1 b'nl’ married him. and 
stone sarcophagus contained in a crypt “The real nrnhlem in . . fk;! ta d°wry of £100,000. Besides 
constructed for the purpose at the foot the question as to whether people will be in which'ffie P<j°Ple is really we who is f'Vt £fi5°° f°r life’ and his wifc 
of the chancel steps of the new St. John’s stimulated to make their own music A iessional ‘"r -between Pro- w;th years 0,(1 Pr«ented him 
Church. . . . By its side, enclosed in a nation of listeners is only partially musical d ^ fafat 88 s«rce|y he h^ hi year’ 1792‘ Ten years ago 
similar receptacle, lie the ashes of Gellert, It would be a Sorry day for our artistic majority of thfpublR WWcH the vast est serv£ tohim^T * °f 'he gre3t' 
Poet.” outlook were all our music provided by Dr. w"G Whittakll. ^ mUSic‘" 
Under the open sky i„ theVLe°resStXcold°’’rS 
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SUMMER DAWN FREDERICK A.WILLIAMS 
Copyright 1926 by Ttaeo. Presser Co. 
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Arr.by A.Garland 
The sensationally suceessfid Creole Love Song. A Folk melody which is just nowine rafi^‘ ‘T M’ellcr Tito Sohipa: 
... . .. • - I- .- i--by such artists as ttaquec , In various arrangements this haunting Spanish tune has been sung by 
vues , with tremendous success. Grade 31 
THE ETUDE 
AY-AY-AY CREOLE SERENADE 
SERENATA CRIOLLA New York and Madrid. 
>dy which is just now the rage of Schipa, and in big Broadway Musical*,. 
Allegretto m.m.J-72 rh 
IX ■ 
Copyright 1926 by Theo.Presser Co. 
L.RENK 
Copyright 1925 by Theo.Presser Co. 
THE ETUDE 
Page 506 mt «. SUNSET MUSING^^r/LER,0p-209 
A tuneful drawing-room of intermediate grade. A study in the legato and in tone prod__ _ 
Andante con espressione M. M. J 
British Copyright secured 
the ETUDE ' 
UKULELE TUNING | jj ^ "J IN CAMP 
_ A ^ t MARCH 
Areal military march, two steps to the measure. Grade 2*. 
Ukulele part Arr. by VALDEMAR OLSEN 
Allegro moderato M.M. • = 120 
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M. L. PRESTON 
Copyright 1924 by Theo. Presser Co. 
British Copyright secured 
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^ STUDS 
3 DANCES FOR FOUR HANDS CYRIL SCOTT 
,>0y,« JtL » . Pple.did -«”* <*,he m0de" "yle-" ™“s* * From the most recent opus of the eminent English composer, 
played in a fanciful, delicate manner, exactly as indicated by the composer. 
Slow waltz time m.m.J = 96 SECONDO 
poco tranpu ltl illo ■r \>t ., |(rfr ,lf; —l3 rtf 
-Jp- B 
w wm Bp fiS w m V m dim. 
iffi ,nj61 
Copyright 1926 by Theo. Presser Co. 
International Copyright secured 
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3 DANCES FOR FOUR HANDS 
m 
THE ETUDE 
THE ETUDE 
GIGUE 
from “SONATA IN D wel] be taken for one since it 
Robert Brownings poem speaks of a Toccata of Galuppi. There seems to be no Toccata, but this Hue -ytg J 
a real study in “touch’.1 Grade 4. 
baldassare GALUPPI 
1706 - 1785 
al. i; L- jr 
r V f 1 1 I& 1 5 If
 
-
iv
 i 
5 5p-^ 
p, ^ t ij 5| 
_i -—: --  - A—:-— l> 
, T> —t 5 o ^ ® r111 ] 0 o 2 5 43 
^ —4;^- 
& 
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the etude 
GAVOTTE RUSTIQUE 
, modern gavotte rhythm, in the style of an aesthetic dance Grade 3 
Moderato (Tempo di Gavotte) m.m. d - ios 
N. LOUISE WRIGHT 
British Copyright secured 
Copyright 1926 by Theo. Presser Co. 
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Fae;e 514 
IN JOLLY MOOD 
RICH. KRENTZLIN, Op. 110 
Copyright 1925 by Theo. Presser Co. 1 
International Copyright secured 
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Nestle Lanoil Co.. Ltd., Laboratory 
12 EAST 49th ST., Dept. 7-0 NEW YORK 
Enclosed find $1 Deposit and sample of my 
hair for an official laboratory reading on the 
Nestle Meter Scale. It is understood that my 
$1 will be deducted from the cost of my next 
permanent wave at any hair waving establish- 
ment using the Nestle Circuline Process. You 
are to send me a record of your findings and 
your free booklet on permanent waving. 
If free booklet only is wanted, check here □ 
THE etude 
Hair Dressers of many nations 
have acclaimed the Nestle Meter Scale 
FREE 
Mr. C. Nestle’s Inter¬ 
esting Book on the 
Hair and Its Care! 
Whether your hair is 
strong or weak, snow- 
white or black, bleached 
or dyed—no matter 
whether you’ve ever had 
a permanent or not— 
send for Mr. Nestle's 
new book on the Circuline Process. It is alive with 
helpful information on the care of the hair-material 
that has taken a lifetime to assemble. It will be 
sent to you absolutely free — use the coupon opposite! 
How to Have Your Hair Read 
The Nestle Laboratory Reports to You Direct 
Just fill out the coupon below, and en¬ 
close a small strand, cut from your top 
hair, (about as thick as the lead in an 
ordinary pencil—and at least five inches 
long.) Enclose $1 deposit-which will be 
deducted from the price of your next per¬ 
manent wave, anywhere in the United 
States where the CIRCULINE Process is 
used. (Over 6,000 hair dressers and 
beauty parlors use Nestle Permanent 
waving apparatus.) The Nestle Company 
guarantees the refund of your deposit. 
Mail This Coupon Today 
The Nestle Laboratory will then send 
you its official card, showing the result 
of your hair test, and containing explicit 
directions to your permanent waver, 
stating exact Circuline treatment re¬ 
quired for any type of wave you want. 
NESTLE LANOIL CO., Ltd. 
12 East Forty-ninth Street, New York City 
Originators of Permanent Waving. (Est. 1905) 
JkeMachine that"prescribes” the 
Permanent Wave 
This scientific instrument makes possible 
a new and perfected system of permanent 
waving. It discloses the true facts con¬ 
cerning the character of your hair—m 
advance of the wave. 
In the Nestle Laboratory in New York, 
it “reads’ ’ a strand of your hair and deter¬ 
mines the treatment that suits each in¬ 
dividual case. 
The Nestle Meter Scale in New York 
helps your own hairdresser give you 
the Perfect Permanent Wave 
“Facts first, then the wave that is the 
slogan of CIRCULINE operators in thou¬ 
sands of establishments all oyer the 
United States. You get the precise style 
of wave you want—because the CIRCU 
LINE permanent waver works with 
Knowledge instead of Guesswork. 
Nestle’s Circuline Process 
The Nestle Circuline Process follows to 
the letter, the reading of the Nestle Meter 
Scale It scientifically adapts the treat¬ 
ment to the hair ... It makes the work 
of the Nestle waver sure—and it makes 
results perfect. 
Wash or Shampoo 
As Often As You Like 
The CIRCULINE Permanent Wave stands 
washing, bleaching, dyeing, shampooing 
rain or fog, sea or spray. And it will 
make your hair grow healthier than be¬ 
fore, because you need no longer subject 
it to hot marcel irons or nightly curlers. 
The Machine that Reads Hair— 
enthusiastically welcomed by Master Hair Dressers 
Association at the Hotel Commodore, Neut York. 
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NEW BOOK 
PUBLICATIONS 
of Music and about Music 
CELEBRATED 
LIGHT 
OVERTURES 
Album of Song Transcriptions 
and Variations 
Price, $1.00 
Who does not love the old familiar songs? 
One never tires of their beautiful melodies, often 
fraught with fond memories. In this album will, 
be found the most popular of these favorites, 
dressed in attractive and brilliant pianislic set¬ 
tings. These arrangements carry an appeal to 
both pianists and listeners. As none of them go 
beyond Grade 5 in point of difficulty (many 
being in Grades 3 and 4) they may be played by 
any performer of moderate ability. 
PIANO INSTRUCTION 
Middle “C” and the Notes Above 
and the Notes Below 
By Lidie Avirit Simmons Price, 75 cents 
Very easy and very attractive material for very 
young piano beginners. The student begins with 
Middle C and learns one note at a time,, going 
above and below. Frequent writing exercises are 
given as well as many pretty little pieces. The 
book is profusely illustrated. 
ALBUMS OF PIANO MUSIC 
Twelve Mother Goose Melodies 
By W. Berwald Price, 60 cents P 
The Mother Goose rhymes always interest 
young, children and the clever musical settings 
given them in this little album add to their charm. 
The text is given, although they are not in¬ 
tended for singing. Early Grade 2. 
Musical Moments 
By Mrs. H. B. Hudson Price, 75 cents 
Twenty-five little piano solos, a duet and a 
novelty for one piano—eight hands comprise this 
collection of attractive recreation material suit¬ 
able for use with the instruction book. Grades 
1 and 2. 
MUSICAL READINGS 
Popular Pianologues from the Repertoire 
of Coyla May Spring 
By Clay Smith Price, $1.00 
The outstanding successes of these well-known 
Chautauqua performers have been included in 
this volume. The variety is excellent, one being 
.patriotic, another optimistic, some with a touch 
of pathos, others sentimental, then there is a 
comedy, a juvenile number and last, but not 
least, a sacred selection. 
MUSICAL LITERATURE 
Celebrated Light Overtures 
- » Duet Album—Price, $1.50 
Piano arrangements of the standard overtures 
are always in demand and performers who supply 
the musical background for motion pictures, 
teachers who have pupils somewhat advanced and 
all good piano players will find much that is at¬ 
tractive in these volumes. These arrangements, 
if desired, may be played together as pieces for 
two pianos, six hands. Probably the best descrip¬ 
tion of these albums is the list of contents: 
Bohemian Girl, Balfe; Festival Overture Lcut- 
ner; Hungarian Lustspicl, keler-Bela; If l II in 
King, Adam; Jubilee, Weber; Light Cavalry, 
Suppe; Marriage of Figaro Mozart ; Mtgnon. 
Thomas; Orpheus, Offenbach, and Ptque Dame. 
SONG ALBUM 
Each in His Own Tongue 
THREE ART SONGS 
By Thurlow Lieurance Price, $1.00 
Real American “art songs” these. The verses 
by William Herbert Carruth are superb in 
thought and Thurlow Lieurance has made elo¬ 
quent musical settings which are strongly emo¬ 
tional in content and require a rather declam¬ 
atory style of rendition. The book is most 
artistically printed and bound. 
Great Men and Famous Musicians 
on the Art of Music 
By James Francis Cooke Price, $2.25 
The opinions of some of the most eminent per¬ 
sonages in the business and professional world 
are given in this book and their views as pre¬ 
sented by the author make most interesting, 
inspirational and instructive reading. Among the 
contributors are Thos. A. Edison, Charles M. 
Schwab, Richard Strauss, Gustav Mahler, Rupert 
Hughes, Ralph Modjeski, Edward Bok, Dr. 
Frank Crane and many others as well known. 
ORCHESTRA 
Senior Orchestra Book 
Compiled by Wm. H. Mackie 
Orchestra Parts - Price, 35 cents 
Piano Accompaniment - Price, 65 cents 
Especially suitable for High School and Col¬ 
lege orchestras. The instrumentation includes 
parts for solo and obbligato violins, saxophones, 
etc. Almost any combination that includes violin 
and piano may be used. 
Elementary 
Piano Pedagogy 
By Chas. B. Macklin 
Those first pupils ; 
Price, $1.5i 
_ a problem; and the 
teacher who arrives at a solution of holding their 
interest while trying to get into their conscious¬ 
ness a working knowledge of the fundamentals 
of music, has made a real achievement, and this 
is just the thing that the author of this book has 
made many times easier. Every teacher and 
prospective teacher should read this book. 
PIPE ORGAN 
Organ Transcriptions 
By Orlando A. Mansfield 
Price, $1.25 
Taking some of the best piano and violin com¬ 
positions in our catalog, Mr. Mansfield has made 
playable, interesting pipe organ transcriptions of 
them for this album. None of these pieces are 
difficult; most of them are in Grade 3. 
How to Succeed 
in Singing 
By A. Buzzi-Peccia Price, $1.50 
When a man has achieved a notable success in 
any field of endeavor, his opinions on that subject 
bear the stamp of authenticity. Senor Buzzi- 
Peccia, who has had as pupils some of the most 
prominent artists of the operatic and concert 
stage, gives advice in this book that should prove 
of almost incalculable benefit to any singer de¬ 
siring to enter the profession. 
CHOIR MUSIC 
Anthem Glory 
Price, 35 cents 
The success of our anthem books is due to the 
fact that they supply, at a very reasonable cost, 
a generous collection of good anthems for a 
variety of occasions. “Anthem Glory” should 
equal, if not exceed, the success of its prede¬ 
cessors. 
Liberal Examination Privileges Catalogs Cheerfully Furnished 
THEODORE PRESSER CO. M“ic B£“"! “d 
1710-12-14 Chestnut Street PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
flJE ETUDE 
A 
Page Full of 
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Excellent Modern, Classical and Standard Violin Compositions 
Interesting 
Suggestions 
for the 
Violinist in 
Various Grades 
THEODORE PRESSER CO. 
1710-1712-1714 Chestnut St. 
i 
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THE “WHOLE WORLD” SERIES OF USEFUL PIANOCOLLECTIONS 
The collections of fno music in d* 
all grades of ^ teaching, recital or recreative purposes 
Teachers and music lovers in general will find these books both 
useful and convenient, while the economy of 
purchasing standard piano music in this form 
cannot fail to make itself 
immediately apparent. 
The “Whole 
World” series 
contains collections for voice and 
for violin as well as for piano, and 
every teacher and music lover will find tne new 
complete 56-page catalogue(containing the titles, 
descriptions and contents of all the books) both interesting and 
useful. All the books in this series can be procured f4t r^erdj MTToTr 
music and book stores at the publishers’ prices. The WHOLE WORLD MUSIC 
SERIES catalogue will be sent gratis to any reader of the Etude, in the U. • 
THESE BOOKS ARE ON SALE AT ALL MODERN MUSIC SHOPS 
iunr cn/ n 7/V CANADA 
o 
WHEN YOU COME TO THE 
“SESOUI” 
THOUSANDS and thousands of people from all parts of the United States are planning 
to attend the Sesqui-Centennial of the Declaration of Independence which will be held 
in Philadelphia, “the Cradle of Liberty,” from June to December next. 
WHEN you come we want you to make the Theodore Presser Company your headquarters. 
Have your mail addressed here if desired. Meet your friends here. Let us serve you 
in every practicable way. You will be welcome and will find experienced, courteous attendants 
ready to give you information and other help. 
Independence Hall 
UR relations with our customers at a distance have been so intimate that we are looking forward to meeting this 
Summer personally hundreds of old friends, whose letters have been coming to us for years, but whom we have 
never seen. 
w E want you to see the establishment founded by Theodore Presser, the largest music publishing business in the world, and the largest musical magazine in the world, now scheduled for still greater expansion in every direction. 
THE Theodore Presser Store, at 1712-1714 Chestnut Street, is right in the heart of the newer 
business section of Philadelphia, only a short distance from the the best Hotels and the Rail¬ 
road Stations. 
w 
E shall keep “open house” to all our valued patrons, both at IJI2 Chestnut Street and at 
booth in the Liberal Arts Building in the Sesqui group, where we will have an exhibit. 
PUBLISHERS THEODORE PRESSER CO., PUBLSHERS “THE ETUDE Music Magazine’ 1710-1712-1714 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. American independence 
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the ETUDE YALSE TRISTE 
FROM AVID JARNEFELT’S DRAMA “KUOLEMA 
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THE ETUDE 
ANDREW JACKSON 
Down in the land of lotus and cotton 
There lived a man who will ne’er he forgotten; 
THE WAR OF 1812 
I never tire when they telHhat old story^ 
DOROTHY GAYNOR BLAKE 
THE ETUDE 
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A clever characteristic number, affording practice in contrasted touches and dynamics. 
Play with exaggerated expression. Grade 3. 
Allegretto M.M. J-144 
W.BERWALD 
Copyright 1925 by Theo. Presser Co. British Copyright secured 
fBE ETUDE 
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A down is so funny, 
A little study in “key-boardgeography," in the He always seems glad; 
minor key, and in“grave and gay." Grade 2. But, underneath all, 
Allegretto M. M.J = U4 TbW- 1,6 is 9ad‘ 
ANNA PRISCILLA RISHER 
la ig 
British Copyright secured 
Copyright 1926 by Theo. Presser Co. 
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on of a very p t r r , 
Lento e grazioso m.m. 
THE ET UDE 
A fine transcriptio retty piano piece, by a well-known American composer. 
t i --•-” cL=5-‘ 
JUST A LITTLE WALTZ chUtew*Hd cadm_an Transcribed for Violin and Piano 
by Arthur Hartmann $ 
VIOLIN 
& When played in public, Mr. Hartmann’s name must be mentioned on the programs. The Publishers^ 
Copyright 1926 by Theo.Presser Co. "T—pv \ ~rr 
A charming little First Position piece, by an eminent JlLUIj JL JL) A. I 
violinist and teacher. WALTZ 
i Moderato m.m. J*=64 
British Copyright secured 
GAYLORD YOST 
‘ 1 jT, 
(Ch.or Gt.Solo stop(At discretion) coup.to Sw. PASTORALE 
Registration: JSw. Soft stops 
Avery useful, afweirafseasonable, slow movement, by a well-loved American composer. 
Andantiiio espressivo M.M.J-=69 
MANUAL 
JAMES H.ROGERS 
British Copyright secured 
Copyright 1925 by Theo.Presser Co. 
JL UJSi Jij i UUJE 
JULY me FANFARE TRIUMPHAL w- d. ARMSTRONG 
Written for the One Hundred and Fiftieth Anniversary of the signmgof the Declaratio 
Copyright 1926 by Theo.Presser Co. British Copyright secured 
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THU ETUDE THE FIRST AMERICAN SONG 
MY DAYS HAVE BEEN SO WONDROUS FREE 
Copyright 1926 by Theo. Presser Co. 
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u, Andante moderato 
LOVE’S PERFECT SONG 
THE ETUDE 
Words and Music by 
BERNARD HAMBLEN 
Copyright 1926 by Theo. Presser Co. 
British Copyright secured 
THE ETUDE 
ras’m THE LORD IS MY SHEPHERD 
(MUSICAL RECITATION) oororgan. 
A new and very desirable form of sacred musical recitation. The accompaniment is equally effective on piano PHYLLIS FERGUS 
23rdPsalm shepherd; I ^shall_not____waiifc^ He_^ 
Calmly The Lord is my 
maketh me to lie down in green pastures: he leadeth me beside the still 
waters. He restoreth my soul: he 
leadeth me in the paths of righteousness for his name’s sake.Yea,though! walk through thevalleyof theshadow of d< athjwill 
8v.a adlib... " - 
fear no evil: for thou art with me; thy rod and thy staff theycomfort.-Thou pre- 
- ' aiTThJY] J>— 
parest a table before me in the presence of mine enemies: thou anointest my head with oil; my 
cup runneth over. Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me all the days of my life; and I will 
n in 
Copyright 1925 by Theo. Presser Co. 
British Copyright sfecured 
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The Education of the Average Student in Music 
(Continued Jrom Page 496) 
the points of view of the symphonist and 
the jazzist as artists, we find in the one 
energy, aspiration, the spirit of adventure, 
a loving look to the past and a hopeful 
look to the future, in the other a sav¬ 
ing of mental energy, slight knowledge 
of the past, and a perfectly safe and prof¬ 
itable conformity to the style of the 
moment. .. , . 
Our schools of music should aim to 
develop symphonists, albeit dull ones. If 
perchance a true genius should emerge 
from the mass of average minds let all 
rejoice, for an age without its genius is 
indeed a dark age. But we must not 
wait for a genius to appear who shall do 
our work for us. A host of well-trained 
teachers sent out equipped with a thorough 
knowledge of. the art of music, and of 
methods, of’ imparting this knowledge, who 
know the pleasant feel of musical notes 
at first hand, and who throw themselves 
into the deeper and cleaner channels of 
contemporary progress, can brush a sur¬ 
face of fresh tints over the drab life that 
many people are forced to live. And this 
recoloring .of existence is the best function 
of art. 
Great Men on the Power of Music 
(Continued 
“The language of music is infinite; it 
contains all; it is able to expresj all." 
—Balsac. 
“We cannot imagine a complete educat¬ 
ion of man without music." 
—John Paul Richter. 
*Music is the only sensual pleasure with¬ 
out vice."—Samuel Johnson. 
“Of all the liberal arts, music has the 
greatest influence over the emotions and is 
that art to which the lawmaker should give 
great attention.’’—Napoleon Bonaparte. 
“Music is a stimulant to mental exer¬ 
tion.’’—D 7 sraeli. 
“There is something deep and good in 
melody, for body and soul go strangely to¬ 
gether.’’—Carlyle. 
“I think sometimes could I only have 
music on my own terms, could I live in a 
great city and know where I could go when¬ 
ever 1 wished the ablution and inundation 
of musical waves, that were a bath and a 
medicine. . . "—Emerson. 
“The proper sphere of music is to por¬ 
tray the progress of the soul from grief or 
sadness to comfort, joy and blessedness. 
This it can do with an intelligibility entirely 
its own:'—Hegel. 
“Music is a kind of inarticulate, unfath¬ 
omable speech, which leads us on to the 
edge of the infinite."—Carlyle. 
“Music is the fine art which more than 
any other ministers to human welfare." 
—Herbert Spdncer. 
“Mu dr is one of the most forcible instru¬ 
ments for training, for arousing and for 
governing the mind and the spirit of man." 
—W. E. Gladstone. 
“There are in music such strains as far 
surpass any faith winch man has e^er had 
in the loftiness of his destiny.’’—Thoreau. 
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“Music cleanses the understanding, in¬ 
spires it and lifts it into a realm which it 
would not reach if it Were left to itself." 
—Henry Ward Beecher. 
“Music, once admitted to the soul, be¬ 
comes a sort of spirit and never dies." 
—Bulwer. 
“Take a music bath once or twice a week 
for a few seasons. You will find it is to 
the soul what a water bath is to the body. 
It elevates and tends to maintain tone to 
one’s mind. Seek, therefore, every clean 
opportunity for hearing. Purchase some 
kind of instrument for the home and see 
that its beneficent harmonies are often 
heard. Let music be as much a part of a 
day’s routine as eating or reading or work¬ 
ing."—Oliver Wendell Holmes. 
“We can do without fire in the house for 
half of the year, but we must have music 
the year round.”—Sidney Lanier. 
“Music is fundamental—one of the great 
sources of life, health, strength and hap¬ 
piness."—Luther Burbank. 
“The man who disparages music as a 
luxury and nonessential is doing the nation 
an injury. There is no better way to ex¬ 
press patriotism than through music." 
—Woodrow Wilson. 
"Music, rightly taught, is the best mind 
trainer on the list. We should have more 
of the practical subjects, like music and 
drawing, and less grammar and arithmetic." 
—Dr. Charles Eliot. 
“If young men had music and pictures 
to interest them, to engage them and satisfy 
many of their impulses and to enliven their 
days, they would not go to the low pleas¬ 
ures of the streets; they would have an 
alternative and would be too fastidious to 
do so.”—George Bernard Shaw. 
A Poet Musician 
Thomas Gray, author of the famous 
Elegy Written in a Country Churchyard, 
was a true snusic lover concerning whom 
H. E. Krehbiel once wrote an interesting 
essay published in a volume called “Music 
and Manners.” Thomas Gray, 1716-71, 
made the world his debtor by the careful 
compilation of some valuable Italian manu¬ 
scripts. Krehbiel quotes his biographers, 
one of whom, Mason, says: 
“The chief and almost the only one of 
these (Gray’s) amusements (if we except 
the frequent experiments he made on flowers 
in order to mark the mode and progress of 
their vegetation) was music. His1 taste in 
that art was equal to his skill in any more 
important science. It was founded on the 
best models, those great masters of Italy 
who flourished about the same time wijji 
his favorite, Pergolese. Of his, of 1-eo s, 
Buononcini’s, Vinci’s and Hasse’s works he 
made a valuable collection while abroad, 
chiefly of such of their vocal compositions 
as he had himself heard and admired. . . 
His instrument was the harpsichord, on 
which, though he had little execution, yet 
when he sung to it, he so modulated the 
small powers of his voice as to be able to 
convey to the intelligent hearer no common 
degree of satisfaction.” 
What a charming combination: a poet 
supremely gifted, who loved music and 
flowers. Tom Moore, with his combined 
gift for music and poetry and his Irish 
voice, was just such an artist. Our own 
Stephen Foster might have been still an¬ 
other had his earlier education been along, 
broader lines. 
Teams and Flags 
it year which worked 
when I felt that I tried a little ‘_ -. rather well with my pupils, 
their interest was lagging. A 
1 divided the whole class into two teams, 
and the children elected their captains them¬ 
selves. For every good lesson I pasted a tiny 
flag after the name of that pupil; then, at tne 
end of the week, the team having the most 
flans had a larger flag pasted on its side. 
This was done for about fifteen weeks. At 
the guests of the toslng^sicte at a> picnic^ bi^ 
tody * was* happy* at a general picnic We 
bad this in the country, and, as it rained, we 
had to eat in the farmer’s barn, but that was 
even more fun. We had nearly seventy-five 
present, including several mothers as chap- 
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The KIMBALL 
in Every Clime 
THROUGHOUT the years since Kimball Pianos 
were first manufactured, they have been given the 
most severe climatic tests — through heat and cold, 
dryness and moisture. In our own country—the homes 
of the valleys and the mountains, of the coast regions 
of the east and west, or from the lakes of the north to 
the warm, moist vicinity of the Gulf—the Kimball has 
earned an enviable reputation for excellence of tone 
quality and for staying in tune. 
The same commendation comes from the use of the 
Kimball in the tropical countries of South and Central 
America, Mexico, the Philippines, Cuba—from the 
varying conditions in Australia, Spain, and Alaska. 
The unanimous admiration of the Kimball must, therefore, come 
from the merit of the product-its reliability under all conditions. 
Correspondence is invited whether you are considering the pur¬ 
chase of a grand, a reproducing grand, an upright, a player piano, 
pipe organ, or phonograph. 
Catalogs, also nearest dealer's address, sent on request 
W. W. KIMBALL CO. 
(Established 1857) 
Department KE., 306 S. Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, U. S. A. 
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OF ALL THE definitions of which 
the word "singing” is susceptible, 
probably none could more aptly 
describe its charming, heart-breaking im¬ 
permanence than the word “elusive.” The 
singing voice is a bird of passage, a Will- 
o’-the-wisp dancing ever ahead just beyond 
our reach, leading us over strange marshes, 
flickering above dangerous bogs where 
quicksands wait to snare us. It is such an 
intangible thing—the voice! So close to 
the soul, so far from physical imprison¬ 
ment! The fairest in promise, the most 
inconstant in fulfilment! Yet many have 
captured it and held it long; held, it vig¬ 
orous, beautiful, pliant to every wish and 
shade of thought. 
These skillful beings we know as the 
“great” singers. What sort of greatness 
do they hold in common possession? That 
of vocal quality, voice texture, fibre, sound, 
timbre (as the French say it) or exquisite¬ 
ness. If, then, “greatness” of voice is a 
certain sound or quality held in common 
by all of this class, it is reasonable to sup¬ 
pose that there is a standard by which 
the possessors of this “greatness” are able 
to identify, measure and adjust this vol¬ 
atile quantity. This standard is based upon 
a common qualification peculiar to these 
“great singers,” their management of two 
great elements, breath and resonance. 
The Great Singers’ “Method” 
THE WRITER of this article was at 
one time musical critic on a metro¬ 
politan daily newspaper. As such it was 
his duty to obtain interviews with the great 
singers of the world, interviews which 
were of a most informal and friendly 
nature. 
These singers showed him how and 
where they breathed, and how and where 
they “placed” their voices. The point of 
interest here to the student and teacher is 
that all these “great singers” breathed in 
exactly the same manner and in the same 
place. All these great singers tuned 
their voices in exactly the same manner 
and in the same place. There was no 
variability in method. That is why there 
is a standard. That is why great singers 
are in a class by themselves. That is why 
they are great. 
After all it is simple enough, that is, if 
we are simple enough ourselves, and fol¬ 
low like children instead of losing our 
way in technical entanglements. The great 
singers are all children: they have simple, 
child-like minds that function in direct, 
straightforward lines. The greatness of 
their simplicity deflects them automatically 
from every snare of vocal confusion: bom¬ 
bast, chicanery or well-intentioned befud- 
dlement. Their instinct is for the great¬ 
est and they bend with it as the willow 
divining-rod twists toward the hidden gold. 
What is the secret of that instinct? Ah 
we might ask them, but I doubt if they 
could tell us! 
Yet that need not deter us. Our concern 
is, can we, without their genius for sim¬ 
plicity, acquire what they have? I think 
we can. But, like Paul, to win the race 
we must divest ourselves o(f every weight, 
and disperse the clouds of theories which 
surround us. Do great singers become 
great because of a profound knowledge of 
anatomy or a comprehensive mastery of 
the laws governing sound waves ? We who 
know great singers know that they are not 
scientists. They are artists. Not that 
they lack the mental power or application; 
but simply that their brains function nat¬ 
urally in other directions. 
The great singers are essentially crea¬ 
tures of instinct and intuition. They are 
acutely sensitive and receptive. Their in¬ 
stinct tells them exactly what they want; 
their intuition leads them infallibly to their 
needs. So the great singers are never led 
aside by the plausible arguments and rep¬ 
resentations of vocal technicians. Their 
musical ear is their guide for tone, and; as 
The Singer’s Etude 
Edited for July by HOMER HENLEY 
It is the Ambition of THE ETUDE to Make This Voice Department 
“A Vocalist’s Magazine Complete in Itself” 
The Will-O’-the-Wisp 
Mr Homer Henley has had a long and honorable career as both singer 
and teacher, in the Pacific Coast States. He represents the best methods 
of such undoubted masters as Giovanni Sbriglia, Sir Charles Santley and! 
William Shakespeare; and his pupils have risen to many positions of im¬ 
portance. Particularly has he been successful in transmitting the traditions 
of the oratorio style. 
for breathing, I believe that the right way 
is simply passed on from one to another—a 
tradition. 
Simplicity the Keynote in Breath Control IT SEEMS to be the melancholy fate of 
the majority of mankind to go at things 
the wrong way or the hardest way or the 
longest and most awkward way. It seems 
never to occur to them to be simple. Yet 
all great invention and discovery has re¬ 
sulted from simple and direct thought and 
methods. The greatest architecture is the 
simplest. The greatest writers present 
their thoughts in the simplest language. 
In singing it is simplicity that leads to 
the heights. Great singers all breathe one 
way: they hold their chests high all the 
time they are singing and every time they 
sing. The shoulders are not raised, but 
kept down and back. If through care¬ 
lessness, forgetfulness or the excitement 
of the emotions, their shoulders are 
raised, they have done the thing cor- . breath-stream. The act of right 
rectly so long that right control continues breath.control pleads its own cause. it 
- function despite technics lapses. But needs nQ advertisement> no reCommenda- 
HOMER HENLEY 
their chests are always held high. They 
flatten the abdomen somewhat. They in- Like all supremely right things, i 
, , ,, , , , simplicity and the inevitable progress that dine the upper body well forward toward reJ,ts their own convfctio°n. 
their audience in an attitude of mgrati- 
Put yourself in this physical attitude. 
Gracefully incline the body forward—not 
too much—expand the ribs and upper chest 
and breathe. Breathe three or four min¬ 
utes without singing: but maintain the 
high chest, especially in expiration. (Have 
you ever noticed that the chests of the 
great singers never collapse in singing, 
even at the end of the longest phrase? 
If the great singers all do it that should 
be warrant enough for you.) Then sing 
something, still breathing the same way 
and standing in the same position. You 
will feel the abdomen retract, but you will 
be chiefly conscious of the operation of the 
muscles of your back and sides. Melba 
used to say that she got her high tones 
from the small of her back. Lilli Lehmann 
said the muscles of the back were used 
to press the breath firmly against the arch 
of the chest. Sbriglia, the teacher of Jean 
De Reszke and Nordica, laughed his 
famous, thin, sardonic laugh at all direc¬ 
tions but those concerning the point of 
support, namely, the breath pressed against 
the chest-tension muscles by those of the 
back. Lamperti, Shakespeare, as well as 
all the old Italian masters who wrote of 
the voice, dwelt constantly and insistently 
on the use of the muscles of the sides 
and back. 
Ease of Emission 
XTOW WILL BE felt a singular e; 
the emission of your voice, a 
freedom of the throat region, and a 
of enjoying complete power over the 
Tone Placement AFTER breath-control the one remaining 
requisite is beautiful resonance. Jean 
De Reszke used to say that singing was “a 
matter of the nose.” What a fine fury of 
dissent and acclamation that statement did 
stir up, to be sure! Its partisans raved 
enthusiastically of nothing but nasal vi¬ 
bration—aiming the voice between the 
eyes. Its opponents were, none the less 
emphatic in their defense of pure “school” 
singing, the lifted, soft palate, the open 
throat as differentiated from the “nasal 
whine.” 
Let us search for the truth where it most 
abounds—among the great singers. Where 
do they “place” their singing voices. Let 
us go to the phonograph, put on the record 
of any great singer’s voice, take a chair 
and sit down with our ears inside the open¬ 
ing of the sound box. Let us strip our 
minds of every vestige of preconceived 
ideas, theories and technicalities with which 
they have been wrapped and stifled since 
we became interested in the voice. The 
recorded tones of the great singer will 
bathe the naked mind in a flow of new 
hearing if we throw bodily out of our 
mental houses every smug label of tone 
and tone-placement, and listen to it! 
What do we hear? 
The Italians, new 'and old, call the 
voice “the bell.” I used to think they 
meant something relating to bcl canto. 
Not so. By “the bell” they mean the 
head, or, literally, the voice ringing like 
THE ETUDE 
a bell in the head. They say, “she has a 
beautiful bell.” They mean that her voice 
rings with bell-like sonority in her head. 
Do they mean in the mouth? No. They 
mean in the head above the mouth. In the 
nose, then? No. In those vaulted, pil¬ 
lared. caves back of the nose, far beyond 
the soft palate, and high above it, in every 
one of those marvelously dove-tailed bony 
plates of the skull. 
The head-cavities of the great singers 
are extraordinarily open at all times. So 
if we will hear the voice ringing in the 
head, the sound will be much as the quality 
of a violin or ’cello. We may hear it as 
a golden gong reverberating in an empty 
room, a fountain of ringing coins falling 
in a marble basin, or a thousand other 
things; but if we hear it aright, we hear 
beauty always. 
One may say, “Oh yes, lie means the 
nasal sound. Of course, I hear that—any¬ 
body can.” The difference between what 
the great singers hear and what such a 
person hears is the measure of the differ¬ 
ence between his voice and the voice of a 
great singer. They are great solely be¬ 
cause of what they hear; he is mediocre 
because of what he does not hear. 
Another cries, “I must have a beginning. 
How shall I get my voice up there in the 
head-cavities?” To him I say, “Ask your 
teacher. Ask any teacher.” He will hand 
you a mirror and show you how the sound 
of “N” as in the word “gong' nr “long” 
will depress the soft palate and raise the 
back of the tongue, and thus vide the 
breath-stream so that part of it flows in 
the buccal chamber and part of it in the 
post-nasal cavities. 
You are now in the position of a child 
who has been set before a masterpiece, in 
whose hands has been thrust brushes, 
paints and a canvas, and who has been 
bidden to reproduce that masterpiece. You 
have the physical materials but no knowl¬ 
edge. You have still to become an artist. 
The child must see countless great paint¬ 
ings ; he must compare them; he must try 
to reproduce their equal through his own 
seeing. You must hear count! ss great 
singers; you -must compare them; you 
must try to reproduce their equal through 
your own hearing. 
Again I say. Listen! The difference be¬ 
tween what is known as the na-.il sound 
and the tone the great singers employ is 
the difference between a Titian and a de¬ 
partment-store chromo. The or:!/ royal 
road is the ear—your ear! But you can 
be helped to hear through another person’s 
teaching if that teacher’s ear is fine enough 
to hear as the great singers hear. Great 
teachers are always great hearers. 
The Foundation Tone 
nr HERE IS another thing that you must 
learn to hear: that is the foundation 
tone underlying the smoothness of the 
great singers’ voice quality. It may be 
compared to the roots of a tree, deep under¬ 
ground, or the ten stories or so* of con¬ 
crete which go under the earth’s surface 
to support a sky-scraper. There is a depth 
to all rightly placed voices (whether they 
be lyric sopranos or basso profundos), a 
weight, a foundation, without which the 
voice would be lost, for instance, with an 
orchestra, and in a very large auditorium. 
It constitutes the “professional” sound 
which everyone recognizes instantly—that 
hcsic substratum of rich authority which 
the non-professional lacks. Its value con¬ 
sists in keeping the voice, even the highest 
notes of high sopranos, singing in the 
chest. (This does not imply chest tones 
or “chest register tones,” however.) 
Giovanni Sbriglia, one of the teachers 
with whom I studied and one of the great¬ 
est teachers who ever lived, used to say 
that keeping the tones in the chest was 
the secret of singing, but that very few 
people in the world, including even some 
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f his own pupils, understood this little- 
£noWn but quite simple principle. The 
•ter has obtained the most astonishing 
!"esults with it in his own teaching. It 
Lings into play the enormous resonating 
oower of the chest cavity giving the voice 
a “body” apparently obtainable in no other 
W Let us go again to our phonograph and 
,isten to the great voices of the great 
singers. If our ear detects nothing to-' 
day, let us go to-morrow. Let us go, 
not only until we hear something new. 
until we have learned the texture and 
weave of the new sound, and have analyzed 
and dissected its every fibre, but until we 
can imitate that sound successfully with 
our own voices. New and unsuspected 
tonal worlds will then open to our amazed 
ears and understandings and, as the mists 
of technical obscurities fade from the 
windows of true vision, we shall thank 
God that we are learning how to be as 
children again, for only so can we learn 
to become great. 
Curing Audible Breathing 
Audible breathing among singers is 
caused by the incoming breath striking the 
soft palate, that curtain hanging between 
the buccal chamber and the throat, and 
setting up a vibration between it and the 
pharynx behind it- The soft palate is a 
member easily amenable to discipline. It 
rises automatically when one yawns. It 
will rise obligingly if one, thinks a yawn. 
When the soft palate is raised, the loose 
curtain which caused the sound is drawn 
up out of the way and the incoming breath 
is not heard. Try it yourself. Yawn 
widely while inhaling a brisk breath. You 
will find the inhalation to be noiseless. 
Then think a politely-suppressed yawn, 
and, with a little practice, you will find 
that your breathing, for singing is quite 
inaudible. 
Bondage and 
In regard to tension in the regions of 
the tongue, jaw and neck, most students 
have no doubt gone through the experience 
of asking advice of many teachers in 
searching for what they feel must exist 
somewhere ; namely, an unerring road lead¬ 
ing to the goal of right singing. 
In my case, almost without exception, 
these teachers sought to apply local meas¬ 
ures to the correction of my tight jaw and 
neck and my perfectly unmanageable 
tongue. I was bid to hold down my 
tongue with the handle of a spoon to 
learn how the “right action felt.” Then I 
must thrust two or three fingers between 
my teeth and practice scales so, until my 
jaw became habituated to looseness. 
The less extreme instructors tried sug¬ 
gestion. The tongue should just lie limp 
in my mouth, barring the sides, which 
should hc trained to rise like the sides of 
a trough and so form a sort of flume for 
the free exit of the tone-stream. My jaw 
should lx- devitalized; it should drop back¬ 
ward toward the neck as if beyond con¬ 
trol. Mv head should be floatingly poised 
on a gracefully pliant neck. My chewing 
muscles must be relaxed—and would I 
please stroke them downward along the 
cheeks with the points of my fingers, just 
in front of the ears, to convey to those 
sordid but necessary “crushers” the inti¬ 
mation that all is not food that fills the 
mouth, that song was not meant to be 
bitten? All to no avail! . . 
Then I turned to the books on singing 
and read all of them I could find. 
To be sure these did not recommend 
local measures for the relief of tension, 
but they were amazingly vague as to the 
Deliverance 
remedy. They fairly brimmed over with 
imposing generalities as to freedom and re¬ 
laxation, but none of them told exactly 
how to do it in just so many words. 
For the benefit of students in a similarly 
uncertain condition, groping about in their 
own consciousnesses for the help that is so 
often denied them, let me explain what 
the books on singing mean to convey but 
neglect to make plain. If the singer 
breathes rightly and breathes rightly long 
enough, tension mil disappear. 
Tight jaw, stiff tongue and rigid neck- 
tensions are caused by an unconscious ef¬ 
fort to control the breath somewhere above 
the shoulders, probably at the neck. That 
is the root of the trouble. To correct 
superficial manifestations the cause of the 
trouble must be removed. All other 
courses are makeshifts that but beg the 
question. A protruded abdomen makes for 
a corresponding locking of the neck-mus¬ 
cles. A slightly retracted abdomen, on the 
contrary, is rarely accompanied by neck- 
tension. If the shoulders rise, the muscles 
of the neck are made dangerously active. 
If, however, a breath is filled outwards 
and not upwards (horizontally, and not 
vertically), the likelihood of shoulder and 
neck tension is greatly reduced. 
By all means the chest should be ex¬ 
panded, but the shoulders likewise should be 
held down and the breath pressed firmly 
against the chest tension muscles. The 
troubles of the tongue, neck and jaw prob¬ 
ably will not disappear at once, for habits 
are difficult things to conquer, but disap¬ 
pear they certainly will if the singer 
persists in proper breathing. 
The Fleet Staccato 
THE WORD “staccato” means, lit¬ 
erally, disconnected; cut apart by 
means of silences. In music this 
means the shortest sound possible to the 
instrument creating it. In the singing 
voice it means the briefest length of sound 
the vocal cords are capable of producing. 
When not in use the vocal cords lie folded 
back from each other in semi-circular lay¬ 
ers of “accordeon-pleating.” 
In the act of speech or song they spring 
forward only to return quickly if the de¬ 
sired sound be short, or to lie parallel in 
close proximity whilst vibrating for a long 
note- On staccato notes they spring for¬ 
ward, meet and rebound; spring, meet and 
rebound again and again. Their touch is 
as lightning-brief as the wet finger-tip of 
the laundress on the steel of her polishing 
iron. Between these transient touches lies 
a silence as complete as the silence of inter¬ 
stellar space, even though its duration be 
measured by the thousandth part of a 
second. . . 
A staccato note is a complete thing in it¬ 
self, and, being complete, it must needs 
be made beautiful. The beginner will 
probably produce a sound resembling the 
cackle of an agitated hen; but beauty can 
be'come by, if the right means are intelli¬ 
gently employed. 
We have seen that the mechanics of the 
staccato note are localized in the larynx or 
voice box. We have now to look at the 
power which sets these mechanics in mo¬ 
tion. It is generally here that the crux of 
wrong staccato-note production appears. 
Rightly done, the staccato note is produced 
under force of a steady breath-pres¬ 
sure against the chest tension-muscles. 
Wrongly done, the staccato note is pro¬ 
duced by a spasmodic movement of the 
abdomen; each note requiring a separate, 
conscious, physical bodily effort. The ef- 
WEAVER 
GRAND PIANOS 
/ In thousands of 
worth-while homes 
— on the concert stage 
— in conservatories of music, 
the inimitable tone of Weaver 
Grand Pianos is an inspira¬ 
tion, and the passing years 
serve but to mellow it to 
more, subtle harmonies — 
serving joyously the musical 
needs even to the third and 
fourth generations. 
Weaver 
Piano Co. 
York, Pa. 
THE piano of enduring TONE 
Frantz Proschowsky 
SEVENTY-FOUR RIVERSIDE DRIVE 
NEW YORK 
The Way to Sing 
Dear Mr. Proschowsky— 
Let me express my appreciationofyour 
thorough understanding of the True Ait ot 
singing and the intelligent simplicity of your 
elucidations, through which I have . been 
able to discover and use new^eauties inm, 
and indents1 wh™?eek the trath .in singing 
—the beautiful and lasting art of Bel 
Mv Dear Proschowsky— , . . 
I am happy in expressing my admiration 
of your method of instruction. Having 
heard your pupils, I frankly state that be¬ 
sides the perfect pladn/ of^tlie voice their 
success.W ’ TITO SCHIPA. 
MacPhail School of Music 
Minneapolis, Minn. 
June 21st to August 1st, 1926 
Gunn School of Music and 
Dramatic Art 
The Fine Arts Building, Chicago, Ill. 
June 7th to 19th and August 2nd to 29th 
NEW COURSE of SINGING 
by CORRESPONDENCE 
Including Voice Culture, Sight Singing and Mu- 
sical Knowledge. A thorough, practical course. 
Also Harmony Correspondence Course 
_SAnd for ProsDectus. 
IT f r V E ;i 
Ul ■■■ Sim* D.8. 3900Sheri*--”-.. an Road. cillCAOO. 
TINDALE 
Music Filing Cabinet 
Needed by every Musician, 
Music Student, Library, 
School and Convent. 
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THE 
American Conservatory 
m 
CHICAGO'S FOREMOST SCHOOL OF cMUSIC 
41st Session Commences September 9,1926 
Offers superior courses in all branches of music and dramatic art, including Master School. Diplomas, 
Degrees and Teachers’ Certificates granted by authority State of Illinois. Thorough preparation for concert*, 
opera and teaching positions. Many special features, recitals, concerts with full orchestra, lectures, etc. 
Excellent Dormitories Offer Accommodations at Moderate Rates 
UNSURPASSED FACULTY OF ONE HUNDRED ARTIST-INSTRUCTORS 
Among these might be mentioned 
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC—O.E. Robinson. 
HARP—Enrico Tramonti, Clara L. Thurston. 
DRAMATIC ART, PUBLIC READING— 
Walton Pyre, Louise K. Willhour. 
DANCING—Louise Willhour. 
THEATRE ORGAN SCHOOL —Frank 
Van Dusen. 
GUEST INSTRUCTORS, 1926—Delia Valeri, John C. Kendel 
ZJV, - - A slai/iMt/lrrp C • Admission to Teachers’ Normal Training School; Students’ Orchestra; Vocal Sight Reading. Admission to all 
JJ ftC As. CIV till lCl jftf3 • Conservatory Recitals; Lectures; Musical Bureau for securing positions. , 
THIRTY FREE SCHOLARSHIPS AWARDED 
EXAMINATIONS FROM SEPT. 3 TO SEPT. 7. (APPLY FOR EXAMINATION BLANK) 
Lyceum and Chautauqua engagements secured 
Examinations Free - Catalog mailed free on application - Moderate Tuition Rates 
AMERICAN CONSERVATORY, 571 KIMBALL HALL, CHICAGO 
JOHN J. HATTSTAEDT, President. Karleton Hackett, Adolf Weidig, Heniot Levy, Associate Directors 
PIANO — Heniot Levy, Allen Spencer, Silvio 
Scionti, Henry Purmort Eames, Louise Robyn, 
Kurt Wanieck, Earl Blair, May Doelling. 
VOICE—Karleton Hackett, E. Warren, K. 
Howe, Charles La Berge, Elaine De Sellem, 
John T. Read, Carl Songer. 
ORGAN—Wilhelm Middelschulte, Frank Van 
MUSICAL THEORY, COMPOSITION- 
Adolf Weidig, Arthur O. Andersen, John 
Palmer, Leo Sowerby. 
VIOLONCELLO-Hans Hess. 
ORCHESTRAL INSTRUM ENTS—Mem¬ 
bers Chicago Symphony Orchestra. 
and others of equal importance 
/COLUMBIA 
SCHOOLOF \J"| TOrp 
TWENTY-SIXTH YEAR OPENS IWl M. I ■ ■ A 
SEPTEMBER 13th JL V JL Mr 
One of America’s Finest Institutions Devoted to Education in Music 
FULLY ACCREDITED COURSES LEADING TO 
CERTIFICATES, DIPLOMAS AND DEGREES 
by authority of the State of Illinois 
A School for 
The Mature Musician The Public School Teacher 
The Young Artist The Ambitious Amateur 
The Teacher of Music The Talented Child 
Training in the following departments: 
Piano, Voice, Violin, Theory, Violoncello, Normal Training, Public School 
Music, Chorus Singing, Correlated Arts, History of Music, Ensemble, 
Orchestral,* Professional Accompanying, Conducting, Harp, Brass and 
Wood Wind Instruments, Dramatic Expression, English and Psychology. 
Send for complete catalog 
Columbia School of Music 
Box E, 509 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago 
Telephone Harrison 5930 
P.M.I. Summer Term Six weeks from June 21 Daily theory and nor- 
ZECKWER-HAHN 
Philadelphia Musical Academy 
and Branches 
Highest standards of musical instruction. Faculty in¬ 
cludes Professor Leopold Auer, Guest Teacher; Lee Orn- 
GIRVIN VIOLIN SCHOOL 
RAMON B. GIRVIN, Director 
A SPECIALIZING SCHOOL 
for 
Violin Double Bass Counterpoint 
Violoncello Harmony Composition 
Attractions of the School: Lectures, Concerts, Recit¬ 
als, The Symphony Club Orchestra,The Intermediate 
Orchestra, Junior Orchestra, String Quartettes and 
Trios. Students may enter at any time. 
and Jackson Boulevard 
COSMOPOLITAN 
SCH0?01 MUSIC4^ 
DR. CARVER WILLIAMS-Pres 
Located in Kimball llall—Chicago’* *u»lr 
Eminent faculty of 60 Artists. Normal ti 
Teachers. Students’ Orchestra, Concerts. 
Diplomas, Degrees and Teachers’ Certifies 
Departments—Piano, Voice, Violin, Musical 
For particulars address — Edwin L. Stephen, Mgr. 
COSMOPOLITAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
Box E, 16th Floor Kimball Hall Bldg., Chicago 
COMBS CONSERVATORY 
PHILADELPHIA 
FORTY-SECOND YEAR 
Instruction throughout Entire Year 
A School of Individual Instruction A School cf Public Performance 
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the etude 
f t of a rapid staccato scale, each note 
demanding both a powerful abdominal re¬ 
traction and protrusion, may be better 
imagined than described! 
The physical sensation in correct stac¬ 
cato singing is localized wholly at the 
, • nx The staccato is a coup de glotte 
fa stroke of the glottis), and if there be 
manv of them in succession they form 
what we call laughter. Right there is the 
key to correct staccato practice. Laugh 
a rapid laugh; that is, a rapid series of 
mirthful accents on the same note, and 
vou are, in effect, singing a rightly-pro¬ 
duced staccato. A rapid laugh on any 
note will do it.. 
You will find that it eliminates auto¬ 
matically any convulsive bodily movement 
and produces the little machine-gun fire of 
vocal pearls wholly at their proper source 
—the larynx. Inasmuch as any sung note, 
long or short, should possess the quality of 
roundness, it is advisable to do much of 
the staccato practice on a round vowel to 
start with: 00 (as in shoe), for choice. 
From that sound, a rational progression 
to the more open AH would be, the vowel 
OH (as in show), AW (as in saw), UH 
(as in up), and lastly, AH. 
Staccatos should always be done at the 
beginning of a practice period, as they 
make more demands on the physical 
strength than any other form of vocal 
exercise. 
The Source of Many Ills 
Over-crowding the lungs with breath 
is the cause of many of the evils which 
beset the path of the vocal student. For 
example, when too large a breath is taken, 
the nice balance of its control is lost, and, 
in-many cases, it escapes in far greater 
mass and proportion than would be the 
case if a more moderate-sized breath were 
admitted. It induces a condition similar 
to that of the Mississippi steamboat in 
Mark Twain’s story. The boat was very 
small. Its whistle was very big, and used 
up the steam to such an extent that every 
time the whistle blew, the boat stopped. 
Too large a breath also has the strong¬ 
est tendency to constrict the muscles above 
the shoulders in a sympathetic effort to 
hold down the struggling body of air eager 
to escape. A startling proportion of vocal 
troubles may be ascribed to this pernicious 
habit. 
On the other hand singing on a small 
but controlled breath affords the most sur¬ 
prising revelations in the freedom of emis¬ 
sion and the tone-quality. The amount of 
breath to be cut down depends, of course, 
upon the individual case; but if the teacher 
recommends the curtailment of a good 
third of the breath intake, in the majority 
of cases he will not go far wrong. One 
of the foundational tenets of right sing¬ 
ing rests on breath intensity furnishing 
tonal-intensity. This cannot be brought 
about if the lungs are over-loaded. 
The Vulgar Slur 
The slur, or scoop, in the voice is the 
act of curving the tone with a broad sweep 
from one note to another. The same pro¬ 
cess done with delicate, hair-line stroke, 
becomes legato. Made slenderly, like a 
tender, crescent sigh, it is a portamento. 
The portamento, is like a beautiful and 
dangerous scimitar, an instrument for the 
use of the skilled artist only. The legato, 
that signature of the finished singer, is 
the musical line of beauty that glides grace¬ 
fully and freely like a bird over the melo¬ 
dic landscape. The slur, or “scoop,” is the 
hall-mark of crudity. Unfortunately, how¬ 
ever, with many uninstructed singers, it 
becomes a serious habit, and one difficult 
to overcome. 
It is due wholly to lack of breath con- 
trol between the notes. After a note is 
sung the singer “lets down.” between that 
and the next note; the breath lags for an 
instant and, of course, the tone lags with 
it and must be pushed up an uneven curve 
to the next note. If the tune chance to 
be descending the scale, then the drop be¬ 
comes more pronounced than before, the 
slur slides recklessly down the steep slope 
because the breath is running away too, and 
cannot control it. 
Escaping breath between notes is the 
cause of the slur. Holding back the breath 
between notes is the remedy, a permanent 
and infallible one. A practice of holding 
back the breath, of seeming to drink it in 
between notes, will cause this habit to be 
overcome. 
“The Flowering of the Lips” 
It is said of Sappho, the poetess of 
Lesbos, that "her lips curled like flexible 
serpents about the cunning niceties of her 
oratory." The Italian phrase, fior di lab- 
bra, literally means the flowering of the 
lips. Who does not remember the marvel- 
lous lips of Nordica, the great interpreter, 
charmingly eloquent lips which modelled 
into cameo-like chisellings the beauty of 
her vowels; and the lips of Caruso, shoot¬ 
ing out like a horn, shaping and kneading 
his words as the hands of a sculptor shapes 
his clay? 
The lips are the painters of the tone. 
Used beautifully and skillfully they strew 
its path with shimmering iridescence. But 
never stiff, rigid lips thrust out as, in the 
Bible, “the heathen shoot out their lips! 
Beautiful, sensitive, melting lips, touching 
with fire and roses every thought that 
flows through their charming portals 1 
This is the flowering of the lips. 
Women in Eighteenth Century Orchestras 
“Nothing could be more delightful, 
says President de Brosses, “than to see a 
young and pretty nun in a white habit, with 
a bunch of pomegranate flowers over one 
ear, conduct the orchestra and beat time 
with all the grace and accuracy imaginable. 
He adds that “for fine execution, and as 
conductor of an orchestra, the daughter of 
Venice is second to none.” Some of these 
fair musicians were famed all over Italy; 
and Venice used to be split into hostile camps 
in support of this or that singer. 
‘The program of the morning was en¬ 
tirely in English; and it was a direct ref¬ 
utation of the idea that high-grade in¬ 
struction goes of necessity with foreign 
languages. Not only were the majority 
But not all of these women musicians 
were nuns. “Young women were kept 
there until their marriage,” says Rolland, 
and quotes Grosley as saying “Music was 
part of an education which seemed more 
adapted to form Lais and Aspasias than 
nuns or mothers of families.” In this re¬ 
spect there is a wide gap between women’s 
orchestras in Venice, Calif, twentieth cen¬ 
tury, and those of Venice, Italy, eighteenth 
century. 
of the songs of fine caliber and content, 
but also, in the working out of technical 
detail, musical nuance, shading and mood 
values, quite as• serviceable as chanson, 
leider ’and ono.”—Charj.es E. Watt. 
Every Experienced Teacher Realizes 
the Importance of Being Prepared for 
A PROMPT 
AND 
SATISFACTORY 
OPENING 
Next Teaching Season 
Often the success of an entire year is due 
in large measure to getting a good start 
Order Teaching Material 
NOW 
Many teachers order their supplies some time in 
advance of the season’s opening, as- this affords an 
opportunity to examine and classify the material at 
their leisure. For such as these we have what we 
call the 
EARLY ORDER PLAN 
This plan is to book the annual “On Sale” orders during the early 
summer months subject to delivery on or before a date specified by the 
teacher. Orders received up to August First are combined in one ship¬ 
ment prepaid to central distributing points and from there forwarded at a 
small expense to the several consignees. The saving in transportation 
charges is an important item, but of much more consequence is the cer¬ 
tainty of having one’s music supplies on hand and ready for use when the 
pupils arrive for their lessons. 
Write TODAY and tell us 
The number of pupils you expect to have during the 
coming season. 
The grades and styles of pieces desired. 
The date when the material should reach you. 
You will BENEFIT by 
Receiving the best possible assortment of material sent 
on our liberal ON SALE terms, all not used being 
returnable at the end of the teaching season in June 
when settlement is made. 
Having a plentiful supply of material on hand when 
ready to begin the season’s work. 
Saving a part of the delivery expense. 
A MAIL ORDER MUSIC SUPPLY HOUSE FEATURING ACCU= 
RACY, COURTESY, DESPATCH AND ECONOMY IN FILLING 
THE WANTS OF SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, TEACHERS 
AND LOVERS OF MUSIC 
Theodore Presser Co. 
ESTABLISHED 1883 
1710=1712=1714 CHESTNUT STREET 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
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THE 
DJie (gateway 
to a sucussjur 
future. 
Ol RE you interested in teaching music? 
Csx. In the concert field? In theatre organ 
playing? In Public School Music? These are 
a few of the professional fields for which we 
can prepare you. We assure you an open- 
ing in your chosen line as soon as qualified. 
Teaching 
Students preparing with us for 
teaching may take positions in 
our Extension Branches, of which 
there are more than one thousand 
located all over the country, or in 
our Chicago Neighborhood 
Branches, of which there are more 
than thirty, withothers in process 
of establishment 
Those who come to us with 
previous training and experience 
can very quickly qualify to take 
positions in our Chicago Neigh¬ 
borhood Branches, thus gaining 
further experience and earning 
money for their own study. 
Theatre Organ 
Since the establishment of our 
Theatre Organ Department, we 
have trained and placed organists 
in positions with salaries starting 
from $85 to $100 a week. 
Students of piano and organ, 
who have developed instrumental 
technic and musicianship, can pre¬ 
pare to meet the requirements of 
theatre playing in a very short 
time. Good openings are assured. 
Concertizing 
Chautauqua and Lyceum tours 
offer salaries of $40 to $100 week¬ 
ly. Concert engagements are usu¬ 
ally paid for by the single appear¬ 
ance, the fee being $25 to $50 and 
upward. 
OurextensivesystemofBranch- 
es enables us to provide ample 
openings for those we train for 
the concert field. 
Tublic School (Music 
Our two-year course leads to a 
Teacher’s Certificate, entitling 
the possessor to the Illinois State 
Teacher’s Certificate and per¬ 
mission to teach, without exami¬ 
nation. 
Annual salaries of $1,500 to 
$2,500 are available, with large 
outside earnings through private 
teaching, choral directing, etc. 
More openings than _we can 
supply applicants for are referred 
to us every year from school au¬ 
thorities throughout the country. 
Our Fall Term begins in September. 
IVrite for Catalog mentioning The Etude, and telling us which phase 
of our service most interests you. 
eiutooD CDu5ic Sdiiial 
Founded, 1895 by Wm. H. Sherwood 
Fine Arts Building . 410 So. Michigan Avenue 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
teaching rPositions 
/rfK—'EACHING positions are available in our Thirty- 
two Chicago Neighborhood Branches for young 
teachers of piano and violin who wish to teach, and, 
at the same time advance themselves by study with 
our artist teachers; also for advanced students as soon 
as they are qualified to teach. 
See Fall Announcement elsewhere in this issue. 
Write forCatalogandTeachingPosition Appli¬ 
cation Blank, mntioningThe Etude and giving 
an account of your training and experience. 
mflooH (DusicSdwiol 
Founded 1895 by Wm. H. Sherwood 
Fine Arts Building • 410 S. Michigan Avenue 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
SUMMER COURSE 
912 Kimball Hall - Chicago, 111. 
>ffers thoro training in music. Courses leading to 
iachelor of Music Degree, Diploma, and Certifi- 
in Piano. Voice. Violin, Organ, Public School 
sic Methods and Music Kindergarten Methods. 
Bulletin sent free upon request 
W. ST. CLARE MINTURN, Director. 
N.UJ free 'bulletin- \ 
SCHOOL* 
MUSIC 
Year 1926-1927 I Address-FRTEB I-CTKIV 
Begins Sept. 20,1926 
theatre Orgi 
and lead to highly re¬ 
munerative positions. 
Openings assured as 
soon as qualified. 
See Fall Announcement elsewhere 
Catalog, mentioning The Etude. 
Founded iSi)j by Wm. H. Sherwood 
Fine Arts Building 
410 South Michigan Avenue 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
ran 
£7)reparation for the best 
°C positions in a minimum 
of time, under Mildred 
Fitzpatrick, widely known 
theatre organist. Openings 
assured as soon as qualified. 
See Fall Announcement elsewhere 
in this issue and write }or 
Catalog, mentioning The Etude. 
Slictii)oni)(I)ii5ic School 
Founded i8yy by Wm. H. Sherwood 
Fine Arts Building 
410 South Michigan Avenue 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
ARE YOU SAVING FOR FUTURE STUDY AT SOME LEADING SCHOOL 
OR COLLEGE OF MUSIC? You can hasten the goal of your ambitbns by “eking 
out all nearby homes where there are music lovers and interest them in a subscription to 
The Etude. Write Circulation Department as to how you can become an authorized 
Etude agent and earn money securing subscriptions in your spare ti 
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Public School Music Department 
(Continued from, Page BOO) 
“close harmony” on the part of the boy. 
The main feature of the junior high school 
music therefore, should be massed chorus 
ringing. Provided that sufficient time is 
assigned for choral periods of rehearsing, 
and also that methods are employed which 
will insure quick results, then choral part 
singing will prove to be the most stimulat¬ 
ing activity in the whole school life and 
program. The pupils should meet in 
eraded groups and sing music which will 
enable the boy with changing voice to 
participate, in a comfortable vocal range. 
Appreciation of music should be developed 
in conjunction with all the choral periods. 
Certain interested pupils will elect inten¬ 
sive courses in elementary theory and prac¬ 
tice. Many pupils will join the music 
clubs. The glee club, orchestra and oper¬ 
etta club are the outstanding group ac¬ 
tivities in the junior high school. These 
organizations carry on the indoor activities 
and represent the school in festivals, con¬ 
tests and social gatherings. The older 
classes in many junior high schools are 
identical in grade with the earlier classes 
in the senior high schools, and the pupils 
should have opportunities to take music 
courses which will count toward high 
school graduation. This leads to a discus¬ 
sion of the music opportunities which the 
senior high school should offer. 
Senior High School 
THE SENIOR HIGH school should 
offer all the music activities which 
the Junior should have and in addition to 
the intensive course in Theory and Prac¬ 
tice, Harmony should be presented as 
an advanced course. One of the most 
important courses is the one in Music 
Appreciation or Music Literature. Every 
one should be trained in music under¬ 
standing. and so the course in appreciation 
is extremely valuable as we must create 
appreciative audiences for our orchestras, 
choral groups and artists, lest our art 
and profession fall into decadence. Credit 
toward graduation should also be given 
for vocal and instrumental ensemble classes 
whether listed and functioning as the rep¬ 
resentative school glee club and orchestra 
or not. Credit should be granted for 
applied or outside music study of voice, 
piano, organ and the instruments of the 
symphony orchestra. Opportunities should 
be afforded for class instruction on the 
so-called unusual instruments of the 
orchestra in order that the high school 
orchestra may have as complete an 
instrumentation as possible. Opportunity 
for developing a band should be given. A 
good brass band does not take long in the 
making and it receives ready recognition 
as a great school and community asset. 
Recognition for the School Music Teacher S UMMING UP the whole discussion, 
we find that there is a need for the 
highly trained executive musician in the 
public schools. There are more opportu¬ 
nities and there is less competition in 
school music directing than in professional 
directing. A given community can support 
only a few musical organizations and the 
success of the ambitious musican depends 
on the law of the survival of the fittest; 
and so, many good professionals are with¬ 
out recognition because the field of oppor¬ 
tunity is limited. This is not true in 
school music teaching, as each school is 
a community in itself and the music 
teacher has every opportunity to develop 
all features and phases of his work and 
all of this with a fixed salary and the 
added advantage of regular attendance on 
the part of his classes. In the smaller 
communities, election as supervisor of 
music or special teacher of music often 
means election as musical director for 
the community. When this is the case, 
contacts can be made with community 
movements and help secured for school 
musical projects such as class instruction 
in piano and violin. Instruments must 
be secured for the band and orchestra. 
The community will gladly give financial 
aid, if it enjoys the co-operation of the 
school musical organizations in the com¬ 
munity affairs. The school music teacher 
must please his community and meet his 
people on a common ground, in the selec¬ 
tion of program material. Much harm 
has been done to the advancement of 
music appreciation by forcing an audience 
to listen to music that it does not under¬ 
stand. Community singing is .a great 
force in unifying the interests of the 
people. The participation of the “grown¬ 
ups” and graduates in the school orchestra 
rehearsals and concerts has a far reaching 
effect in binding the school, homes and 
community together. Musical memory 
contests popularize and increase interest 
in music; and the schools can start the 
movement. Festivals and music contests 
create tremendous interest and consequent 
local support of the musical organizations 
competing. The school music supervisor 
or teacher can be the leading spirit in all 
of these movements and can rest assured 
that he will receive something greater than 
mere pay, because he is ministering in art, 
and a reaction of his community to things 
beautiful really is a living and objective 
demonstration of a spiritual devotion of 
the highest kind. 
Another “Nightingale” Story 
To The Etude : ,, . , , The following is from an old book or trav¬ 
els by George William Curtis. Recording a 
visit to Trenton Falls, New York, he says: 
My charioteer was a fine boy of sixteen. 
He whipped along over the plank road and 
gossiped of horses, the people, and the places 
we necceri lie wns shnrn-eveu and cigar 
tinoiis of the stables. 
“Yes. Often.” . . , 
“Great woman. Sir. Don’t you think so. 
“She was here last week, Sir. Get up, 
Charles!” 
“Did you hear her?" I asked. 
“Yes, Sir. and I drove with her to the Falls 
—that is. Tom Higgins drove, but 1 sat on 
picked up flowers and sung, like to herself 
as if it were pleasant. By and by, she sat 
But”before she stopped a little bird came and 
sat upon the bough close beside us. I saw 
it, Sir, with my own eyes, the whole of it— 
and when Jenny Lind had done, he began to 
sing and shout away like she did. While he 
was singing she looked delighted, and when 
he stonned she sang again, and—oh! it was 
beautiful Sir. But the little bird wouldn't 
give it up, and he sang again but not until 
she had done. Then Jenny Lind sang as well 
ns ever she could. Her voice seemed to fill 
the woods all up with music, and, when it 
was over, the little bird was still for a while, 
but tried it again in a few minutes. He 
couldn’t do it, Sir. He sang very bad, and 
then the foreign gentleman with Jenny Lind 
laughed, and they all came back to the 
carriage.” William^ Warner.^ 
But 
and then slipped^ f the b 
w*as something better than 
JAZZ 
Axel Christenser 
zz-Up” 
, that, Sir.’ 
“Why! Sir,8 aa&we came back we passed a 
little wood, and she stopped the carriage, and 
stepped out with the rest of the party, ana 
me and Tom Higgins, and went into the wood. 
It was toward sunset and the wood was 
beautiful. She walked about a little, ana 
Breaks, Fills, etc. Either book sent for 
$2, or both for *3. Five new “Syncophonies for advanced 
.. «1 Also new Jazz Instructors for Saxophoneor 
BamoatSI each,postpaid. TEACHERS WANTED to 
open schools in cities where we are not alreadyrepresented. 
CHRISTENSEN SCHOOL OF POPULAR MUSIC 
Suilt 44,2# E. Jackson Bl*d. Chicago, Illinois 
Have you ever wondered whether or not it would pay you to take up a 
special course in music and train for something higger in your work^ State 
Departments of Education recognize schools of high scholastic‘ 
canearn a Diploma, Degree or Teacher’s Certificate through our school, 
which is issued by the authority of the State of Illinois. 
Earnest ambitious students are invited to send for our catalog and 
sample lessons We send them without any obligation and they show how 
it “ possible to get accredited courses without having to go away from home 
for an expensive course. 
We have been offering our courses to music lovers through The Etude 
columns for many years. If you haven’t sent for literature before DO IT 
NOW! Check on the coupon below what particular course you wish to 
and we will send sample lessons and quote special terms to you. 
If you want to advance in your music, get full details now of the “u^e® 
which have started others on the road to success. There can be no> 
about its paying when so many thousands of musicians are advancing 
through the aid of our courses to positions of responsibility and influence. 
A Public School Music graduate writes: 
“I am now the director of the Community High School 
Orchestra, having received my certificate from our super¬ 
intendent upon the recommendation of the State Board 
after presenting my credits received through my studies 
with your institution.” 
PianO Students’ Course by William H. Sherwood. 
Normal Piano Course By wiiiiam h. sherwcod 
By Adolph Rosenbecker and Dr. Daniel Protheroe. This 
HarmOnV course includes Counterpoint, Composition and Or- 
^ chestration. 
Public School Music by Frances E. Clark. 
by F. B. Stiven, 
Sight Singing and Ear Training Music, Univer¬ 
sity of Illinois. 
Choral Conducting by Dr. Daniel Protheroe. 
History of Music by Glenn Dillard Gunn. 
Advanced Composition by Herbert j.wrightson. 
Violin, Cornet, Mandolin, Banjo and 
Guitar by eminent teachers. 
WANTED: Teachers in the different States for affiliation 
to take charge of our branch schools. If interested, 
mention in your inquiry. 
GOOD FOR FOUR FREE LESSONS 
UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY, 
Dept. D-48 Siegel-Myers Building, Chicago, Ill. 
Please send me FREE without the slightest cost or obligation on my 
course mentioned below. Also quote me your Special Limited Pnce foi 
Name...Age’ 
Street No.. R. F. D. or P. O. Box.•... 
Town...gtate. 
I am interested in (Course) 
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Artistic and Inartistic Performers 
T T HAS been said that performers upon 
-*■ the “King of Instruments” can be' 
classed under two headings, “Organists 
and those who play the organ.” The 
former are usually people of experience 
and high artistic aims, while the others 
include the inexperienced and those whose 
artistic instincts are of a low standard, 
either from lack of ability, or opportunities 
for study with teachers of merit. The 
remarks, therefore, that will be made, 
while possibly being of general interest, 
will perhaps be of greater assistance to 
“those who play the organ.” 
The present day organs have so many 
of their pipes placed in a swell box that 
the correct use of the swell pedal is one 
of the ways by which a really good per¬ 
former is known. 
The Organist’s Etude 
Edited by Well-Known Specialists 
It is the Aim of THE ETUDE to make this Organ Department “An 
Organist’s Etude Complete in Itself” 
The Organ Crescendo and Diminuendo 
By Henry Hackett, F. R. C. O. 
The Swell Pumper 
UOW MANY of us have not come 
across the man on the stool who 
thinks that the swell pedal is a con¬ 
venient vehicle for the exercise of his right 
foot, and who treats his listeners to a 
continual pumping of the swell shutters? 
The late Sir John Stainer puts on record 
the case of an indifferent performer who 
presided at an organ of which the swell 
shutters were plainly visible, and who con¬ 
tinued his pumping even when playing on 
the choir organ which was unenclosed. 
The first point to notice with regard 
to the correct use of the swell pedal is 
the fact that the' first opening of an inch 
or so produces the greatest crescendo. 
This therefore should be made slowly and 
afterwards the speed of opening should 
be accelerated considerably, due to the 
fact that the crescendo then is not so 
great. The reverse method should of 
course be employed with the decrescendo, 
that is, a swift closing of the shutters 
until the last two or three inches, after 
which time the shutter should be allowed 
to close slowly. 
Adding or Withdrawing Stops 
THERE is another point, however, 
of great importance, and that is, 
the treatment of the swell pedal when 
a stop of considerable power is either 
added or withdrawn. Let us take a case 
to illustrate this, for which purpose we 
will assume that the swell organ is not a 
large one, and consists of, say, three or 
four 8 ft. stops, one each of 4 ft. and 2 ft. 
and a fairly powerful reed. Now the dif¬ 
ference in power between the full swell 
without this reed, and with it, will be 
considerable. 
Should we therefore desire to increase 
gradually the power, when this reed is 
added; the best plan is to open the swell 
box somewhat before adding the said reed 
stop, and just at the moment it is drawn 
to close the swell box again. By this 
method the crescendo will be more grad¬ 
ual. The reverse process should of course 
be adopted when a decrescendo is desired; 
for at the exact moment when the reed 
stop is pushed in, the swell shutters should 
be opened, thus enabling the graduation 
of tone to be more artistically managed. 
Naturally if a. sudden contrast is desired, 
the above method would not apply. 
Changing from Swell to Great or Vice Versa 
ANOTHER instance might be given, 
say, when the great organ diapasons 
coupled with the swell including the afore¬ 
mentioned reed is in use. Should the per¬ 
former then be playing on the swell or¬ 
gan and desire a crescendo by utilizing 
the great organ keyboard, the best plan 
would be to opeb the swell box somewhat, 
and at the moment the hands fall on the 
great organ to close the swell shutters 
rapidly. As in the former instance, the 
crescendo is made more artistically by 
this method and the reverse process will 
also apply. In fact, whenever a stop of 
great difference in power is either added 
or withdrawn, this method should be 
adopted. 
Advantage should be taken (especially 
in the case of small swell organs) of the 
difference in power to be obtained by hold¬ 
ing or fixing the swell box open at cer¬ 
tain points such as one-third or two- 
thirds of its full extent. Many players 
omit to take advantage of this, for they 
either use,the swell pedal for a crescendo 
or diminuendo, or they fix it fully open. 
Organ Accent When Swell Box is Fixed 
Open 
TN ADDITION to the recommendations 
already enumerated, there is a further 
one, which is that of accenting a chord 
in cases where the swell is already fixed 
open, or when the feet are otherwise oc¬ 
cupied and unable to attend to the swell 
pedal. This is frequently called for in 
organ solo playing and refers particularly 
to writings of the older composers. The 
chord previous to the one requiring an 
accent should be slightly detached, and 
the accented chord be slurred on to the 
following chord, which latter should also 
be somewhat shortened. 
Perhaps Guilmant, the eminent French 
organist and composer, and W. T. Best 
(who occupied a similar position in Eng¬ 
land) were among the first to recognize 
this; and they carefully indicated such 
effects in their compositions. Older com¬ 
posers, however (who wrote at a time 
when the organ was not considered so 
much a solo instrument as it is today), 
did not indicate such marks of expression 
as do writers of the present day; but 
skilled performers realize this and play 
with greater variety of touch than the 
printed copy often indicates. 
The following short extract provides 
an excellent example produced by accent, 
and leads the listener to assume that the 
marked passages are actually given more 
power, even when no additional stops are 
added or the swell pedal utilized. 
Marche Triomphale, Guilmant 
Possibly these few hints will be of as¬ 
sistance to young organists in solo play¬ 
ing as well as in their accompaniment to 
the church service. 
For the Movie Organist 
By Alanson Weller 
T N SELECTING themes for the film try 
-*■ to study the emotions and general at¬ 
mosphere of the scenes which you are 
about to accompany and select pieces which 
fit these moods. This is the real secret 
of successful picture playing. For ex¬ 
ample, an intensely dramatic emotional 
climax might be appropriately accompanied 
by the Andante Cantabile from the “Fifth 
Symphony” of Tschaikowsky judiciously 
cut so as to have the tremendous climax of 
the music fall in with that of the film. 
Likewise a rather sentimental scene might 
be shown to the strains of the Nevin “Love 
Song” or even the “Liebestraume” of Liszt. 
For scenes of sorrow or loneliness the 
popular and decidedly elegiac “Andantino” 
of Lemare will do very well. A hurried, 
agitated movement is needed for “exciting” 
portions. Numbers like the “Egmont” and 
“Prometheus” overtures are excellent for 
this type of scene. 
In every picture there are portions which, 
while they serve to advance the action of 
the plot, do not express any definite emo¬ 
tion, and consequently do not require emo¬ 
tional music. Do not waste big dramatic 
numbers on these places. They are known 
as “neutral scenes,” and a little neutral 
improvisation or a short piece such as 
the “Cantilene” (Salome) or some of the 
short numbers published in the Etude will 
fill the bill nicely. 
Vary the registration frequently, not 
necessarily with each change of music, as 
this is unnecessary, but often enough to 
avoid monotony. Certain emotions are best 
suggested by certain stop combinations. 
If the pieces used are organ compositions, 
they will have a set registration; but, if 
(as is often necessary) piano pieces or 
orchestrations are used, the player must 
make his own combinations. Since every 
player has different ideas as to which stops 
best suggest certain emotions, it is useless 
to give fixed rules. Here one’s own re¬ 
sourcefulness and originality must be the 
guides. 
Orchestrations can be very effectively 
used in this work. Buy the piano part of 
the “small orchestra” arrangements. In 
most small combinations the pianist is also 
conductor, hence the piano-conductor part 
contains in addition to the piano accom¬ 
paniment the melody on a staff above the 
accompaniment. By playing this melody on 
one manual, with the stops drawn which 
correspond as nearly as possible to the 
instruments which would be used in the 
orchestra (these are also indicated in these 
arrangements), and supplying a portion of 
the accompaniment on another manual with 
a rather soft neutral registration, a very 
fair result can be obtained. Among these 
arrangements are a number of excellent 
overtures. , One should always keep a 
supply of these on hand, as they serve a 
great variety of purposes. 
THE ETUDE 
Avoid playing too loud or too soft. 
Nothing can be more annoying to an au¬ 
dience than a continual roar or a constant 
whispering of the instrument. Keep to 
medium volume and work up to the full 
organ for big climaxes, saving the ex¬ 
tremely soft effects for appropriate scenes. 
Do not imagine that it is impossible to 
keep up a concert repertoire while engaged 
in this work, as even concert selections, 
while not a general rule for pictures, have 
been used many times for certain scenes. 
The “Concert Overture” and “Concert 
Rondo” of Hollins have been used for 
photoplay work with excellent effect. Por¬ 
tions of the Mendelssohn Sonatas and the 
Handel Organ Concerti may also be intro¬ 
duced for certain scenes. 
Practice improvising in order to gain 
facility in this branch of the art. This is 
very useful at times and is also serviceable 
when changing from one piece to another 
in a contrasting key. A too abrupt change 
is unmusical. Smooth performance is a 
necessity in picture playing. 
The following list, while not attempting 
to be exhaustive, will give the reader an 
idea of the type of material which has been 
used and is being used in picture playing. 
Love Themes 
Melody in G Flat.Cadman 
Melodie .Huerter 
The Afterglow Huerter 
Dream Melody (Naughty 
Marietta) .Herbert 
Excitement 
II Guar any Overture.Gomez 
Ruy Bias Overture Mendelssohn 
Scherzo .Mendelssohn 
Finale (Symphony No. 4).Tschaikowsky. 
Finlandia Sibelius 
Mystery 
Le Rouet d' Omphale (middle 
section) .St. Saens 
Tragedy 
Death of Asa (Peer Gynt) .Grieg 
Prelude Op. 28 No. 20.Chopin 
Nature Scenic Films 
Winter .Svendsen 
Woodland Sketches .MacDowell 
Rustle of Spring Sinding 
Autumn Fantasie .Grieg 
National and Racial Airs 
(for travelogues and foreign scenes) 
Hawaiian Fantasie .Stewart 
Ballet Egyptian Luiguini 
Caucasian Sketches.Ivanow 
Indian Rhapsody Lieurance 
Reverie du Soir St. Saens 
Volga Boat Song .Russian 
Neutral Music 
Meditation in D Flat .Cadman 
Legend .Cadman 
Caprice in G Cadman 
Minuet from "Berenice” .Handel 
Cantique d'Amour .Strang 
Twilight Song    Shackley 
Selecting the Voluntary 
By R. Walker Robson 
It is unwise to despise audiences who 
have neither the time nor the inclination 
to study music as an art. They may be 
much more highly educated than the 
organist himself, and yet be musically ig¬ 
norant. To perform a program to such 
an audience which they cannot be expected 
to understand and label them as “ignorant, 
uncultivated folk” when they absent them¬ 
selves on the next occasion is stupid. En¬ 
deavor to raise the tastes of those around 
you at all times, but be reasonable. When 
THE etude 
traverse ground where your hearers 
srffw 
canI1 A It is not necessary to play 
^r?ms” or musical claptrap of any kind 
rder to interest quite large numbers 
die general public; they respond won- 
a fully to really good music which they 
c!n follow and understand. 
Do not adopt as your pattern the supe- 
. oers0n who proudly states that he 
never practices his voluntaries, but just 
”Iav9 what he feels inclined to play at the 
P ment This is a sure sign of mcom- 
nl)? e or decadence. Good organists pre- 
. their recitals and voluntaries, and it 
Lv be taken as a general rule that “the 
more skillful the player the more con¬ 
scientious the practice.” 
Do not refrain from playing music 
which has become popular through repeti¬ 
tion if ^ is rea,ly good rausic' 11 1S 
churlish to deny audiences music for 
which they long, if the only fault of the 
music is that it has become “popular.” 
Do not play any composition which is 
unworthy of the instrument, the building, 
or yourself; but avoid the mischievous • 
tendency to judge by “titles.” A fugue, a 
chorale prelude or sonata may be strik¬ 
ingly bad music, or indeed not music at 
all, whereas a weak title may conceal an 
excellent composition. Choose your music 
by its quality and not by the title or form. 
Forms of composition which are difficult 
to understand, such as chorale preludes, 
should not be given in large doses, unless 
some explanation, either verbal or printed, > 
is supplied to the listener. 
Occasional technical inaccuracies are 
pardonable, but faulty rhythm and stodg¬ 
iness are unpardonable. Organ playing 
should always be musical in the best sense. 
The interpretative aspect of music must be 
carefully studied. Musical interpretations 
are as essential in organ music as they are 
in vocal music or in other forms of in¬ 
strumental music. 
—Musical Opinion 
Choir Helps 
By Fred R. Stecker 
In order to have a successful choir, in¬ 
terest must be present at all times. 
It must be expected that a chorus choir 
is on an entirely different basis than a 
quartet, of which the members in most 
cases are paid. 
I find that one of my great helps has 
been the keeping of each member busy. 
We have an organized choir, hold our reg¬ 
ular monthly business meetings, also one 
social event each month. Such members 
as are not able to do solo work, either 
alone, duet, or quartet, I find it very good 
to place in charge of the social event which 
is to take place in the present month. 
Some member may assist along with the 
regular social staff, while others may work 
along with the membership staff. Before a 
candidate can be taken in as a regular 
' member, lie or she must be present at 
three choir rehearsals and one business 
meeting. 
I have found that if a person is willing 
to come out for a month to see what we 
do, we can learn in that time if this party 
will stick out through the many hardships 
we endure. 
We do not go through the same routine 
each night at rehearsal, thereby varying 
the work as much as possible. Sometimes 
we take our anthems for the following ■ 
Sunday first, then the new anthems, and 
then hymns; then, again, we alternate. A 
good plan is to have all solo parts left 
out of an anthem until the final rehearsal 
of it. 
If there is a member in the choir that 
can play the piano, it is well to let that 
person go over parts of solos, or any tricky 
passages, with members having these for 
the following week, thereby giving them 
an early start. 
We, have an average attendance of 
twenty members, and out of these there 
are only five that do chorus work only; so, 
in order to make the most of our time, it 
is necessary to have another pianist besides 
myself, as organist, to rehearse the differ¬ 
ent parts which I give out from time to 
^'a good plan is to have the rehearsal be¬ 
gin promptly and end the same, leaving 
the balance of time to be spent on extra 
work. Thus we not only' keep up the in¬ 
terest in our choir, but also maintain a 
helpful, live organization in the church. 
How to Play Over Hymn Tunes 
Sib—My copy of the January Musica. 
Opinion was prematurely removed by an 
• musical housemaid. I remember, hoi 
reading a letter which explained that th 
I remember, in my young days, when I had 
an organ with only two stops (an open dia- 
pason and a stopped diapason), I used to play 
three lines o£ the tune, if it had as many as 
three. (If it had less, I played only the first 
chord, and the congregation never knew what 
.the tune was and never found their places at 
all ) I played the first line on one of the 
stops, pushed it in, and pulled out the other 
for the second line, reversing the process for 
the third, so that one always left off on the 
stop one began on. I hope this is clear, it 
was very good, but I was told by some people 
who had little or no taste that aome of the 
congregation were sorry they ever did find 
their places. I expect this was on account ot 
the hymns : the vicar chose them, and some 
of them were very poor. „ ,, - 
In “Angel voices ever singing; well, of 
course, there’s only one possible stop to use: 
there’s nothing clever about that. My spe- 
get6 tSd'aMy ;^fS 
ie“t to when nobody’s expecting it. It gives them a 
Che jolt, I can tell you ; but it explains the mean- 
>ed nQur day of praise is done,” I play over 
the whole tune on the full organ; and that 
£■£, L*5i the ^idnotf11?LbfiKr1s" liigj alws stop at end f the ir t Tf" they want to go and perjure them¬ 
selves they can : but I won’t. In summer time 
I simply reftise to play, “The day thou gavest, 
Lord, is ended” until 10.30 p. m. I remember 
ore time, when the vicar’s sermon made me 
think that that hour had been reached. I 
“The Monastery umura . "r ;V ',7 T went ud to him and shook him, but he did 
not wake The vicar (I got my literary style 
from him though he is not much good other¬ 
wise) told me that, in the language of pagt 
davs this man would have been called a 
“three-bottle man.” Still, it was rather nice 
to have him there. Hsspbbidbs Hotbath. 
Motion Picture Music 
:h Masters: Mouton. Fosse, Gillet, Fauchey, 
darie. SEND for FREE sample pm"? 
id SPECIAL OFFER 
Gabriel.__
parts. Catalogues at 
Music on Approval’ 
MANUS MUSIC CO., INC. 
Dept. D, 145 West 45th Street, New York City 
rthUTiulMlh: Effects ^?BpensabT 
sAnSical. 
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The Child's 
Approach to 
Music Study 
To win the enthusiastic interest of 
the boy or girl at the very outset has 
always been one of the biggest prob¬ 
lems in music teaching. Leading 
educators agree, today, that this can 
be best accomplished by enabling the 
youngsters to make music in their 
own way with the aid of that uni¬ 
versal musical instrument—the. Har¬ 
monica. After they have become 
proficient on this instrument they 
will take naturally and enthusiasti¬ 
cally to the study of the piano, violin 
and other musical instruments. 
A Hohner Harmonica for the boy 
or girl will help solve the problem. 
With the newly perfected Chromatic 
Harmonica they can play the com¬ 
plete chromatic scale. It is not a 
toy, but a real musical instrument 
which will promote self-expression, 
rhythm, and accuracy, and lay the 
foundation for serious musicianship. 
Hohner Harmonicas are endorsed by^such 
prominent group educators as 
Peter W. Dykema, Prof. School Music, 
Dorothy blEnTderis"S‘tLs’tIeWSupt., Mil- 
WWaAkeeGore,°°Supt. Schools, Webster 
NelheVe’C. °Hudd, Principal Mozart 
Harry0<Keeler, Principal, Lindblom High 
HOHNER 
harmonicas 
1, Chics 
or High School 61 
. Wheeler, Princii 
ity High School, 
N. ’ 
Principal 
—AND MANY OTHERS— 
M. Hohner, Inc. Dept. 204 
114 East 16th St., New York 
AUSTIN ORGANS) 
'THE standing of Austin in the one 
A ereat city of Philadelphia, is indica- 
_
j i a¬
ted by Austin organs in .St. Mark s, St. 
Luke and Epiphany,St.Clement’s,Church 
of the Saviour, Arch Street Presbyterian, 
Cathedral SS. Peter and Paul, Girard 
College, Temple New Jerusalem. 
All are very large, comprehensive instru¬ 
ments; models of modem construction and 
beautiful churchly 
AUSTIN ORGAN 
165 Woodland St. Hartford, 
cal 
l. Conn. J 
Guilmant Organ School 
A Distinctive School for 
Serious Students 
Free Scholarships 
Write for Catalog 
17 East Eleventh St., N. Y. 
flbk 3wh-ltsmej of “OBGOBUT 
A lmpr0,,“ 
d-A-JSSfck "super “ORGOBLO” 
Sturdy—Efficient—Quiet 
it..-i >!'<■ 
- 
^mH^H^^^^Buiti.utti.os. / "AmBm Tin. OROOBI.O till, won It hlghr-t In »»|W 
‘'“six..”*' “oitGOBM) ICKIOR 
THE SPENCER TURBINE COMPANY 
CONNECTICUT 
EDITION of our »»., ■ --— how students master TUNING with our Tune-A-Phones 
and WHY pur graduates head the profession in all part, 
of the world. With Bryant’s patented devices, tools, 
charts and lessons, one learns quickly and easily. Low 
tuition easy terms. Diploma granted. MONEY-BACK 
GUARANTY. $10 to $25 a day, exceptional oppor- 
tunities, and an ideal profession await you. 
BRYANT SCHOOL OF TUNING 
72 Bryant Building Augusta, Michigan 
INSTRUCTION IN 
THEATRE ORfiAN PLAYING 
Practice Facilities. Special course for 
pianists changing to organ. 
Advanced pupils have the advantage of 
any large theatre. 
OUR PUPILS SUCCEED WHERE OTHER 
ORGANISTS FAIL 
VERMOND KNAUSS SCHOOL OF 
THEATRE ORGAN PLAYING 
210 North 7th St., Allentown, Pa. 
MUSIC PRINTERS 
I ENGRAVERS—LITHOGRAPHERS I 
PRINT ANYTHING IN MUSIC- BY ANY PROCESS I 
WE PRINT FOR INDIVIDUALS 
[established 187. REFERENCE ANY PUBLISHER I 
“ZIMMERMAN6 
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Organ and Choir Questions Answered 
By Henry S. Fry 
AN OPPORTUNITY- 
To Introduce a Musical Friend 
To a Delightful Musical Treat 
We Will Send the 
Etude Music Magazine 
To Any Address for . 
JUNE, JULY AND AUGUST 
Think of It! 
Over 50 Excellent Pieces. Over 200 Inspiring Articles 
FOR ONLY 35 Cts. 
mmmmmmmm 
Tfrrrrr;: 
jA.'vss *»(«*». fs sISslfSHSS'S 
You would think nothing- of taking a friend out to lunch and 
spending several times 35 cents. Here is an opportunity to treat 
your musical friends to a three months’ musical feast at the price 
of a couple of carfares. You will introduce them to the world’s 
demanded musical magazine and gain their everlasting 
This offer is limited to the months of June, 
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The Legato and Its Accomplish¬ 
ments in Changing Strings 
By William Kupper 
To the fortunate violin beginner who 
has heard some great artist play legato 
passages with the full roundness developed 
in the skilled right arm, and has felt the 
human touch in the vibrations of a vanish¬ 
ing note, the significance of finished, un¬ 
blemished passages in slurred notes makes 
a well-merited impression. Yet, the beauty 
of a fine legato is not necessarily restricted 
to the great genius; the ambitious violinist 
can acquire the power to an extent depend¬ 
ing on the amount, care and substance of 
practice. The acquisition of right-arm 
skill involves mainly the basic exercises 
stressed for all violin playing. 
Scales are the simplest examples, or 
rather subjects for slurred note practicing; 
and along with this, they are the most im¬ 
portant way of acquiring regularity and 
precision. A hammer-like motion, anal¬ 
ogous to that of the piano hammers, should 
be practiced “into” the fingers. Playing 
scales first in detached notes, and then in 
ascending combinations, with the utmost 
regularity, deliberation, and precise inter¬ 
vals of length, can produce the desired re¬ 
sults. Applying the principle, when runs 
or cadenzas are to be played, each note 
should be bowed in prescribed style, and 
then followed by slurred groups of two, 
four and so on. But the underlying pre¬ 
cept of all intricate playing, slowness in 
practicing, should constantly be kept in 
However, the beginner will find one 
great difficulty in his way; a limpid, flaw¬ 
less tone seems impossible in changing 
strings. The solution—a most useful one 
—makes pureness possible, and adds de¬ 
cidedly to the appearance of the right arm 
in the way of grace. Students of Pro¬ 
fessor Leopold Auer are distinguished for 
their dexterity and finesse in changing 
strings. The principle can be explained 
thus: 
The wrist, that extremely useful part of 
the human anatomy, plays the benefactor 
in this difficulty as in many others con¬ 
fronting the violinist. However, its use 
towards this particular obstacle is re¬ 
stricted to transition from left to right 
strings, that is, from the G to the E. In 
its normal position the wrist should bend 
in a graceful arch. When a string is to 
be traversed, especially on the down bow, 
the curve should be reversed so that the 
top of the wrist should form the inside 
right angle of an imaginary right tri¬ 
angle. Of course, the moving of the 
wrist should be accomplished gradually. 
After the neighboring string has been 
reached, the wrist should resume its nor¬ 
mal playing position. Clean slurred bow¬ 
playing is much more difficult than de¬ 
tached note transition, but can be worked 
into the right arm by practice. This prin¬ 
ciple cannot be applied to reverse chang¬ 
ing, that is, shifting from an E to a G 
string direction. Here, wrist movement 
without embellishment should be used. 
Exercises of this kind can always be 
found in such standard collections of etudes 
as those of Kreutzer, Mazas, Hermann 
and Wolfhart. 
The Violinist’s Etude 
Edited by ROBERT BRAINE 
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The Foundation of Violin Technic 
There are numerous points in the de¬ 
velopment of technical facility on the violin 
on which pedagogs disagree, but there 
is one to which there is no dissenting voice, 
that is: 
Slow Practice 
I have never heard of a violin teacher 
who did not impress this adage persistently 
and firmly on the minds of his pupils, but, 
unfortunately, many of them neglect to im¬ 
part the most important and salient reasons 
for studying at a slow tempo. 
“You must learn to walk before you 
can run,” is one of the stock phrases used 
by teachers. It has merit and is clearly 
understood by students. Slow practice, in 
itself, means nothing and will bring no 
beneficial results unless the position of the 
hand and application of the fingers are 
absolutely correct. 
The hand must be so trained as to en¬ 
able the student to place his fingers on any 
given note, in any position on the violin, 
with reasonable assurance that it will be 
perfectly in tune, without hearing it sound¬ 
ed. This requires years of patient study 
but the reward justifies the time devoted 
to acquiring this certainty. 
Perfect intonation can be acquired only 
by slow practice and careful attention to 
the position of the hand and correct ap¬ 
plication of the fingers. 
The ear should be used as a corrective 
medium and not as a guide, for the simple 
reason that, after the student has heard 
the tones he is playing and has played 
them out of tune, it is too late to rectify 
the fault as he is allowed only one trial. 
Therefore he will realize the absolute 
necessity of training the fingers to fall in 
the correct place without hearing the tone 
produced. 
The foundation of technic is: 
Scales 
These should be practiced slowly. The 
four fingers should be held directly over 
the tones that are to be played, applied 
exactly in the centre of the finger and 
pressed firmly on the strings. Where there 
Is no resistance there can be no develop¬ 
ment of strength. Therefore drawing the 
fingers back and slapping them on the 
strings has no value. The real result in 
obtaining strength comes from the pres¬ 
sure after the finger is applied; the un¬ 
necessary movement through the air is lost 
motion, energy and time, and will retard 
all efforts towards velocity. The fewer 
the movements, the less the exertion, the 
greater the chance for speed. 
I have had very good results in the 
playing of three octave scales by using a 
shifting grace note, building three tones 
with one movement of the hand and fingers, 
as follows: 
ign 
Repeat 50 times. 
This grace note should be played until 
the hand is so trained as to be sure of 
having all three tones in each position 
perfectly in tune. Then, and only then, 
shift without sounding the grace note. 
In my Scale Studies you will find that 
all scales, with the exception of G, A and 
A-flat, are fingered alike so that once you 
have mastered the shift you can apply it 
to all the scales, as the shift is relatively 
the same. When you have mastered this 
in a slow tempo, having followed these 
simple rules, it is not difficult to increase 
gradually the speed. As the greatest bene¬ 
fit of the shift is in playing scales rapidly, 
be sure to make the shift always in the 
same manner but without sounding the 
grace note. 
Popularity of the Violin 
“When Thoreau delivered his famous 
assertion that all genius is essentially fem¬ 
inine in quality, he stated in terse fashion 
the truth zuhich is apparent to all analyt¬ 
ical observers, namely, that genius, and 
particularly literary genius. Usually be¬ 
trays the quick intuition, the delicacy of 
fancy, the extreme sensitiveness and the 
warm sympathy which are the traditional 
attributes of high-minded womanhood.”— 
Harry Colin Thorpe in The Musical 
Quarterly. 
A correspondent writes: “While talking 
to our local bandmaster a few days ago 
he suggested that the violin was losing its 
popularity. He pointed out that the best 
popular orchestras are not using the violin. 
I was not well enough posted to argue with 
him. That is why I am writing for your 
opinion. Is the violin losing its popularity 
or is it not?” 
It is astonishing that any one who has 
an opportunity of keeping even measure- 
ably up with the times in music should 
make a statement that the violin is losing 
its popularity. It is indeed true that 
the popularity of “jazz” has caused violins 
to be displaced to a certain extent in 
orchestras playing dance music in cafes', 
hotels and restaurants, in favor of saxo¬ 
phones and other instruments to carry the 
melody. However, this has been made up 
fifty fold in the increase of the violin as a 
solo instrument and in various orchestral 
combinations. 
Never in the history of the world have 
there been as many violins and violin 
players as at present. All the large cities, 
and even smaller cities over 40,000 in pop¬ 
ulation have one or more symphony orches¬ 
tras. Many of them have large orchestras, 
which, while they may not have complete 
symphony instrumentation, approach very 
closely to it. This has made room for 
thousands of advanced violin players, since 
the violin is the instrument most largely 
represented in the symphony orchestra. 
A good sized symphony orchestra has 
twelve first and twelve second violins— 
twenty-four violins in all—to say nothing 
of the viola—an instrument closely ap¬ 
proaching the violin in technic, which many 
violinists are able to play. Grand opera or¬ 
chestras and orchestras used in comic 
opera, musical comedy and so forth, are 
made up along the lines of symphony or¬ 
chestras, as far as the preponderance of 
violins is concerned. The same might be 
said of better-class orchestras of any size. 
When it comes to public school orches¬ 
tras, we find the violin the preponderating 
instrument. Instrumental music in the 
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public schools has become such a fad 
that nearly every school in the country has 
an orchestra, or orchestral combination, 
in which the violins out-number all other 
instruments. In many of these public 
school and Sunday School combinations 
we find nothing but violins and piano, with 
possibly one or two wind instruments. 
In cities of less than one hundred thou¬ 
sand population I have heard public 
performances of school orchestras which 
numbered almost three hundred violins. 
Violin schools conducted on the class > 
system, where for a moderate price, a 
year’s instruction (including a violin), 
is given, has resulted' in swelling thp 
number of violin pupils to a remarkable 
degree. A traveling salesman for a New 
York music house informs me that he 
furnishes as many as one hundred violins 
every two months to some of these schools. 
The price for a violin outfit often runs 
as low as four or five dollars. Some 
school boards buy hundreds of violins 
which are furnished free to scholars who 
have none of their own. 
The growth in the number of symphony 
orchestras, public school violin instruction, 
and class system violin schools has resulted 
in an increase of violin students and 
violinists in the United States that is one 
of the most remarkable incidents in the 
musical history of this or any country. 
The small decrease apparent in the num¬ 
ber of violins in use has been almost 
wholly in the case of jazz orchestras. 
Legitimate orchestras all have their nor¬ 
mal quota of violins or have increased the 
number. 
In solo violin playing the same remark¬ 
able growth has been noted. Among the 
thousands of public school pupils who get 
a smattering of violin playing in the pub¬ 
lic schools and in the class system schools, 
there will be an ever increasing number 
who will be inspired to learn the violin 
thoroughly. 
America never does anything by halves. 
There is little doubt that the present 
enthusiasm for violin playing will put this 
country among the foremost in the violin¬ 
playing world. This is preeminently the 
age of the violin. 
Directing a Brass Band or 
Orchestra 
By Herbert N. Carleton 
[Editor’s Note.—The writer of the follow¬ 
ing article objects very strenuously to an 
article which appeared in a former issue of 
The Etude, which ventured to suggest that 
the band conductor should wield his baton 
under certain restraint, avoiding unnecessary 
motion of any kind. With the purpose of pre¬ 
senting all sides of a question, the writer's 
objections are given as written.] 
The article on this subject in the July, 
1925, number of this magazine needs to be 
greatly supplemented and in many partic¬ 
ulars revised. 
Its author apparently advises the band¬ 
master to reduce his gestures to a mini¬ 
mum, in order to avoid diverting the atten¬ 
tion of the audience from the music. The 
present writer is convinced that the exact 
opposite is the case. The senses of seeing 
and hearing are entirely independent of 
each other; and it is a familiar fact that 
at the moving pictures the spectators are 
simultaneously entertained by the pictures 
and by the orchestral music, many of them 
deriving about equal enjoyment from each. 
Instead of a bandmaster’s gestures di¬ 
verting attention away from the music, 
they focus attention upon it. How can a 
director infuse any enthusiasm into the 
audience, or even into his own players, if 
he manifests none of this quality himself? 
He should throw his whole personality, so 
to speak, into the music. A director who 
only “beats time” mechanically and monot- 
1000 Volumes 
A Revelation in the Classics, of what true directing 
Studies and Recreations 
BEETHOVEN 
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810. Mozart Sonata Album . . 
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825. Sonata Album. Vol. II . . 
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?/se (Sdrtion <Wood  
onously might as well be replaced by a Of course, the drums should be reinforced 
metronome, such as pupils often use as by as many anvils as are obtainable, 
a guide in practicing. His left hand should In intensely brilliant, forcible music, the 
be used as much as his right hand, or very director can enthuse and inspire his players 
nearly so, though usually in a different by promenading in front of them for sev- 
way. A director who uses the same stereo- eral steps forward and back, 
typed up-and-down beat, whether playing He should wheel suddenly, when t e 
“The Lost Chord” or “Why Did I Kiss theme changes from one where the nistru- 
That Girl,” has not the faintest realization mentation consists chiefly of flutes, clan- 
- ' nets and oboes to one where the trombones, 
helicons and other brasses are most con¬ 
spicuous (or vice versa), facing directly 
towards those instruments which are mo¬ 
mentarily the most prominent. 
In very rapid music, the time should be 
beaten as rapidly as the notes are sounded, 
instead of only beating for the alternate 
notes. When playing marches, or any mu¬ 
sic of a distinctly military character, the 
vertical beat should predominate, though 
then there is a field for considerable 
variation. In the heaviest and most rapid 
passages, a motion of the baton resembling 
that used in “pounding a mortar with a 
pestle” is peculiarly appropriate. Any un- 
Another variation is the concave arc, usually heavy crashes on the drums and 
in which the lowest point of the 
similarly arranged. 
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Music Teachers master this wonderful 
instrument in no time.Teachingcomes 
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Accept only the st: 
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D INSTRUMENT CO. 
cymbals should be signalized by waving 
the baton with greatly augmented energy, 
directly towards the performers on those 
instruments. Most bands suffer from in¬ 
adequate equipment To render fortissimo 
music most effectively, there should be at 
least two snare drums, two pains of cym- ■TUM 
bals, a set of three kettle-drums and a very QUESOH 
large bass drum. One-pair of cymbals j 1794 Bues 
should be used “free-hand” for resonant | . 
tones; the other pair may be played by I | 
the bass drummer, with one cymbal clamped .. I 
on the drum, for “solid” crashes. j street Address. | 
most overtures, such as “Poet and Peas-  
ant,” and in such operas as “Carmen,” the " 
director should- advance almost into the 
centre of his band and flourish his baton 
wXrt ESS shouMers^ligMy with'such tren^ndous force as to work the 
£Td, as if looking down upon them ^t^^S 
with absorbed contempktion. Whence ^ Qr |iagonal strokes> as j, 
- - ’ - • *1“ going to “take their heads off,” 
PIANISTS! 
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same or similar passages a 
softly, then much heavier, i s well for him 
to gaze upward J11'1® tl^ead tention especially on the heavy brass horns, 
is being rendered, then Arow his head ^ J ^ sentimental or reminis- 
quickly forward as the heavier version ^ character; much of the beating may be 
starts in. -,t in the form of a convex arc, from left to 
When plaintive music 15 Punct™ ^ right and vke verSa, alternately, the baton 
irregular mterva s y u .... . . reaching the highest point of the arc mid- 
portraymg alarm or weird exhibition, he between the accented notes. Observe 
should lurch violently fo^ard^th j ^ 2_or even for only one note 
broad, enclosing sweep of both arms as is done by many Iazy directors. 
But for marches o' «ny music of a mus(c of a delicious sweet„ess, per- 
bnsk “peppery chiiracterit is usually meated with a strain of sadness, a gentle 
preferable to stand as straight as possible, „ lling» motjon with both hands, similar 
like a military chieftain. the motion used in “pulling molasses 
..siats.rs -*• >»■ 
metaphorically speaking, and fixing his at- 
Vega Violins 
THE VEGA CO. 
159-80 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass. 
c it is well to extend the left arm directly 
in front, at an angle of about***■ dulcet"tones out of his players, is partic- 
above the horizontal, With the hand wide aDnr0Driate 
open and held vertically palm forward Jf & director Hmits his activity to mere 
and fingers pointing upwar . mechanical time-beating the rendition is 
In playing for moving pictures, the music ^ t(j be dull> flat and C0i0rless. 
should follow instantly every change in Above all> lie should forcjbiy impress 
the picture. For examp e, 1 a man t every member of the band that one 
fighting a forest fire wh.le his daughter Js no more “important» than 
is dying at home, these scenes emg a another, that as much depends upon the 
nated at intervals of a ew momen , cymbals as upon the first cornet, and that 
“snappy,” delirious music played during ^ the playerSi instead of keeping their 
_ , , scene should change instantaneously ^ <<glued„ tQ ^ music scores in front 
Thank you for sending me a com- to the soft, sad music of the deathbed q{ them> shou,d [o(jk Qf ,hc dlrcctor as 
phmentary package of Allen’s Foot=Ease. scene, at the exact moment when the pic- much as possiblej in order that none 0f 
I am sorry to say, I never before used ture changes, even if it is in the middle ^ motions may bc “wasted.” 
Allen’s Foot^Ease, therefore did not a note,” so to speak, 
know the quieting, soothing effect it has Many unique “quirks” will readily occur 
if he \ 2 literally “pulling” the 
Violins Sent on Approval 
Write for Catalog and Details 
MUSICIANS’ SUPPLY CO. 
83 Newbury Street, Boston, Mass. 
Notes and Echoes 
From a leading publisher 
Faust School of Tuning 
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n tired, smarting feet. Now that I know. 
Address, Allen’s Foot-Ease. LeRoy, N. Y. 
y director who really “feels” the music. The Wanamaker Violins 
I shall use it constantly.” FoTexample, in the closing phrases of the Rodman Wanamaker has bought four 
Each day the mails bring just such Chorus from “II Trovatorc,” the few Stradivarius violins, “Conte La Chcsnaie" 
compliments. A trial package sent Free- sweet notes preceding the final crashes (1687), “Dancla” (1710),. “Joachim ’ 
JJ“ - -- ■ d._. m v should be indicated by beats “as light as (1723), and that consumatcly powerful and 
a feather,” in the form of concave arcs, resonant violin which is called “The 5mm” 
and both’ hands should be high up and because it is the last one the master-carver 
well forward when the last two crashes made before he died. It bears the inscrip- 
are impending. These should be indicated tion, “In My Ninety-Third Year.” Mr. 
by bringing his left hand down to his side Wanamaker will not use these instruments 
with a sweep of extraordinary vigor for himself. They will be played 
the first crash, and then doing the same ♦*« «* u/n,,n», 
^Pittsburgh, Pa. with his right hand for the other crash. 
PIANO JAZZ 
pec in l offer. 
Waterman Piano School, 1836 W. Adams St„ Los Angeles, Cal. 
Start PianoTuning Business Yourself 
SSI4 dean’. ind'P'Dd?t.S.TeK;nv- 
concerts 
the auditoriums of Wanamaker Stores 
Manhattan and Philadelphia. 
CAINY PUBLISHER. OUR REFERENCE 
2054W.LAKE ST. CHICAGO ILL 
Fall Term Opens September 13,1926 
Unrivaled Free Advantages 
Cello-Jules L. Klein. 
Harp—Winifred Carter. 
Theory, Harmony, Composition—Alle D. Zui- 
Bennett, Fred H. Protheroe, Carl Mann, 
Leslie G. Lamborn, Mrs. A. W. Davis, .urs. 
Jessie Collins. 
Violin - Earl W. Morse, E. N. Bilbie, Walter 
Braun, Paul Bukantis, Max Rogucki, Chas. 
Clever, Mrs. Raymond Brown, Raymond 
Dulitz. 
Examinations Free. For Catalog and Other Information, Address 
JAMES H. BELL, Secretary 
5035 Woodward Ave., Box 7, Detroit, Mich. 
Cincinnati (fonserbatorft <dBusic 
A COMPLETE SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
Affiliated with the University of Cincinnati 
Pianoforte—Voice Culture—Violin—Organ—All Orchestral Instruments 
Public School Music (accredited)—Opera—Drama—Languages—Dancing 
Catalogue will be sent on application 
Ideal Dormitories on the Campus for Students from a Distance 
BERTHA BAUR, President and Director Highland and Burnet Aves., 
. Burnet C.Tuthill, General Manager and Oak St., Cincinnati, Ohio 
^VALPARAISO 
-V UNIVERSITY- 
|®#ALPARA1S0, INDIANA 
fi'iiljrr SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
Offers courses in Piano, Voice, Violin, Theory, 
and Public School Music. Students may attend the 
Music School and also take the regular work at the 
QhbtlanbJtstUulT 
iif (Quale 
Summer School, June 21st - Aug. 1st 
Complete courses under regular faculty 
for students of all grades. 
Special courses for teachers and profes¬ 
sionals. Exceptional living accommoda- 
DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE 
WARREN, OHIO 
The Only University of Music in the World 
All branches taught on the daily lesson plan : : Special Music Supervisors Course 
Fail term opens Monday, September 6th, 1926. Summer School opens Monday, June 22nd, 1926 
Catalogue on application lo LYNN B. DANA, Pres. Desk E. 
HI All branches, advanced stucly^5specians^eacn^ 
11 and sociaFufe IeJ doj? ^Ius-B- deSree* Cultural 
Mc^^^orequlvalent required? ^pen^Septf^j! 
®Ij? iTarrctt ^ritual 
CONSERVATORY of 
MUSIC 
Renowned faculty of 20-Concerts 
Recitals. Diplomas and Degrees 
Courses in Piano, Voice, Violin, Organ, 
Theory, Harmony, Composition, Cello, 
Opera Study—Dept, of Speech and Dra¬ 
matic Art and Public School Music. 
All athletics. Horseback riding. Fireproof build¬ 
ings with ample grounds. 43rd year. Fall term 
begins September 22. For catalogue address the 
Director, 
The StarrettSchool Conservatory of M usic 
Box E, 4515 Drexel Blvd., Chicago. 
The Courtright OW««t«n.l m.m |M anlr 
System of Musical to specialize In this unlimited 
Kindergarten correspondenoe<>eonrsreH'”la" *n 
Mrs. Lillian Courtright Card,116 Edna Ave.,Bridgeport,Conn. 
BALTIMORE, MD. 
HAROLD RANDOLPH, Director. 
Recognized as the leading endowed musical conservatory of the 
June 28th 
Aug. 7th Summer Session 
Staff of eminent European and American Masters including: 
PASQUALE TALLARICO 
HOWARD R. THATCHER 
MABEL THOMAS 
1. C. VAN HULSTEYN 
FRANK GITTELSON 
CHARLES H. BOCHAU 
VIRGINIA C. BLACKHEAD ... 
AUSTIN CONRADI LUBOV 
CARLOTTA HELLER -- 
LOUIS ROBERT 
KATHARANE E. LUCRE 
BftEIT KEEFER 
OTTO ORTMANN 
Tuition $20 to $35, according to study 
By special arrangement with tl 
credits in certain branches n 
le JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY 
i for the B. S. degree 
vailable 
GABRIEL ZSIGMONDY 
“Greatestpianist bominHungary 
since Dohnanyi ” resigning bis 
position as head of piano classes 
in the National Conservatory, 
Budapest, Hungary, to head de¬ 
partment of Music in Catawba 
College. Other great teachers. 
All academic teachers, Ph. D. 
qualifications. New and com- 
. Send" 
Mr. and Mrs. Crosby Adams 
TWENTY-THIRD 
ANNUAL SUMMER CLASS 
FOR TEACHERS OF PIANO 
July 22 st 6th, IS 
MONTREAT, NORTH CAROLINA 
WILLIS J. CUNNINGHAM 
JOSEPH D. DeNARDO 
Harmony, Composition 
ASHEVILLE, NORTH GAROLIN 
St. Louis College of Music 
Modern Methods—Moderate Tuition 
Courses in all Branches of Music. 
Distinguished Faculty of 40 Artist Teachers. 
Certificates and Diplomas conferred. 
Catalog fret upon request 
5225 CABANNE AVENUE ST. LOUIS, MO. 
Manch OF MUSIC 
In the Beautiful Shen andoah 
Valley. Full Courses in all 
branches of the musical art. 
Classical dancing,physical train¬ 
ing, expression, languages, art 
and 
SPECIAL COURSES 
OFFERED IN ACADEMICS 
New 2150,000 buildings and dormito¬ 
ries, extensive campus. Swimming pool, 
gymnasium, golf and horseback riding. 
Catalogue on request. We offer special 
courses in academics and music to girls 
under 14. Write for special form. 
14th Session Opens Sept. 9th 
Address: Manch College of Music, 
College Park, Box E, Staunton, Va. 
me none at all. It 
majority of violin 
of a chin rest and ■r the coat in the 
inder the chin rest 
nan. The chin rest ■ ugh, and the cushion thick 
. hnirl the violin 
.e dis- 
iltogetlier, but 
,.di> von very much if you could 
rxinal advice of a good violin 
ih is subject. He enuid help you 
cl.1 kind of a eliin rest, and show 
hold the violin. It is very dif- 
t the correct position by looking 
n that y 
_ _ ‘ goc.. - 
it say without seeing it. 
Supposed Strati. 
O. L.—I am afraid there is hardly one 
chance in a million that vour violin is a leal 
Strad. 2—The Etude does not buy violins 
of that description. 
i drin: leglimi 
t Method G. F. D.—A.. _ would find the 
/or the Violin, up. os, uy vvouiiou,., 
lished by the Theo. Prosser Co., rhila., Pa., 
as good as any. 2—The following books will 
assist you in your teaching :"Tlie Violin and 
How to Master it” by a Professional Player; 
‘■Violin Teaching and Violin Study” by Eugene 
Gruenberg. 
Atlanta Conservatory of Music 
lo Those Found Anywhere. 
lat^-oii's"' 
-Sorry the Etude cannot re- 
le from your local paper de¬ 
posed old Amati. Thousands 
•erning “finds” of old Stradi- 
ind other Cremona violins ap- 
all over the United States, 
rarely happens that a genuine ■ found, although it is not ab- 
course. Would advise 
din to an expert if you 
__ ____ cumstanci 
them. I am quite 
o the right — 
VIOLINS 
OLD VIOLINS - NEW VIOLINS 
CELLOS - BOWS-CASES 
FINEST ITALIAN STRINGS 
Gittelsoni & Howard 
33 W. 8 — ST* NEW YORK 
WRITE FOR CATALOG 
EXPERT REPAIRING VIOLIN ACCESSORIES 
ti in violin pla.v- 
New Music Books Reviewed 
The Spin 
son. Cloth 
Charles Seri 
of Music. By Edward Diekin- 
loimd : 218 pages. Published by 
* ~ t $2.00 per copy. i,u» rnWh U* -iv. and he gives 
;n3V and0co,n™sfwUh dtheVch canta^s' ■hich have and reference. 
: beginnings 
truly vivid pictu .... . of Bach’s 
The tabulated lists 
invaluable for study 
SIJMMY^S COR NE R 
Musical Literature 
Books on subjects pertinent to music culture and its develop¬ 
ment. H Interesting reading for summer relaxation. *! Inspiring, 
enlarging the vision, giving the reader the advantage of the extended 
ideas and aims of noted educators. 
TALKS WITH PIANO TEACHERS by Emma Wilkins-Gutmann - $1.00 
A-ND ™. ... 
A COURSE OF FORT 
HOW TO TEACH PIANO TO ' 
150 
CLAYTON F. SUMMY CO., Publishers 
429 South Wabash Avenue Chicago, Ill. 
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Sesqui-Centennial Time 
in Philadelphia 
Although at this writing the Sesqui- 
Centennial Exposition, commemorating the 
150 years of American Independence, is 
just about getting under way, there are 
thousands of visitors within the city ol 
Philadelphia. . , 
The Theodore Presser Co. during tlie 
period of this remarkable exposition will 
maintain “open house’’ to its many out-of- 
town friends and patrons and every friend 
and patron visiting Philadelphia should 
take advantage of this. We are at your 
service and you can make this your head¬ 
quarters for resting or correspondence 
periods, and we will be glad to act as a 
post office if you desire to have your mail 
NEW WORKS Technicby*6Alois ^ell;0“The^New Prominent part in 
Advance of Publication Offers Gradus’ad Parnassum,” by I. Philipp, of the 
Special Offer which there are eight volumes, each 
July, 1' 
e are eight volumes, eacn cuv- ~e many treats’for music lovers who visit 
. specific field of technic, and Philadelphia during the period of the ex- 
; favorites for help- position. 
Album or Study Pieces in Thirds and 
Beginning With the Pedals of the Piano 
—Cramm .- - - - - Brehm’s First Steps for Young I 
Beginne 
Dozen Melodies for Saxophones—Clay 
Smith—Saxophone 
The Same. ~ _ _10 Accompaniment 
Fifty Easy Melodious Studies 
Pianoforte—Op. 7—Biehl. . 
Chestnut Street. Make yourself known 
and ask to be shown through the great 
storehouse of music publications main¬ 
tained by us. 
Early Preparation for 
25 Next Season’s Teaching Work 
The Theodore Presser Co. has nothing 
to gain in the Early Order suggestion gome Self-Help Opportunities 
’ ■ ’■ teaching patrons, other than por Music Students 
First Garland of Flowers—Violin and tbe opportunity of tendering 
Piano Weiss  • and more individual attention to selec- Wherever possible those desiring to 
tion requests than is possible when many progress in music should seek the classes 
teachers are clamoring for immediate at- 0f a competent music teacher, but fre¬ 
tention in the last minutes before the quently summer months separate the 
|° opening of the teaching season. The pru- teachers and students of a community 
Piano— eiss 
Five Little Tunes 
—Left Hand Pieces 
Little Fingers 
, „„„„ _ -Adair. 
Play the Piano—Hambourg. 
How to Sing—Tetrazzi—...- 
New Collection of Favonte Songs and 
Choruses for All Occasions . 
New Easy Four Hand Albur- 
New First and Third Position Album- 
Violin and Piano. Penitent Pirates, The—Operetta—Bliss.. . 
Pianist’s Daily Dozen, The—Madeira. . . . 
Romeo and Juliet—Operetta for Men— 
John W. Brigham . 
Standard Second Grade Recreations.. 
Storm, The- w-*'—-— 
The “ Technic-for Beginners—Risher . 
Three Dances for Piano—Four Hands— 
Twelve Melodious Studies in Scale and 
Chord Passages—Piano—Kem . 
Twenty-four Caprices—Violin—Rode 
Two and Twenty Little Studies for the 
Pianoforte—Cramm .. 
Summer Readings for the 
Folk Who Are Musical 
s very gratifying to note the int 
dent teacher avoids the disappointment and then the next best substitute for the 
hazards of a last minute rush for ma- sbudenb wbo cannot afford to travel to 
40 terials and by sending in at this time an classes elsewhere is seif study. 
30 outline of possible requirements for the Teachers would do well to encourage 
40 beginning of next season, as well as in- thig becaUse it resuIts in the building of a 
36 structions as to the approximate date m er interest in musi assuring the 
II July, August or September, by which the feacher of a pupU who win be ready to 
35 material should be delivered,, • ecu . resume studies when classes are opened. 
only careful attention, but also its: a.mar H fa not alto ether advisable to suggest 
SB tenal sign of appreciation for relieving do much self-study in technic, 
the Theodore Presser Co. from last mm- beyon/kPeping up practice in phases al- 
UtC |S ?,ven a & ready covered, but it is very desirable to 
one-half the transportation costs Thts ^rnuttentim t a study su/h as harmony, 
music does not have to be paicl for any this purposed book that is L 
sooner, or returns made any sooner than s and F un‘derstood as tbe “Har- 
If delivered at any other time in the next mQny Book Beginners,” by Preston 
teaching season. Order Plan Ware Orem, or a student who is beyond 
If you o no u. ^ d ad the rudiments of harmony, could well take 
.j e.v— c--- each season, use it this season and its ad- ^ <lThpnrv and fnmniitinn nf Music.” 
est in musical literature works, due to the vantages will be so apparent that tut 
fact that many active music workers find seasons will find you using it regularly, 
time in the summer months to “read up” 
on things musical. There are many ex- , _• 
cellent books published, some that will help Album of Study Pieces 
and inspire pianists, others that give in- Jn Thirds and Sixths 
formation and inspiration to vocalists, and , , . . 
yet others that give interesting informa- We are pleased to announce a new vol- 
tion, worth while- storing up in one’s mind, ume m the series of Study Pieces /or ■ - , 
about celebrated composers and their Special Purposes. The volumes m this Francs Cooke. Everyone interested 
works and so on through the wealth of series previously published are A bum music should know something of its origin 
music’)] literature available there are of Trills, Album of Scales, Album of Ar- and developments, as well as the influence 
books sufficient to satisfy the varied musi- peggios and Album of Octaves. The fifth exerted by various composers in different 
cal interests existing- On another page volume in the series now being announced periods. This book not only gives mfor- 
in thisSsuetheTheodore Presser CoPhSas for the first time is Album of Double mation of this character, but gives it in 
given space to suggesting and giving brief Notes. Thirds and Sixths In mod- such a way that it is really fascinating 
descriptions of volumes that will make ern piano playing the study of double reading, instead of study, 
profitable and entertaining reading for notes becomes more and more necessary, 
cummpr months and in this new volume will be found a f 
There is no joy like being fully con- splendid collection of pieces suitable for How to Play the Piano 
versant with the art you love and there is the purpose. This is an intermediate 
no time like the present for adding to your grade book, just as are the other albums, 
store of musical knowledge and at the The Sjpecial introductory price 
same time building up a worth-while 
sical library. 
t that future »P “Theory andT Composition of Music,’ 
- - by the same author. “Theory, and Com¬ 
position of Music” is a book that leads one 
into the stages of actual composition and 
there are many teachers who could well 
afford' to brush up their theoretical knowl¬ 
edge with the use of this book. 
Another suggestion for self-study is the 
“Standard History of Music,” by James 
e of publication is I 
postpaid. 
The Value of a 
Technical Rejuvenation 
New Easy Pour-Hand Album 
By Mark Hambourg 
Mark Hambourg has won a definite 
cent's per copy’ PlaceJn the: hearts of the readers of 
i he Etude by his exceedingly practical, 
invariably helpful and always readable 
articles on the art of playing the piano. 
Some years ago in England he wrote a 
book which had an immense vogue in that 
There is a steady demand for easy four- country, over fifty thousand copies having 
Teachers and accomplished pianists are hand music. It has been some time since been sold, according to our understanding, 
too prone, during the Fall, Winter and we have published any collections of this By arrangements with the publishers, it 
Spring months to neglect certain phases nature, but we now have the pleasure of now becomes possible for us to put this 
of their technical equipment in giving at- announcing a new compilation. In order very clear and succinct volume in the 
tention to their teaching work or their to provide for the needs of beginners in hands of our readers at a very moderate 
repertoire of those months. Some of the four-hand playing, as well as for those a price. When one realizes that a lesson 
Summer moments that are free of other little further advanced, we are including of Mr. Hambourg in person would cost 
demands, are profitably devoted by many first and second grade pieces in generous over twenty times the price of this book, 
to regaining former skill in all branches of proportion. The pieces will be arranged the value of the volume can be appre- 
technic. as far as possible in progressive order, dated, because it contains the essence of 
The Theodore Presser Co. will be glad just touching the third grade. Only copy- a great many lessons, 
to send for examination, works that may right material will be used, and the best The special introductory price as a new 
be purchased for use in this way. There composers will he represented by their addition to the Presser catalog, is es- 
are such publications as, “Exercises for most tuneful numbers. pecially low, because we are able to pur- 
Developing Accuracy in Piano Playing,” The special introductory price in ad- chase from the former publisher a lim- 
by Gustav L. Becker; “Hand Culture,” vance of publication is 35 cents per copy, ited number of bound copies. This intro- 
by Anna Busch Flint; “The Art of the postpaid. ductory price is 80 cents. 
Advertisement 
THE ETUDE 
Three Dances for Four Hands 
For the Pianoforte 
By Cyril Scott 
This is a recent Opus by the eminent 
English composer, Cyril Scott. While 
Mr. Scott may be classed as ultra-modern 
among composers, his work is never ex¬ 
travagant and, best of all, he never for¬ 
gets that no matter whatever else one docs 
there must always be definite melodic in¬ 
terest. These Three Dances are origi¬ 
nally for four hands. They are genuine 
ensemble music for the pianoforte. All 
three are in triple time, graceful and flow¬ 
ing. While not difficult technically, these 
dances, owing to the atmospheric charac¬ 
ter of the harmonies, will require careful 
and finished playing. The two parts are 
about equal in difficulty. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 35 cents per copy, 
postpaid. 
Fifty Easy Melodious Studies 
For the Pianoforte 
By A. Biehl, Opus 7 
This volume will shortly he added to 
the Presser Collection. These studies are 
a part of the regular curriculum used by 
very many teachers and schools. They are 
elementary exercises in mechanism that 
may be taken up directly at the beginning 
of second grade work and then carried on 
right up to the beginning of the third 
grade. Almost every variety of conven¬ 
tional passage work is thoroughly exem¬ 
plified. Our new edition will be prepared 
with the utmost care. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 30 cents per copy, 
postpaid. 
New First and Third Position 
Album for Violin and Piano 
While the first position, of course, lies 
at the basis of all violin playing, just as 
soon as this position has been well estab¬ 
lished, the student should begin to learn 
to make the shift, so as to go to other 
positions. The position next in importance 
is the third position, and the student may 
remain for a considerable period in the 
first and third positions. During this 
period our allium of first and third posi¬ 
tion pieces will he just right. Every piece 
in this album is a gem well worth playing, 
agreeable to the listeners and profitable 
to practice. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 50 cents per copy, 
postpaid. 
Standard Second-Grade 
Recreations for the Pianoforte 
The new volume of Standard Second- 
Grade Recreations for the Pianoforte is 
similar in size and scope to Standard 
First Pieces and Young Players’ Album. 
both very successful works. About sev¬ 
enty pieces may be expected in this album, 
since it is one of the series made up 
from the special large plates. They rep¬ 
resent the cream of all the good teaching 
pieces recently published by us. The vol¬ 
ume will be ready very soon. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 35 cents per copy, 
postpaid. 
How to Sing 
By Luisa Tetrazzini 
The Theodore Presser Co. has acquired 
the publishing rights of “How to Sing,’ 
by Luisa Tetrazzini, perhaps the most 
brilliant coloratura soprano in recent musi¬ 
cal history. Madame Tetrazzini has some 
very positive ideas upon her art, and in 
this book she has expressed them in a very 
clear and interesting manner. By secur¬ 
ing a number of bound copies of this new 
work from the former publisher, we are 
nble to put this upon the market in Amer¬ 
ica for introduction purposes for a very 
short time at a surprisingly low rate. 
Surely, no student of singing will fail 
to take advantage of this opportunity to 
add to his library an exceedingly impor¬ 
tant and instructive book for continual 
reference. The special introductory price 
is ,T>1.00. 
The Storm for Piano Solo 
Or Pipe Organ 
By Clarence Kohlmann 
Beginning with the Pedals 
Of the Piano 
By Helen L. Cramm 
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World of Music 
THE etude 
Two and Twenty Little 
Studies on Essential Points 
in First Grade Piano Teaching, 
By Helen L. Cramm, Op. 38 0ctaTV^e“Tulito^r^nd“= Me publication' off this work 1 
V pleasant bit of study material for the Clarence Kohlmann’s rendition of The most gratifying response from c --- and popular __ _ 
A student who has completed, or is 8torm_ We now have this work in prep- teacher patrons, many of them taking ad spR£did a “ .PIoplanthe- flUing the Plymouth 
’ •  i-t-.-otinr,  ’ no solo and as an vantage of the low advance of publication Gilbert and SulUvan seem still to 
of the best storm price to place orders for first edition bave a perennial hold on the f-"*” 
ROlll ny neie  E. uwiuu tile Viem,a Start Opera, after having been 
Many thousands annually attend the The announcement of the approaching asgoclated with, this famous theatre for more 
Auditorium and hear r.  ’ has brought a than twenty-five years. . t t t t -fi’ 
music with “H. M. S. Piiu * enjoying a 
• u aiong mi aU elementary instruction aratjorl) both as a piano solo and 
work such as the Beginner’s Book, by organ S010. It 
Theodore Presser. The twenty-two little pieces Theotio „ ... Gramm em- Indies in this Op. 38 of Miss Cramm em- actual storm portion and other original useful to piano teachers VjHn.^vnnmr 
i rnce quite a few essential points in the material of M*’. Kohlmann’s, It contains charge the instruction of .a“^„ 1° JIf 
d relonment of little folks’ playing abil- quotations from other composers; Grieg, students. The proper handling of the 
Tv 1 The attractive and practical merits Haydn, Tschaikowsky and others are rep- pedals is of siich vital importance to good 
f elementary piano works by Helen L. reSented, and well-known hymns are intro- piano playing that the study ol. them 
Cramm are so well known to the teacher duced in chime effects together with some should begin as early in the student s 
flo “ “alive” to what is good, that it others of the g00d old songs. course of study as possible, '^se attrac- 
ms like redundancy to tell here that Tbe specjal introductory price in ad- tive little studies, by one of t 
these studies have those qualities. Suffice vance of publication is as follows: For cessful writers of juvenile educational 
m sav there are works by Miss Cramm on the iano solo 25 cents per copy, postpaid; material may be given to students in the 
the^mTrket that have passed the 50,000 for ?he organ,’25 cents Pper co^, postpaid. puSi^we^ boS| ^ 
_g a melange of 
ueries of both. 
Paganini's remains, 
machine-made n 
... _jrding to late 
uvwc _ ived from the Golone 
family vault near Padua, where they had for- 
merlv rested, to the churchyard of Staglieno, 
in Genoa, which was his place of birth and 
where the Municipal ' tl Palace contains the Guar- 
)hcser“Twoaaml Twenty ^LMrStadfes"^ Album of French Composers 
qn cents a copy, postpaid. For the Pianoforte 
There is a distinctive charm and grace A New Collection of 
in the piano music of the French com- Favorite Songs and 
Romeo and Juliet— posers, and their compositions find much Choruses for all Occasions Ocean 
Oneretta for Men favor with pianists of discrimination. Wherever groups congregate for singing ™ w Rridham Some of the most delightful drawing-room , . collection will come in handy. 
By John W. Brigham pieces are found in the works of such ^ ^ome’ 
We all like to be amused and those who comp0sers as Saint-Saens, Godard, Widor, “ ^ community gatherings. It con- 
provide entertainment for audiences like Dubois, Debussy, Pierne, Wachs and Lack. | f h b(,st and ,,lost popular songs, 
to have a vehicle for their talents that will We have included a generous number of . ,d -d new/ Most of the numbers 
enable them successfully to amuse and tbeSe in this new compilation. None of are so arranged as to be sung by mixed 
entertain. , these pieces will be beyondthe ability of voices in four-part harmony. Others are ,rhe Pennsylvania State Chat 
A group of men or young men who can the average good pianist. This album will ;ntended to be sung in unison to the usual the Natlonal Association of Organists met for 
sing, will find this operetta burlesque, be a most useful one to have in the per- . accompaniment. Our aim has been its sixth annual convention, at Lancaster, on 
“Romeo and Juliet," by John W. Brig- former’s library when material is desired P the best and most compre- MayJSk A^emonstratlo^o^ SevenyOctave 
iam, ideally suited lor a £or ^ hensive community singing book ever pub- Tone»» was one of the most interesting ele- 
orders for it at the special price of 30 the.h 
cents a copy, postpaid. 
Stair, pianist, organist and com- 
ssed away at her home in Cleveland, 
April 26. ^ She 
terican Guild of Or- orge 
!, Of W She \\ 
also widely k a teacher. 
B llt L„,_ _a known to musical his¬ 
torians has been discovered in lower Egypt. 
It is a mime in the form of an opera and dates 
from the Graeco-Roman era (2 A. D). The 
place on the shores of the Indian 
The f Clio L„„L Of Europe, sang on April 20 before 
King and Queen of Norway. The concert was 
in the aula of the University at Oslo, and the 
King and Queen, having expressed a desire to 
hear it, came fifteen minutes early to meet the 
members of the choir, who are children and 
grandchildren of men and women who years 
ago left Norway. 
' r of 
cal entertainment, wherein fun and laugh- board, and pianists will also find in it 
ter predominate. material for recital or concert programs. 
Just as “Cleopatra,” a similar and most The special advance of publication cash 
successful work by the same writer already price is 35 cents, postpaid, 
on the market, presents chorus work that 
Penitent ruates-operetta 
ily so “Romeo and Juliet” presents these By Paul BllSS 
same features. . Although Mr. Bliss has other successful por the Pianoforte 
High school and college glee clubs and Operettas and Cantatas to his credit, this r>v (] VV Kern On 560 "■> ......^-.-- --- - 
Other men’s organizations should have both the first Operetta or Musical Playlet P -,„r d ehestra, under thei baton. of: Howard Hansom 
“Cleopatra" and “Romeo and Juliet” as offering by Mr. Bliss engaging the par- ^conLinTmori his success- the* Eastman School of Music sponsors, in 
l SS 2S25‘'.“ZS*% tSST °' b°‘h “ *” M rHe IS . prectid -R RSS 
»ia .f o» ,• "" ~.. ' 
and Juliet," at the low Advance of Publi- Ghosts of B'do, an operetta for young pieces 
fished. . 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 10 cents per copy, 
postpaid. 
Twelve Melodious Studies 
In Scale and Chord F 
other modern writers, have been given to Yale 
University by Mrs. Carl Stoeckel, widow of the 
patron of music. There are two hundred 
items, including forty volumes of orchestral 
scores. 
Unpublished Orclie 
American composers had their 
April 23, when a pi 
terpreted by the ” — 
tr , - 
’orks by 
• innings on 
i was in- 
li t, t m l au «»u. -- ttn i vj aim, u n no .u. . 
cation cash price of 40 cents, postpaid. ladies, and after examining the rnanu- aiway 
_• 1 Tt  , 1)1..,. I . „ t',,,. Vw.f t, TTAIini, this i 
; his piano gented and thus” profit by theii 
_s their work, as they are almost ings, to the production of more 
suitable for teaching purposes. 
The Pianist’s Daily Dozen 
By Chdrles B. Macklin 
For years teachers have been seeking 
script of Penitent Pirates for both young 
ladies and young-m— ™~ 
its success will be 
ratifj 
Peni 
° • /„ * f made the program of the last of the season’s 
__ T latest contribution of his is a set ot concerts ()[- the Queen s Hall Orchestra (Lon- 
feel certain that piano studies in the form of study pieces, don) uader slr Henry Wood. Sir Henry has 
greater than the beginning in Grade 2 or 2% and progress- ■---— 
ino* into the Third Gi 
r^sic'slfrrounding"the panied by a note explaining tte tech 
developing strength in the , . not at all difficult, even object to be attained Teachers who 
Ily and effectively and safely excefient p ot choruses being in to obtain these useful studies may < 
inged in resentations, of 
the afternoon o 
i h nical HmiChU four*1 hundred1';nid fort; 
’ ’ m ’  wish Italian works. Verdi's “Traviara iea wirn 
bands as rapidl t i "the" order foriy-two. performances,,, 
as possible. We have seen many systems J a copy m advance of publication at the d- Siviglia». and Mascagni’s “Cavalleria Rusti- 
suggested. Some of these systems are u“fulness and a feeling of freshness special price of 30 cents a copy, postpaid, cana” ran second with thirt.wfive perfor^ 
hopelessly elaborate and require the is ever present in all the musical work, and , -Faust” lld witiTfifteen, hearings, 
dent to go through long and nnp lhe staging can be handled easily, its Technic for Beginners Radio Broadcasting has made such in- 
by making "The Daily STm 
Dozen,” has accomplished some very uir, tunities for picturesque staging. 1 r dailv off^y't^usand ddtan^n'MM^leaviS 
usual things. This is not the kind ot a Those who are interested in works of This is the first book of regular daily him fQ1r 1925 but a mere “pittance of twenty- 
book for the teacher to get and put away tk.g k|n[) most certainly should have a finger exercises. It is intended to be used nine thousand and five hundred dollars from 
on the library shelf. It is the kind of book whether they plan to produce some- over a considerable period. Just as soon this source.” 
that teachers will want to recommend to tbf- ,ate in the'fau of this year or at as the young student has attained the The WiMhingilon Sympliony Orehes- 
pupils who are really anxious to succeed. som° later date in the future, and our Ad- correct hand position and finger action, *f Kufr(. foprmpriy’a conductor at the 
going to put it upon the mantel vance of Publication offer herewith gives wnrt mav he taken nn. The idea is pawoi nnom nf \fnninh cmim Ho inniHmmi 
at a very moderate price and, of course, opportunity to secure a single copy at a 
our special introductory price in advance -ce of .p) cents, postpaid, 
of publication is exceedingly low. This 
price is 30 cents. 
Twenty-Four Caprices 
For Violin Solo 
By P. Rode 
Here is another very strong addition to 
our constantly increasing Presser Collec- Brehm’s First Steps for 
tion—Twenty-four Caprices in the Form v . pj ct],Lnt„ 
A very nonular set of piano pieces that of Studies for Violin Solo in All the Young Piano students 
has Ion/been a favorite with teachers, as Twenty-four Keys, by P. Rode. This fine This is a very useful beginners book, 
they nresent excellent material that is at- work is used after the Kreutzer Studies and when it was published by Brehm Bros. 
“aetivrtrthe voLfnZl who bas as yet and, in fact, is considered one of the three it was used by many teachers who prefer 
not acauired truicl/technic These little indispensable works of advanced violin the very first studies to be written in the 
piece/ar/all ta first oosifen, and having technic, viz.: Kreutzer, Rode and Fiorillo. treble clef for both hands Having ac- 
a raaJt the niTiliitious be- This new edition will be edited bv Mr. quired the Brehm Bros, catalog, we are 
ginner is able to have le thrill of playing Otto Meyer, the personal representative now going to publish this attractive book 
a “piece” at a very early stage of his musi- of Sevcik in this country. Mr. Meyer has in a brand-new, revised edition, and we 
Ml training TwTedition of First Garland done the editing of a number of other re- suggest that teachers who are familiar 
winu j'?' -Iiiu 1 aar-a that has cent works in the Presser Collection, and with the work, and those who desire to 
been shotn1nWIu n/r Xr recen^ addi- we arl sure that this new edition will meet become acquainted with its merits take 
firms I A i OUr °il. ..or.- Pottertion with the approval of all teachers who de- advantage of the special advance of pub- 
At thph« we.11"kllo'v’n/'{’ cash price mand the best in educational publications, lication cash price. 25 cents a copy, post- 
At the special introductory cash price » introductory price in ad- paid, to place their orders while this spe- 
SpfSSdfS’SSpl35. S3 £ v^7p“ub,ic.„on per »py, Sd oSiA I. ,W 
mand for this popular work. postpaid. (Con mue 05 1 1 Advertisement 
First Garland of Flowers- 
Favorite Melodies in the 
First Position for Violin 
By Julius Weiss, Op. 38 
to keep the entire work in practice after concert ; 
it has been first learned, a page at a time. April 20. 
It contains all the necessary two-finger 
exercises, five-finger exercises, crossing ex¬ 
ercises, scale work, and so forth. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 35 cents per copy, 
postpaid. 
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“The Bell’s First Note,” or as 
some call it, “The Liberty Bell’s 
First Note,” used for the cover 
illustration of this issue of The 
ETUDE Music Magazine, is by J. L. 
G. Ferris, whose paintings of in¬ 
cidents in early American History 
are. world famous. “The Bell’s 
First Note” is a scene in the 
foundry of Pass and Stowe, Phila¬ 
delphia, 1753. John Pass, one of 
the firm, stands at the right. The 
chairman of the Committee ap¬ 
pointed to buy the bell for the 
State House was Isaac Norris. He 
is the gentleman in the gray coat 
talking to Benjamin Franklin. 
The young lady is a relative of 
Isaac Norris, and is about to strike 
the bell for its first note, which 
proved to be beautifully clear and 
resonant. 
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The Presser Personnel 
Hr. Robert H. Rabe 
Mr. Robert H. Rabe, 
:o this comp ' 1918, is a highly 
catalog division of tt 
The Theodore Pre 
cations number close 
Practically all of the detail aueuu- 
..... -inipiling and keeping up to 
many classified catalogs 
_ to so large a number of 
publications, has been under the 
supervision of Mr. Rahe. The cata¬ 
log section also keeps on hand cata¬ 
logs and folders of other publishers 
that aid in serving our patrons. 
Mr. Rabe also oversees the Filing 
Department and .frequently in the 
last checking of communications be¬ 
fore they are filed, he discovers that 
certain additional information can 
be given to our patrons, or that a 
search in certain channels will re¬ 
veal the correct publication desired, 
although the order gives incomplete 
or incorrect title. 
Starting in the music business 
with a Middle Western house at a 
very early age, Mr. Rabe has to his 
credit 25 years in the music busi¬ 
ness. His familiarity with the 
bibliography of music publications 
is amazing, and he also possesses 
personal musical accomplishments, 
which extend, into the field of com- 
So, in introducing t 
A Dozen Melodies for Beware of 
Saxophones Fraud Agents 
By Clay Smith The American public is too prone to 
Mr. Clay Smith is best known through trust J^cnm J^mul 
bis many successful songs' and as the di- «up of Jett t P^ hard 
£n0r 00ne*o7eKSalUenst America? dolts toswLliers wifh smooth p„,°; 
aration he has taken twelve of his most no 1110 v * 
=32 aw? srfjfws f 
t s£flr-»-<srrs s solo or duet form for the C Melody Saxo- Do not let your sympathies run rjff with 
phone, the E-flat Alto Saxophone and the your pocketbooks. We cannot b P 
B-flat Tenor Saxophone, respectively. sible for the work of swindlers. If there 
Either of the saxophone volumes may is any question as to the 
be ordered at the advance of publication an agent, take his name and address, pay 
price of 30 cents, each, postpaid. The him no money. Send the address to 
piano accompaniment may be ordered at with your subscription and w 
the special low price of 45 cents, postpaid, the agent with his commission. 
e will credit 
Three Splendid Summer 
Etudes for 35c. 
We will send the June, July and August 
issues of the Etude Music Magazine as a 
very special introductory offer to new sub- 
e al" scribers for the small sum of 35 cents. 
Five Little Tunes for Five 
Little Fingers—Pieces for the 
Left Hand Alone 
By Mildred Adair 
Pieces for the left band alone a 
much in fashion. Young students ar -
ways proud of being able to exhibit their gives everyone interested in music an 
technical proficiency in this manner and, opportunity to become acquainted with* 
besides, excellent practice is afforded the the world’s premier musical journal, the 
left hand. The new book of Five Little Etude Music Magazine. 
Pieces, by Mildred Adair, contains about 
the easiest numbers for the left hand that iJdrnco 
we have seen. We would grade them Changes 01 ACOreSS 
about one and one-half. This volume has In giving us changes of address, always 
a further advantage in the fact that the mention both your old and new addresses, 
student, in addition to developing the left Do not depend on a notice to the post¬ 
hand, gains also an elementary knowledge master when changing an address. Sec- 
of the use of the pedal. ond class mail matter will not be for- 
The special introductory price in ad- warded and failure to advise us will cause 
vance of publication is 25 cents per copy, subsequent numbers to go to the old ad- 
postpaid. dress and be lost or destroyed. 
Splendid Combination of High Class Magazines 
with Etude at Substantial Reductions 
If you wish to take advantage of any of these bargains and your present subscrip¬ 
tion has not yet expired, send the order with the price and give us the expiration date 
on your present subscription. We will see that the new order does not take effect 
mrMUrsiCMAGAZINE: “ eS JC MAGAZINE! 
; gSSa :§8) 
Regular price..$3.5o/ 
Save 75c 
™E MUSIC MAGAZINE.. $2.00') 
1 Both 
alrataJS1?!! ?I.ool Both 
raawasiSRcW 
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE. .$2.00') 
jlSffflSWSSS'Sg!S;:SSl Both 
’ $3.50 
Dancing Elves 
By Ethel V. Moyer 
Theodora had had a big shining gold minutes she had fallen asleep. Presently 
star f<jr three weeks in succession. She she heard the sound of a tiny horn, very sil- 
felt quite sure that she would get another very and musical. How beautiful i 
one this week for she had practiced the Then she heard more music that s’ 
whole of a new piece when her teacher had. like tiny violins. In just a t 
told her to take only the first page. woods was filled with fairies. 
Now she was returning from her lesson on the wings of the bumblebee.C 
in a somewhat dejected mood for she had whole troop on the wings of a 
not received her gold star; and her 
teacher, Miss Bradley, had felt quite 
grieved with the performance of her 
“Dancing Elves.” 
• "You know, Theodora,” Miss Bradley 
had said, “that I told you quite positively 
to practice only the first page. And don’t 
you remember how I said you should play 
the accompanying chords? So very lightly, 
like elves dancing on flower petals or on 
Betty’s Scale-Song 
By Alice Hamlet 
When Betty practices the scales 
She starts ’way down at C 
And sings this jolly little song, 
As happy as can be: 
“Wrist out, thumb under, second up. 
Transfer—Oh, this is fun! 
The thumb goes under, second up, 
Third up, transfer—C’s done!” 
And then she plays the scale of G, 
And many others, too; 
All perfect, for the song just tells 
Her fingers what to do. 
“Just so, that is the way they must beautiful but so faint! They danced 
sound But I am afraid the chords as you blithely and gracefully; so lightly that 
have Played them would do for a bear blossoms did “ ' 1'“J —J“ 
dance better than that of a fairy.” weight of a 
So after Theodora had taken her music Theodora 
icKeu ner uuwcis. you may have six ta\ 
with their music so if you could never read . 
soft. The staccato is only half staccato, 
Lillian Palinos £only haH legato^ The itghtTones sound 
JsrjS’srra'srfirK 
h a one knows what is meant by a the accelerandos because both are a minus 
, nos t,nn. vooi n«r. wr . « arm quandty ^d^crescendos sou.M just ^like 
ipssis _ 
SSsSi'i 
I 
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The Choir Master 
Each Month Under This Heading We Shall Give a List of Anthems, 
Solos and Voluntaries Appropriate for Morning and Evening 
Services Throughout the Year. 
Opposite "a" are anthems of moderate difficulty, opposite "b" those of a simple type. 
Any 'of the works named for examination. Our retail prices are always reason 
SUNDAY MORNING, September 5th SUNDAY MORNING, September 19th 
JUNIOR ETUDE—Continued 
ORGAN 
Intermezzo ..Rogers 
ANTHEM „ 
(a) Ten Thousand Times Ten 
Thousand .5 helley 
(b) When Streaming From 
the Eastern Skies.Ilosmer 
OFFERTORY , 
The Wonderful Story (Solo 
A ) Rhys-Herbert 
ORGAN 
Autumn Glory.Preston 
ANTHEM „r , , 
(a) Souls of the Righteous... .Noble 
(b) Father, O Hear Us!.Palmer 
OFFERTORY 
Be Thou Faithful Unto Death 
(Solo, T.).Mendelssohn 
ORGAN 
March for a Church Festival... Dicks 
SUNDAY EVENING, S 
Junior Etude Contest 
The Junior Etude will award three 
pretty prizes each month for the best and 
neatest original stories or essays and an¬ 
swers to puzzles. . 
Subject for story or essay this month— 
“Patriotic Music.” Must contain not over 
one hundred and fifty words. Any boy or 
girl under fifteen years of age may com¬ 
pete whether a subscriber or not. 
All contributions must bear name, age, 
and address of sender written plainly, and 
must be received at the J unior Etude 
Office, 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa., 
before the twentieth of July. Names of 
& 
Puzzle Corner 
SchuMann 
M O z a r 
ChopiN 
H a Y d n 
Prize Winners for April Puzzle 
Kuth Ott (Age 14). Ohio. 
Vivian Brouard (Age 9), Minnesota. 
Uriel M. Ittenberg (Age 12). Connecticut 
Honor Mention for April Puzzles 
AN^r^- 
(a) Great and A 
(b) Sing, my Soul, His Won- 
00 S™’^men. !°. Thy. .OFFERTORY5 ^.^ 
and T.).Marks Ab%ro con Brio.Roberts 
^if^hiirSea?^Srrieft 
'mmmm 
m smms. 
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